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Key figures
Business performance

Denomination

Traffic revenue

USD millions

Total revenue

USD millions

Operating income

USD millions

204.9

126.4

158.8

40.1

82.1

Net income

USD millions

172.1

126.7

89.3

20.1

8.6

Shareholders' equity (as of December 31)

USD millions

402.9

281.2

164.8

77.7

68.3

Capital expenditures

USD millions

324.3

217.7

60.4

82.2

72.5

16,808

15,854

16,049

16,287

15,694

15.9

11.4

8.0

1.8

0.8

7.9

6.0

4.3

19.7

26.5

USD millions

1,368.3

766.3

383.2

395.4

227.7

Passengers carried

millions

7.3

6.4

5.9

6.2

5.4

Cargo tons carried

thousands

148.9

116.9

111.9

103.8

109.2

Revenue passenger kilometers

billions

21,6

18.9

18.3

19.6

17.9

Revenue ton kilometers

billions

2.8

2.3

2.2

2.3

2.3

Passenger load factor

%

68.2

68.8

68.2

65.7

65.6

Weight load factor

%

58.4

57.0

56.5

53.7

54.7

thousands

287.6

257.3

244.2

266.5

266.6

114

106

121

129

128

Personnel in airline sector (average)

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1,735.5 1,369.0

1,244.3 1,221.1

1,074.2

2,158.8 1,716.0

1,563.0 1,558.0

1,406.9

Capital market figures
Earnings per share

USc

P/E ratio (as of December 31)
Market capitalization (as of December 31)
Traffic statistics

Available ton kilometers per employee
in airline sector
Aircraft (as of December 31)

Revenue (USD millions)

Net income (USD millions)
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«

WE PROVIDE
ASSISTANCE TO OUR PASSENGERS IN
ACHIEVING THEIR GOALS AND THEIR
COMMITMENT TO WORK EFFICIENTLY,
SPEND A RELAXING VACATION, MEET
WITH THEIR FRIENDS AND RELATIVES,
AND DISCOVER NEW COUNTRIES
AND CITIES.

WE HAVE
BEEN
DOING OUR UTMOST TO MAKE
OUR PASSENGERS FEEL
COMFORTABLE, SAFE AND
SERENE DURING OUR FLIGHTS.

»
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CEO’s address
to shareholders
Dear shareholders,
Last year marked a turning point for the global aviation
industry. In 2004 the number of passengers carried by airlines around the world rose by 11% and reached 1.8 billion
passengers. According to an estimate by IATA, this is the
sharpest annual growth figure since 1992.
Russia’s international air transportation market is growing by leap and bounds, which means that competition will
be heating up. As matter of fact, the domestic market has
become an attractive area of business precisely because of
its robust growth dynamics. In 2004, the total number of
passengers carried, including foreign airlines, surged by
15.5% and reached 39.8 million. These figures considerably
outpace international growth trends.
It’s noteworthy that foreign carriers, which have traditionally operated out of Russia, have solidified their positions
and we have also witnessed the entry of new players. All in
all, foreign airlines have boosted the number of their flights
to Russia by 39% over the last two years.
As a result, the question logically arises as to what our
role is in this process and what the defining features are of
our corporate strategy and tactics.
After carefully studying and weighing all the major trends,
Aeroflot is in tune with the train of events, which has allowed
the company to roll out a versatile and multi-faceted policy.

This policy is underpinned by the prevailing market practice
and has allowed Aeroflot to bolster its positions in the global aviation industry, enabled all those who work for the company to derive the most possible benefits from our activity,
whether it be shareholders, passengers or the Russian state.
The financial and operating performance we saw last year
are a clear sign that the company is on the high road to
expansion and that the Fast-Track Strategy we embarked
upon back in 2003 has begun to bear tangible results. As a
result, Aeroflot’s share in aggregate industry revenues stood
at 31%, while profit generated and taxes paid amounted to
50% and 58%, respectively.
The year 2004 witnessed a 14.6% rise in the number of
passengers carried by Aeroflot Group. While consolidating its
market positions Aeroflot raised traffic volumes by outsourcing flights under its own flag to other companies. The total
increase in the number of passengers carried including outsourced flights was 18.8%, thereby allowed the company to
outstrip the industry average. All in all, the Aeroflot Group carried 7,547,800 passengers and 150.1 thousand tons of cargo
and mail. Aeroflot carried 6,863,000 passengers and
146,700 tons of mail and cargo (including flights performed
on leased aircraft), while Aeroflot-Don, a subsidiary, transported 588,100 passengers and 2,670 tons of mail and cargo
and Aeroflot-Nord, also a subsidiary, carried 96,700 passengers and 0.7 thousand tons of cargo and mail (from October
8, 2004 to December 31, 2004). The Group’s net income in
2004 reached USD 172.1 thousand, while revenue was up
25.8% and net income grew by 35.8%. In addition, Aeroflot’s
market capitalization increased by 78.6%. We view this as an
excellent result.
However, accounting and operating reports are unable to
fully convey the vivid and intense experiences that marked
the company’s corporate life last year.
Indeed, a myriad of major events transpired during the
12 months of 2004.
On May 24, 2004 Aeroflot signed a partnership agreement
with the SkyTeam alliance and on September 24, 2004 the
commitment agreement was inked. By the beginning of next
year, Russia’s flagship carrier Aeroflot will become the first
domestic airline to join the global — and most promising —
aviation alliance. After this a whole world will be available to
our passengers, since SkyTeam flies 14,320 daily flights to
658 locations in 137 nations across the globe! And Aeroflot
will be contributing its route network to the alliance!
However, while preparing for membership in SkyTeam,
Aeroflot continues to expand its cooperation with air companies which belong to other alliances, believing this is necessary in order to sharpen its competitive edge. Altogether,
the company had entered into 21 code-sharing agreements
with foreign and Russian airlines as of January 1, 2005.
Operating flight routes on a joint basis kills two birds with
one stone since it is convenient for customers and lucrative
for the company. In 2004 Aeroflot carried 364,100 passengers under its code-sharing agreements.
In 2005, Aeroflot intends to sign code-sharing agreements primarily with airlines which are members of the
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SkyTeam alliance — Korean Air, Delta, KLM, Alitalia and
China Southern.
Another serious event in Aeroflot’s 2004 corporate life
was the completion of an important stage in the company’s
fleet restructuring program for foreign-made aircraft. We
received 18 planes from the Airbus A320 family, which are
not only new aircraft, but also mean new technology, hightech experience, new service, a new brand and qualified personnel, which is keen to work with state-of-the-art technology. The successful implementation of this complex project
has provided us with invaluable experience. Both the aviation and the investment communities have spoken highly of
our flight restructuring program. It has enhanced the company’s investment appeal and, even more importantly,
boosted customer loyalty.
A tender has been held for the delivery of a regional aircraft and in the near future a contract will be signed for the
acquisition of six Il-96-300s.
Another major area of the company’s activity was the introduction of new and advanced technologies. The best illustration of this is Aeroflot’s switch to Sabre online booking and
e-ticketing solutions. The anticipated economic effect of this
move is at least USD 10–20 million a year. Switching over to
this system should be beneficial not only to the airline and its
shareholders, but also to the passengers of Aeroflot, who can
now book their plane tickets on the Internet, make hotel
reservations, order tourist services, a taxi, buy train tickets,
plus a host of other convenient online options.
A pivotal component of Aeroflot’s business plan is to phase
in e-ticketing. This new technique is already being integrated
by leading global air carriers and it will allow the company to
achieve great savings while improving the company’s competitive ability and offering added convenience to customers.
Launching and expanding e-ticketing solutions is one of the
company’s top priority objectives for 2005.
Last year witnessed another event, the importance of
which would be hard to over overestimate. The gridlock was
finally broken in the Sheremetyevo-3 project. The roll-out of
a new flight terminal is a key prerequisite not only for development, but also the very existence of Aeroflot. We are ready
to start up construction and the successful implementation
of the project will secure the involvement of such powerful
players as Sberbank and Vneshtorgbank in addition to
Aeroflot and Moscow Airport Sheremetyevo (MASH).
We should capitalize on the fact that Aeroflot is the only
Russian airline which uses a network model in its operations and is capable of tapping transit passenger flows. The
company has targeted 10–12% of transit flows and this
adds up to 8–10 million passengers a year, or USD 3–4 billion. This is something worth fighting for! We can’t afford to
look ahead to 2007 and take comfort in the thought that
we’ll have built Sheremetyevo-3 and by that time everything
will be fine and dandy.
In 2004 efforts continued to phase in the Quality
Management System (QMS) on the basis of the
ISO 9001–2000 standard. We regard QMS as the cornerstone for the company on the organizational level. Having this
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system in place ensures our ability to deliver a profitable and
competitive product. To date, QMS has been phased in at nine
Aeroflot divisions which employ some 11,000 people.
In line with IATA official guidelines, all member airlines
are required to take an IATA Operational Safety Audit (IOSA)
by December 31, 2005. Aeroflot accepted the same obligation when it applied for membership in the SkyTeam
alliance. The audit is part of an internationally acknowledged and accepted system for validating the flightworthiness and control of air transport operators. Aeroflot is
scheduled to take the IOSA in Q4 2005 and the company is
preparing for it in earnest.
Three years ago, Aeroflot articulated its aspiration to
become one of the top five European airlines by level of service and I’m proud to say the company is well on its way
towards achieving this goal. We have introduced the
enhanced service concept on a number of routes and intend
to do the same on other international and domestic flights.
In 2004 we completed the main part of our rebranding
project. This involved working out and approving the mission and core values of the company. The new motto of the
airline has become "Sincerely yours, Aeroflot". The motto
reflects Aeroflot’s new corporate philosophy as an advanced
service company.
What does the future hold?
In line with the current strategy the company’s main targets this year include: launching construction of an in-house
terminal, Sheremetyevo-3, radically improving transit conditions at the existing MASH terminals, becoming a member
of the SkyTeam global alliance, phasing in advanced Sabre
solutions, while optimizing and expanding the aircraft fleet.
In 2005 Aeroflot has the target of carrying 7,952,000 passengers, which would be a 15.9% increase on the year-ago
period, as well as 162,200 tons of mail and cargo (up 12%
year-on-year). We’re shooting high but feel confident that the
goal is achievable this time around. Our confidence is rooted
in a well seasoned and top-notch team that goes by the name
Aeroflot, which is a company whose "team of winners" consists of closely knit and like-minded professionals. The
Aeroflot team has always stood out because of its special
commitment, patriotic attitude towards the company, unsurpassed level of expertise, discipline and vibrant creativity.
Our team is ready and willing to face the formidable hurdles
which inevitably lie ahead along the path to expansion and it
is up to any challenge, no matter how great. I would like to
thank all the members of our big family for their untiring
efforts which have made it possible for Aeroflot to conquer
greater heights with even greater confidence.
Sincerely yours,

Valery Okulov
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Main events in 2004
January

mission an A320 pilot simulator. The pilot simulator was
acquired for JSC Aeroflot as part of a trilateral cooperation
between the Russian flag carrier, Airbus Corporation and
Canadian САЕ.

Effective January 24 JSC Aeroflot resumed regular
Moscow–Mumbai–Moscow flights, with five daily flights
per week.

February
On February 5 JSC Aeroflot celebrated the 5th anniversary of its first flight to Nizhnevartovsk. This Siberian city is
among JSC Aeroflot’s top priority destinations for rolling out
the domestic air transportation market.
On February 16 the Aeroflot Open 2004 chess tournament with a USD150,000 prize fund was opened. For the
third year in a row JSC Aeroflot acted as organizer and
sponsor of the tournament conducted jointly with the
Association of Chess Federations and the Tourism
Committee of the Moscow Government. The tournament set
a record in the Russian Guinness Book of Records for the
number of its participants.

On February 26 winners of the Person of the Year (2003)
prize were announced at the Patriarchal Palace of the
Moscow Kremlin. JSC Aeroflot CEO Valery Okulov was
named the Person of the Year in the category "Best Top
Manager" category for outstanding achievements in improving the company’s competitive ability on the global market.

March
On March 18 in Vienna JSC Aeroflot presented a new
standard of services to be offered on Moscow–Vienna–
Moscow flights and also announced that there will be more
regular flights to Vienna which will be carried out on new
Airbus A319s.
On March 22 JSC Aeroflot and Cathay Pacific (Hong
Kong) signed a code sharing agreement. This is the first
code sharing agreement penned by JSC Aeroflot with an airline which operates in APR countries.
On March 25 JSC Aeroflot was awarded recognition in
two categories of the "The Wings of Russia" contest: "Airline
of the Year – Passenger Carrier on International Air Lines"
(first place) and "Airline of the Year – Passenger Carrier on
Domestic Air Lines" (second place).

On February 16 JSC Aeroflot and Bulgaria Air signed a
code sharing agreement on free sale basis. Both carriers
make joint Moscow–Sophia–Moscow flights on a regular
basis.
On February 17 JSC Aeroflot held a forum "Aeroflot’s
Policy on the Russian Air Transportation Market as Part of
the Implementation of Russia’s Transport Strategy.
Opportunities and Problems Related to the Development of
Air Transportation Infrastructure in the Volga Region". The
forum was attended by plenipotentiary envoy of the Russian
President to the Volga region, Sergei Kirienko.
On February 20 JSC Aeroflot, the Olympic Committee of
Russia and the State Committee for Physical Education,
Sports and Tourism signed a trilateral agreement on the
transportation of the Russian Olympic Team, official delegation and guests of the 28th Olympic Games to Athens.
On February 26 a ceremony was held in the training complex of the Aeronautical Personnel Training Center to com-

On March 31 JSC Aeroflot opened a new waiting room for
first class and business class passengers at the
Sheremetyevo-1 terminal. Aeropit, which provides services
at airport catering facilities, acted as partner in this project.

Main events in 2004

April
On April 23 JSC Aeroflot and Sabre Airline Solutions
signed a contract for advanced technological solutions.
Technical solutions from Sabre Airline Solutions will allow
the air carrier to be flexible in sales, reservations and ticketing, and also ensure maximum efficiency of its agents.
On April 28 JSC Aeroflot received two prestigious awards
in the area of air transportation safety — the Bison national
industry prize for strengthening security in Russia and the
Homeland Shield order, the public Russian award in recognition for solidifying economic security.
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On May 17 JSC Aeroflot and Vietnam Airlines signed an
agreement to intensify and broaden their cooperation ties in
the area of air transportation between the Russian
Federation and Vietnam. The parties to the agreement
decided to increase the number of flights between Moscow,
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City up to seven flights a week allowing both parties to use any type of airliners.
On May 18 JSC Aeroflot launched regular flights to the
capital of the Altai region — Barnaul. Tu-154M aircraft with
improved business class options make regular flights to
Barnaul.
On May 20 JSC Aeroflot launched regular flights to
Tyumen. Tu-154M aircraft with improved business class
options make regular flights to Tyumen. The flight schedule
allows for convenient connections on international and federal flights from Moscow to southern districts of Russia,
Europe and North America.
On May 24 in Moscow JSC Aeroflot general director
Valery Okulov and president of Air France Jean-Cyril
Spinetta who acted on behalf of the air carriers which are
members of the SkyTeam global alliance (AeroMexico, Air
France, Alitalia, CSA — Czech Airlines, Delta Airlines, Korean
Air) signed an agreement to hold official negotiations concerning the Russian air carrier’s entry into the alliance.

June

May
From May 5 through May 27 JSC Aeroflot held a Meeting
of War Veterans campaign, which has become a tradition.
More than 5,000 veterans from all across the Russian
Federation were able to get free JSC Aeroflot air tickets.

On May 12 JSC Aeroflot launched regular flights to the
capital of the Republic of Belarus — Minsk. Now JSC Aeroflot
currently makes three daily Moscow–Minsk–Moscow flights.
On May 12 JSC Aeroflot launched regular flights to the
capital of the Kuzbass region — Kemerovo. Tu-154M airliners with improved business class options fly to Kemerovo on
a regular basis.

On June 1 JSC Aeroflot phased in a new service standard
for business class passengers who take round-trip flights
from Moscow to Helsinki, Munich, Zurich, Geneva and
Brussels. By focusing on maximum comfort to business
class passengers, JSC Aeroflot intends to boost the passenger load factor on high-class flights to Europe.
On June 5 JSC Aeroflot held an annual general shareholders’ meeting (AGM) to review 2003 results. The AGM
approved the air carrier’s annual report, balance sheet,
statement of income, allocation of 2003 profit; elected a
new Board of Directors, the Audit Commission and appointed an independent auditor for 2004.
On June 11 JSC Aeroflot marked the 10th anniversary of its
first flight to Kiev. During this period a total of 240,000 passengers were carried on Moscow–Kiev–Moscow flights.
From June 15 through August 15 JSC Aeroflot again
offered discount tickets to high school graduates with gold
and silver medals who left the remote regions of Russia and
decided to enroll in Moscow higher education institutions.
On June 16 JSC Aeroflot summed up the results of its
social project. Kaliningrad–Moscow Shuttle JSC Aeroflot
flew 266,000 passengers from June 2003 through
June 2004.
On June 19–20 JSC Aeroflot arranged the Aeroflot —
Media Open tournament in Russian billiards for the media.
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On August 23 the Aviation and Technical Complex (ATC)
of JSC Aeroflot began preparations for independent
C-check maintenance in the A320 Airbus family. Obtaining
certification will enable JSC Aeroflot to save several tens of
millions of dollars a year and also enhance the aircraft fleet
serviceability by reducing maintenance periods. Mastering
the skills required to provide maintenance for new types of
aircraft will contribute to further development of
JSC Aeroflot’s ATC as the maintenance hub for domestic
and foreign airplanes in the CIS.
On June 29 JSC Aeroflot and Finnair penned a code sharing agreement. There are seven regular Moscow–Helsinki–
Moscow flights a week which are carried out on a joint basis.

July
On July 24 JSC Aeroflot held an extraordinary shareholders’
meeting (EGM). The EGM elected a new Board of Directors
and a new Audit Commission.
On July 27 an international audit of the quality management
system at JSC Aeroflot’s production facilities was completed.
The commission in charge recommended that international
certification organization TUV CERT award an international
certificate to JSC Aeroflot which validates the compliance of
JSC Aeroflot’s QMS with ISO 9001–2000 requirements.

On July 27 JSC Aeroflot announced a tender to acquire
regional aircraft.
On July 29 JSC Aeroflot went public with its new corporate motto that reflects the essence of the air carrier’s
upgraded brand: "Sincerely yours, Aeroflot".
On July 29 JSC Aeroflot was placed on the 2003 list of
Top 25 global air carriers by financial results. In its July
issue Air Transport World (ATW), a prestigious international
magazine, ranked JSC Aeroflot 13th by net profit and 20th
by operating profit.

August
On August 11 CJSC Aeroflot-Nord, established by JSC
Aeroflot (a 51% stake) and AviaInvest LLC (a 49% holding),
was named the winner in an auction to acquire federal state
unitary enterprise Arkhangelsk Airlines. The purpose of this
acquisition is to consolidate the air transportation market,
bolster JSC Aeroflot’s positions on the domestic air transportation market and pool air carriers’ resources to ensure
their efficient operations thanks to optimization of the flight
network and marketing channels.

Effective August 23 JSC Aeroflot raised the number of
Moscow–Chelyabinsk–Moscow flights up to five a week.

September
On September 3 work was completed to upgrade flight
simulators for Tu-154s, Il-86s and Il-96s at the Aviation
Personnel Training Center. To enhance flight safety and the
quality of pilot training at JSC Aeroflot these flight simulators were equipped for the first in history with Traffic Alert &
Collision Avoidance System (TCAS).
On September 7 JSC Aeroflot, Russia’s flagship air carrier,
announced the successful completion of a project to construct a modern data processing center using advanced
technologies by Hewlett-Packard. Global telecom services
provider Equant supplied telecom equipment for the project.
The unified data processing center ensures reliable operation of corporate information systems and efficient operations of the air carrier’s core business processes.
On September 20 the Association of Managers of Russia
published a rating of the best line managers. Director of JSC
Aeroflot’s IT department Sergey Kiryushin was named the best
IT director. JSC Aeroflot’s deputy general director for finance
and planning Mikhail Poluboyarinov ranked among the best
CFOs, commercial director Evgeny Bachurin was among the
best commercial executives and Oleg Osobenkov, JSC
Aeroflot’s deputy general director and HR director, was recognized to be among the country’s leading HR professionals.
On September 23 JSC Aeroflot and Spanish airline Iberia
penned a special commercial prorating agreement which
provides special terms for the sale of tickers on flights from
Moscow to South American cities where JSC Aeroflot does
not makes regular flights.
On September 24 general director of JSC Aeroflot Valery
Okulov and president of Air France Jean-Cyril Spinetta

Main events in 2004

signed a Commitment Agreement whereby JSC Aeroflot
adhered to the principles of SkyTeam, a global alliance of air
carriers. This agreement is a standard procedural document
that officially confirms JSC Aeroflot’s willingness to bring its
operations in compliance with the requirements for joining
the alliance by the established deadline.
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(Germany) across Europe in tandem with its regular cargo
flights. This service provides for truck delivery of cargos
shipped by JSC Aeroflot to Hahn, then on to Milan, Paris,
Brussels, Amsterdam and Frankfurt. By analogy, cargo from
European cities can be delivered to Hahn for further transportation on JSC Aeroflot’s regular cargo flights to Moscow
and cities in the Far East and South Eastern Asia. This system has diversified information support which makes it possible to track cargo movement on a real-time basis.

November

On September 24 Russian President Vladimir Putin and
French President Jacques Chirac conveyed their congratulations to JSC Aeroflot and Air France on the 50th anniversary of the first regular flight between Moscow and Paris.

October

On November 23 the Organizational Committee of the
International Forum of Accountants and Auditors named
JSC Aeroflot’s accounting department the winner of "The
Best Accounting Team of Russia-2004" contest. The airline’s
chief accountant Andrey Trusov was honored to receive the
award "Expert in Russian Accounting System-2004".
On November 30 a ceremony was held at Airplane Shed
№ 1 of the Aviation Technical Center to mark the completion of
a project to deliver aircraft from the Airbus A320 family to JSC
Aeroflot as part of a project to restructure its foreign aircraft
fleet. The project, launched in cooperation with Airbus in 2002,
closed with the arrival of the18th A321 aircraft ("Musorgsky").

On October 7 General Director of JSC Aeroflot Valery
Okulov and Lithuanian Airlines CEO Vidas Zvinys signed a
code sharing agreement under which the airlines will be
offering flights between Moscow and Vilnius under shared
flight numbers.
On October 15 the new advertising campaign "Sincerely
yours, Aeroflot" was launched on federal TV channels. Apart
from television, the air carrier’s new motto was promoted via
newspapers and outdoor advertising. As part of the airline’s
rebranding project, which has been under implementation
since 2001, a detailed mission and values were framed for
JSC Aeroflot’s brand which acted as the driver for new radical
changes in the air carrier’s services and customer relations.

On December 6 a group of international auditors conducted an initial flight safety audit at JSC Aeroflot in accordance with IOSA standards (International Operational
Safety Audit System adopted by IATA). As requested by IATA,
all members of this international association should be certified in accordance with IOSA by 2006. A certification audit
is to be held at JSC Aeroflot at the end of 2005.
On December 9 JSC Aeroflot launched a new web portal,
www.junior.aeroflot.ru which is specially designed for child
passengers.

On October 23 an EGM was held at JSC Aeroflot which
elected a new Board of Directors and an Audit Commission.
On October 28 JSC Aeroflot launched a new service for
its customers: the road feeder service, whereby freight is
delivered by trucks to/from Frankfurt Hahn Airport

On December 23 JSC Aeroflot’s Aviation Technical Center
successfully passed the certification test and commenced
C-checks in the Airbus 320 family. This has allowed the airline to raise the efficiency of fleet usage by reducing maintenance time and cutting scheduled maintenance costs.

December

Russia & CIS
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Development strategy
of JSC Aeroflot

Main factors behind
competitive ability

Aeroflot’s strategic concept endorsed by the Board of
Directors in 2000 aims to roll out a world-class air transportation company.

Committed to achieving the strategic target of rolling out
a world-class company, Aeroflot management has spared no
efforts in securing a strategically important position on the
market and strengthening its competitive positions in the
long-term outlook.

To achieve this goal, Aeroflot focuses specifically on:
• securing leadership in Russia’s civil aviation industry;
• being able to carry passengers to most locations around
the world, setting up a convenient and economically
viable route network for passengers and maintaining
cooperation ties with air transportation partners;
• offering stable service quality as good as those of its
competitors or even better;
• achieving a level of operating and economic indicators
on par with AEA carriers;
• forming an efficient set of in-house business relations.
In accordance with the strategic concept, the Board of
Directors has set its main targets up until 2010:
• raising our market share in the civil aviation industry by
the number of passengers carried to 30% in 2010 (with
an average annual growth rate of 13% in 2004–2010);
• increasing 3-fold the number of cargo carried (compared
to 2003) in 2004–2010 and further promote multi-modal
cargo transportation services;
• commissioning a new passenger terminal by 2007 and
establishing a competitive traffic center at
Sheremetyevo International Airport;
• securing a sufficient number of aircraft by 2010 to
achieve projected growth in passenger and cargo transportation, first and foremost, by fulfilling the investment
agreement on the acquisition of six Il-96 aircraft;
• increasing the number of commercial rights in order to
boost passenger and cargo transportation, provided for
under the business roll-out concept;
• taking the set of measures required for Aeroflot to join
the SkyTeam alliance of global air carriers’;
• achieving a top-5 product rating among AEA carriers by
late 2007.

These efforts aim to enhance economic efficiency and
raise the market capitalization of the airline. The key factors
for securing the competitive edge of the company are:
• strengthening leadership status on the market of passenger transportation services in the Moscow aviation
sector;
• forming a highly efficient and advanced fleet;
• becoming a leader in using advanced technologies and
innovative solutions;
• joining an international air carriers’ alliance.

Dominant positions in the Moscow aviation sector
One of the main ways for Aeroflot to maintain its competitive edge is to preserve and expand its presence on the
market of air transportation services in the Moscow aviation
sector. Aeroflot’s future prospects are based on the construction of a new terminal, Sheremetyevo-3, which will
allow Aeroflot to substantially boost the traffic handling
capacity of the Sheremetyevo International Airport up to
18 million passengers a year, improve the quality of services provided to passengers and airlines, reduce the transfer
time to 40 minutes and work out a convenient flight schedule to increase international and domestic transit.

Highly efficient and advanced fleet
In the present environment of escalating petroleum prices
and, consequently, a greater share of jet fuel costs in the
aggregate cost structure, one of the key factors behind the
airline’s competitive ability is to keep fuel costs at a lower
level than that of its rivals. The airline’s focus on forming a
fleet that meets international safety, fuel consumption, emis-

Mission and development strategy of JSC Aeroflot

sions and noise requirements will help it maintain leading
industry positions in terms of the price/quality ratio.

Leadership in using advanced technologies and
innovative solutions
Aeroflot is the first Russian air carrier to have taken
steps to phase in the fullest technological package of an
advanced and efficient reservation and ticketing system
using the world’s aviation software provider Sabre
Airline Solutions. This system is operated by such airlines as American Airlines, US Airways and many of others. Similar distribution systems are operated by Air
France, KLM and Alitalia. This software provides access
to a number of additional resources and online reservations and e-payment solutions and makes it possible to
book a room in a hotel, order travel services, call a taxi
and buy train tickets.
The phase-in of the new system will raise operating efficiency and improve the quality of customer service.
Integration of online reservations and e-payment systems
with Sabre AirMAX & AirPrice, automated revenue and
fares management systems which are already in use at
Aeroflot, will make it possible to increase the air carrier’s
revenue by at least 2%. A completely new resource management technology used to optimize the passenger load
factor within the whole network will give Aeroflot a leading edge on destinations where airlines that offer air
transportation services in the lower price range compete.

Joining SkyTeam global airline alliance
Admission into an international air carriers’ alliance will
unlock new opportunities for Aeroflot’s development.
Partnership with the world’s largest airlines which are
alliance members (Air France, KLM, AeroMexico, Alitalia,
Delta, Korean Air, CSA, Continental Airlines, Northwest
Airlines) will open up a whole range of new destinations for
Aeroflot’s customers across the globe which will be reachable by Aeroflot and its alliance partner flights. In addition to
top-notch services, passengers will be able to benefit from a
unified frequent flyers bonus program. Involvement in the
international alliance will enable Aeroflot to boost ticket
sales by raising passenger traffic and rendering operations
more profitable.

Plans for 2005
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struction of a new terminal, Sheremetyevo-3, in partnership
with Sheremetyevo International Airport, Bovis Lend Lease,
Aeroports de Paris Ingenierie and Aeroproekt.
To implement the project by 2005–2007, Aeroflot has
established a special subsidiary, OJSC Terminal, to manage
the project, which includes the following functions:
• attract financial resources;
• arranging the construction and operation of the new
facility.

Fleet restructuring
One of the main issues related to the fleet upgrade, to be
launched in 2006, is the shortage of domestically-manufactured aircraft, above short haul planes. To overcome the
adverse consequences of this shortage in 2005 Aeroflot is
to act on the results of a tender held to select a producer
and supplier of regional aircraft. According to the tender
regulations, Aeroflot plans to acquire up to 50 jets with a
capacity of 70–100 seats from 2005 through 2010.

Information technology
Aeroflot’s major IT project is to phase in an online ticket
booking and sales system from Sabre. The company will
also phase in a new Sabre program that will be integrated
with the frequent flyers program — Aeroflot Bonus.
As part of this project Aeroflot will phase in online booking and e-ticketing systems. The new online reservation
mechanism will make it possible to most efficiently represent and sell Aeroflot services and those of its industry
partners — other airlines, road transportation firms and
hotel operators.
Advanced technological solutions from Sabre in the
area of passenger transportation, as well as automated
revenue and fare management systems, will help Aeroflot
cut costs dramatically and lift revenues. Sabre technologies offer unlimited access to the world’s distribution system, will make it possible to book services when traveling
across the globe and gain access to services rendered by
foreign air carriers, car rental dealers, tour operators and
railroad companies.
New operating technological solutions, such as a capacity planning system, will allow the company to optimize
cargo distribution for fuel-saving purposes which has
become evermore critical in the current market environment.

Construction of a new terminal
SkyTeam global airline alliance
In an environment of stiffening competition from domestic
and foreign air carriers which have intensified their operations on the Russian market, Aeroflot has launched the con-

Measures for Aeroflot to join the SkyTeam global airline
alliance are slated for completion in 2005.

Europe
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Dusseldorf > Frankfurt/M > Geneva > Hamburg >
Ljubljana > London > Madrid > Milan > Munich >
Nice > Oslo > Paris > Prague > Riga > Rome >
Sofia > Stockholm > Tallinn > Venice > Vienna >
Warsaw > Zagreb > Helsinki > Zurich >
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Global air traffic market
The year 2004 finally marked a turnaround in demand on
the global air traffic market following the tragic events of
9/11. According to IATA, international passenger air traffic
in H1 2004 surged 20% on the year and rose 15% on an
annualized basis.
In 2004 airlines — AEA members flew 653 billion passenger kilometers, or up 9% compared to the year-earlier period.
The passenger load factor rose 1.2% to 74.6%. Nonetheless,
despite a positive trend in the aircraft industry as a whole,
last year the global civil aviation industry faced another market-wide problem – a spike in jet fuel prices proved to be the
main obstacle facing the global aircraft industry on the road
to recovery. Global civil air carriers’ cumulative 2004 losses
are estimated at USD 5 billion, including those of AEA members amounting to USD 1.5 billion.

services provided by Russian air carriers which reached
overall passenger traffic growth 14.2 million passengers (up
56%) during the period under review, including 8.8 million
passengers (72%) carried on international routes and 5.5 million passengers flown (41%) on the domestic market.
In assessing the dynamic growth displayed by the Russian
passenger air traffic market, two factors are especially noteworthy:
• the aggressive rise in air traffic on the part of foreign air
carriers to Moscow and their expansion into the Russian
regions;
• the Moscow Aviation Unit’s steady leadership positions.

Highlights of 2004
The passenger traffic market in Russia
Based on 2004 results, the Russian passenger traffic market totaled 39.8 million passengers compared to 34.5 million passengers in 2003 which showed a 15% rise in
demand for air transportation services. The data presented
below characterize a stable 4-year consumer demand for

In 2004 Russia’s five leading air carriers made serious
strides aimed at consolidating the domestic aircraft industry. In August 2004 JSC Aeroflot acquired Arkhangelsk
Airlines and on its basis established a subsidiary, AeroflotNord. In 2004 other air carriers also acquired some regional airlines. Due to the pursuance of administrative reform
among federal authorities in 2004, the merger of two state-

Key performance indicators of Russian civil air carriers in 2004
(regular and unscheduled flights)
Passenger turnover
2004
mpk

Passenger traffic

%
2004
Change,
passengers
y-o-y
International traffic
43,717.3
+ 23.3
14,904.1
including:
between Russia and non-CIS countries
38,459,5
+22,6
12,407.7
Between Russia and CIS countries
5,257.8
+28.56
2,496.4
Domestic traffic
39,274.1
+10.1
18,893.8
including:
local traffic
988.6
–4.1
1,600.3
Total
82,991.4
+16.7
33,797.9

Passenger load factor

Cargo turnover

Cargo and mail carried

%
Change,
y-o-y

2004
%

%
Change,
y-o-y

2004
mtkm

%
Change,
y-o-y

2004
th tons

%
Change,
y-o-y

+23.0

72.4

-0.1

2,135.5

+17.8

384.1

+12.5

+20.1

73.5

+0.3

2,096.1

+17.96

364.8

+11.92

+25.95

65.4

–2.3

39.4

+10.4

19.3

+25.1

+10.5

68.9

–0.8

866.6

–6.1

270.7

–3.1

–5.6

64.8

–1.4

17.1

–19.7

18.95

–17.9

+14.9

70.4

–0.4

3,002.1

+9.8

654.8

+5.5

Source: Transport Clearance Chamber

Air traffic market

run air carriers, Rossiya and Pulkovo, was put on hold, but
this process is scheduled for completion this year.
The spike in jet fuel prices and bans recently imposed by
a number of developed countries on the operation of aircraft
which do not meet specific environmental requirements and
also forecasts for their intensification prompted leading
Russian air carriers to make concerted efforts to upgrade
their fleets. The lack of competitive and cost-effective
domestic airplanes urged Russian air carriers to explore the
possibility of acquiring foreign-made aircraft. For the first
time in their history, Russian airlines began to operate foreign aircraft (Boeing 767-200s, Airbus 310-300 aircraft
and Boeing 757-200 planes) which were obtained on lease
terms following payment of customs duties. Having received
special rebates to import and operate foreign aircraft,
TransAero airline was able to substantially expand its fleet of
foreign-made aircraft to 13 Boeing 737s and Boeing 767
aircraft.

Rolling out domestic operations is of strategic importance
to JSC Aeroflot both with a view to bolstering its positions in
the Russian civil aviation industry and building the model
for an integrated company with a multi-connection route
network.
JSC Aeroflot holds leadership positions among Russian
air carriers in terms of cargo traffic. JSC Aeroflot’s share in
the aggregate cargo traffic (cargo and mail carried) reached
22.4% in 2004, i.e. up 3.8% compared to 2003.

Aeroflot Group’s position on the international market
(share of passengers carried)

40

20

Krasnoyarsk
Airlines

TransAero

Sibir

10

Pulkovo

Based on 2004 results, aggregate traffic of Russian airlines grew 14.9% to 33.8 million passengers carried and
16.7% to 82.97 billion passenger kilometers in terms of
passenger turnover, according to the Transport Clearing
Chamber.
During the first six months of 2004 Russian air carriers’
passenger traffic jumped 20% in terms of passengers carried and 24% in terms of passenger turnover. As a result of
terrorist acts (mid-air explosions of two aircraft on domestic
flights), nearly a 60% spike in jet fuel prices and, consequently, an increase in air tickets, the Russian aviation market grew at a slower pace.

30

Aeroflot Group

Domestic traffic

Aeroflot Group’s position on the domestic market
(share of passengers carried)

Market positions of Aeroflot Group
15
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* using own and leased aircraft

Krasnoyarsk
Airlines

Utair

Pulkovo

Sibir

5

Aeroflot Group*

In 2004 Aeroflot’s share on the Russian civil aviation market reached 20.3% in terms of passengers carried and
25.3% in terms of passenger turnover (including flights on
leased aircraft). JSC Aeroflot carried 0.2% more passengers
than in 2003.
JSC Aeroflot holds a larger market share taking into
account operations performed by its subsidiaries, AeroflotDon and Aeroflot-Nord. Based on 2004 results, subsidiary
traffic accounted for 2.1% of the aggregate number of passengers carried and 1.2% of passenger turnover. As
regards international flights, Aeroflot Group’s share stood at
32.4% (34.6% in 2003) in terms of passengers carried and
37.7% (40.5% in 2003) in terms of passenger turnover.
A modest decline in Aeroflot Group’s share in the international segment was accompanied by an improvement of the
Group’s positions on the domestic market. The Group’s
domestic operations rose in 2004 from 12.2% to 14.4% in
terms of passengers carried and from 12.8% to 14.0% in
terms of passenger turnover (including flights performed on
leased aircraft).
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Safety
Flight safety
The company’s top priority is that of ensuring the highest
possible safety standards. Despite the marked upturn in
2004 operations, safety onboard Aeroflot flights remains at
one of the highest levels among global airline carriers.
According to the classification of the International Air
Transport Association, Aeroflot’s safety standard is within
the 99.95–99.98% range, which is within the "good" rating
range.
The current Quality Control System in place at Aeroflot’s
operating units, which is certified to ISO 9001–2000 standards, ensures that flight personnel maintains all aircraft at
the highest possible level of technical serviceability.
The Flight Safety Council is in charge of monitoring of
flight safety at Aeroflot on a permanent basis. The Council
held five meetings in 2004 during which the company’s
flight safety policy was laid down. These meetings also provided the opportunity to assess the effectiveness of measures taken and to work out a focused prevention and
methodology program.
Also in 2004, the Federal Transport Supervision Service
conducted two inspections as a result of which the term of
validity of Aeroflot’s Operator Certificate was extended.
Aeroflot attached much attention in 2004 to the de-icing
treatment of its aircraft, which has become an integral part
of routine flight safety measures.

At present, Aeroflot is getting ready for an IOSA
(International Operational Safety Audit) as part of IATA’s
flight safety inspection system. In accordance with IATA
requirements all member airlines of the Association need to
pass an inspection by year-end 2005 to gauge their compliance with the above-mentioned standard, which addresses
all major areas of an air carrier’s operations, including organizational structure and management system, airworthiness, flight support, technical service and maintenance of
aircraft, cabin crew, ground handling operation of airplanes,
cargo carriage and aviation safety.
In November 2004 the SkyTeam alliance conducted its
first audit at Aeroflot according to IOSA standards. A positive assessment was made and the team of auditors noted
the company’s progress over the past two years towards full
compliance with international standards. Aeroflot’s IATA
safety certification audit has been scheduled for Q4 2005.

Aviation safety
Achieving the highest possible standards of passenger
safety and protecting the airline from acts of unlawful interference are among the top goals pursued by Aeroflot. The
company has recently worked out and phased in a set of
emergency response measures designed to deal with any
possible threats. These measures are squarely in line with
best global practice and also reflect the requirements of
Russia’s civil aviation laws. Defense mechanisms include a
number of special-purpose aviation safety programs, such
as: high risk flight escorts, comprehensive safety support at
company facilities, 100% luggage control, a specially
trained K9 unit, a "rowdy passengers" response team, etc.
Aeroflot’s aviation safety unit is compliant with the
ISO 9001–2000 standard, thereby giving an extra guarantee that the airline’s safety provisions are second to none.

Group management report
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Passengers carried (millions)

Passenger traffic

8
6

Based on 2004 results, Aeroflot increased the number
of passengers carried by 14.6% and passenger turnover
by 14.2%. These results were achieved thanks to
increased traffic capacity, the operation of new aircraft
and more efficient use of the current fleet. In 2004 the
operability rate of passenger aircraft reached 70%, while
daily average flying hours per active roll aircraft rose
by 0.3 hours and 0.5 hours per operable aircraft to
7.3 hours and 10.6 hours, respectively.
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Group’s operating data
2004

2003

%

thousands
millions
millions
%
%
thousands
millions
millions
millions
%

4,830.4
16,469.5
24,257.7
67.9
97.5
125.6
758.4
2,240.6
3,923.4
57.1

4,259.7
14,380.3
21,230.1
67.7
97.8
96.3
531.6
1,825.8
3,296.6
55.4

113.4
114.5
114.3
0.2 pt*
-0.3 pt
130.4
142.7
122.7
119.0
1.7 pt

Domestic traffic
Passengers carried
Revenue passenger kilometers
Available seat kilometers
Passenger load factor
Share of scheduled traffic **
Freight and mail tons carried
Cargo ton kilometers
Revenue ton kilometers
Available ton kilometers
Weight load factor

thousands
millions
millions
%
%
thousands
millions
millions
millions
%

2,444.5
5,159.9
7,475.8
69.0
99.8
23.3
99,8
564.2
910.0
62.0

2,090.7
4,566.3
6,295.0
72.5
99.9
20.6
87.9
498.9
782.8
63.7

116,9
112.9
118.8
-3.5 pt
-0.1 pt
113.1
113.5
113.1
116.2
-1.7 pt

Total for international and domestic traffic
Passengers carried
Revenue passenger kilometers
Available seat kilometers
Passenger load factor
Share of scheduled traffic **
Freight and mail tons carried
Cargo ton kilometers
Revenue ton kilometers
Available ton kilometers
Weight load factor

thousands
millions
millions
%
%
thousands
millions
millions
millions
%

7,274.9
21,629.4
31,733.5
68.2
98.0
148.9
858.2
2,804.8
4,833.4
58.0

6,350.3
18,946.6
27,525.1
68.8
98.3
116.9
619.5
2,324.7
4,079.5
57.0

114.6
114.2
115.3
-0.6 pt
-0.3 pt
127.4
138.5
120.7
118.5
1.0 pt

International traffic
Passengers carried
Revenue passenger kilometers
Available seat kilometers
Passenger load factor
Share of scheduled traffic**
Freight and mail tons carried
Cargo ton kilometers
Revenue ton kilometers
Available ton kilometers
Weight load factor

* pt – percentage point
** in revenue passenger kilometers
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Revenue passenger kilometers (billions)
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International passenger traffic
In 2004 the Group transported 4.8 million passengers on
international routes, or 13.4% more than in 2003.
Meanwhile, international routes accounted for more than
66.4% of passengers carried by the Aeroflot Group’s and
over 76.1% of passenger turnover. The bulk of passenger
turnover (98%) was executed using regular flights.
Due to a 14.3% increase in traffic capacity, the load factor grew 0.2% to 67.9%.
Domestic passenger traffic
In 2004 a total of 2.4 million passengers were transported on the domestic market, i.e. 16.9% higher than in 2003.
Seat occupancy rate stood at 69.0%, or down 3.5% year-onyear due to a faster rise (18.8%) in Group’s traffic capacity
aimed at raising its share on the domestic market.
Passenger turnover on domestic routes increased by
12.9%. Nearly all transportation services were provided on
regular flights.
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Cargo traffic
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Cargo ton kilometers (millions)
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In 2004 cargo-mail traffic surged 27.4% to 148,900 tons.
Cargo turnover equaled 858.2 million ton kilometers, or a
38.5% surge against 2003.
The revenue load ratio, characterized by the use of passenger and cargo traffic capacity as a whole, increased from
57.0% to 58.0%.
Thanks to the use of DC-10 cargo aircraft in 2004
(instead of Ilyushin Il-76s with a smaller lifting capacity) the
total share of cargo turnover carried by DC-10s surged by
10.8% to 53.8% in terms of total cargo turnover.
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Weight load factor(%)

International cargo traffic
International traffic accounted for 84.4% of cargo carried
and 88.4% of cargo turnover. In all, 125,600 tons of cargo
was carried, i.e. up 30.4% on 2003. This strong performance was due to the operation of a larger number of DC-10s
and more efficient use of cargo compartments on passenger
aircraft. The Group’s total revenue load ratio on international airlines inched up 1.7% on the year to 57.1%.
Domestic cargo traffic
Within Russia cargo was flown by passenger aircraft.
In 2004 cargo traffic volume on the domestic market
jumped 13.1%, while cargo turnover rose 13.5%.
Alongside this, the company’s revenue load rate dropped
from 63.7% to 62.0% due to a substantial increase in
traffic capacity on the Russian market (up 16.2%).
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Headline financial results (USD millions)
2004
2,158.8
(1,953.9)
204.9
28.7
233.6
(59.6)
(1.9)
172.1

Revenue
Operating costs
Operating income
Non-operating income (loss), net
Income before taxation and minority interest
Taxation
Minority interest
Net income

2003
1,716.0
(1,589.6)
126.4
30.5*
156.9*
(30.2)*
0.0
126.7

%
125.8
122.9
162.1
94.1
148.9

135.8

* A certain reclassification has been made to the financial statements for the year ended December 31,
2003 to bring it in line with current year presentation. Such reclassifications do not affect retained earnings

Financial results
In 2004 Aeroflot Group generated revenue of
USD 2,158.8 million, which is up 25.8% compared to the
year-earlier period. Operating costs rose by 22.9% and stood
at 1,953.9 million. As a result of operating activity, Aeroflot
Group generated operating income of USD 204.9 million,
which is 62.1% more than the amount of operating income
earned in 2003.
In addition, the Group earned an income of USD 28.7 million from non-operating activity.
Income before taxation and minority interest amounted
to USD 233.6 million, which is 48.9% more than in 2003.
Net income rose 35.8% year-on-year and reached
USD 172.1 million.

Revenue
In the breakdown of operating revenue, 71.2% falls to
passenger carried, 9.1% to cargo and mail carried, 16% to
earnings from airline agreements with foreign air carriers
and 3.7% to other revenue.
Passenger revenue
Passenger traffic revenue rose by 23.9% in 2004 and
reached USD 1,538.1 million. Of this amount, international
traffic accounted for 78.4% and domestic traffic for 21.6%.
Passenger traffic from international flights stood at
USD 1,206.0 million in 2004, which is up 21% on 2003.

All revenue gains were achieved as a result of increased
passenger yields.
Passenger traffic revenue from domestic flights rose by
35.6% and amounted to USD 332.1 million. The bulk of revenue gains came from increased traffic yields.
Cargo revenue
Revenues from cargo and mail carried increased by
55.2% in 2004 and reached USD 197.4 million. The bulk of
revenues fell to international traffic. Revenue gains were
achieved by increased volumes of cargo traffic.
Airline revenue agreement
Airline revenue agreements with foreign air carriers
totaled USD 343.5 million, which is up 26.0% on 2003 and
primarily represent revenue from pooling, code-sharing and
bilateral air-service agreements.
Other revenue
Other revenue was derived from ground handling and
maintenance in the airport, airline catering and refueling
services outsourced to other airlines, hotel and other services.
In 2004 the Group raised its earnings from other revenue to
USD 79.8 million.

Revenue (USD millions)

Passenger revenue
incl. international*
domestic
Cargo revenue
Airline revenue agreements
Other revenue
Total revenue
* All charter passengers are included in the international segment

2004
1,538.1
1,206.0
332.1
197.4
343.5
79.8
2,158.8

2003
1,241.8
996.9
244.9
127.2
272.7
74.3
1,716.0

%
123.9
121.0
135.6
155.2
126.0
107.4
125.8
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Operating costs

Passenger yield (USc/RPK)

8

The largest expense items are as follows: aircraft fuel
costs (25.4%), aircraft and traffic servicing (15.9%), staff
costs (15.4%) and maintenance (10.4%).
In 2004 the Group’s aircraft fuel costs surged 56.6%. The
main reason behind such a surge was a spike in energy
costs, including jet fuel due to the growth of global petroleum price.
Servicing of aircraft and passengers in airports and en
route surged 28.5%, which is attributable to an increase in
traffic, higher airport and navigation fees, as well as rising
costs to ensure security in the airport of entry.
Staff costs rose 23.2% on the back of revised wage
schemes for aircraft personnel and attendants.
Maintenance costs in 2004 decreased thanks to the
implementation of the company’s aircraft fleet restructuring
program (nearly the entire foreign-made fleet consists of
new aircraft)
Operating lease expenses in 2004 decreased due to the
fleet restructuring program and also the reduction of lease
rates in 2004.
Marketing and sales costs grew 13.4% due to a rise in
traffic volume.
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Non-operating income (loss)
In 2004, despite a rise in LIBOR base rates, Aeroflot managed to optimize its expenses for servicing its loan portfolio
thanks to a considerable reduction of average lending costs.
Interest income rose thanks to optimized management of
the company’s current assets.
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Operating costs breakdown, 2004

5%

5%

2%
26%

6%
6%

9%
16%

10%
15%
Aircraft fuel
Aircraft and traffic
servicing
Staff costs
Maintenance
Other expenses
Operating lease expenses
Sales and marketing
Administration and
general expenses
Depreciation
Communication expenses

Financial condition and cash flows
Net cash from operating activities stood at USD 159.5 million, USD 75.6 million was allocated to investment programs and USD 71.9 million to financing activities.
In 2004 Aeroflot raised loans mainly to supplement its
operating activity. The exception was a USD 8 million loan
granted by the Amsterdam Trade Bank in December 2004,
which was used to refinance the acquisition of Tu-154 airliners.
In December 2004 a credit agreement was signed with a
syndicate of banks, including ABN Ambro, SocGen, WestLB
and Calyon on extending a 3-year USD 150 million credit
line at the rate of LIBOR 1M + 2.25%. The loan proceeds
were received on 11 February 2005. The credit line was
granted against pledge of revenues from sales of air tickets
abroad through the IATA international sales system. The
bulk of the syndicated loan will be allocated to finance construction of the new Sheremetyevo-3 terminal.
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Operating costs (USD millions)
Aircraft fuel
Aircraft and traffic servicing
Staff costs
Maintenance
Operating lease expenses
Sales and marketing
Administration and general expenses
Depreciation
Communication expenses
Other expenses *
Total operating costs

2004
496.1
310.0
300.9
203.7
127.6
125.3
94.8
94.0
34.2
167.3
1,953.9

2003
316.7
241.2
244.2
217.5
133.0
110.5
73.6
91.1
32.4
129.4
1,589.6

%
156.6
128.5
123.2
93.7
95.9
113.4
128.8
103.2
105.6
129.3
122.9

* Other expenses include: passenger services, insurance expenses, operating taxes, increase in contingency provisions, taxes refunded under court decision, reversal of provision for tax penalties, recovery of receivables previously provided for, increase (decrease) in provisions for bad and doubtful receivables, fines and penalties, other expenses.

Non-operating income (loss) (USD millions)
Interest expense
Interest income
Share of income in associated undertakings
Foreign exchange and translation gain, net
Non-operating income, net
Total

2004
(12.0)
3.2
3.5
13.5
20.5
28.7

2003
(12.0)
1.5
2.4
8.5
30.1
30.5

2004
159.5
(75.6)
(71.9)
12.0
0.7
66.2

2003
128.7
(32.1)
(76.8)
19.8
0.7
53.5

2004
78.4
37.9
40.5
16.2

2003
72.4
71.5
0.9
3.2

Cash flows (USD millions)
Net cash provided by operating activities
Net cash used in investment activities
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Effect of exchange rate change
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

Short-term and long-term loans (USD millions)
Short-term loans
Loans and credit lines in USD
Loans in Russian rubles
Long-term loans in USD

Capital expenditures
The company’s 2004 capital expenditure amounted to
USD 324.3 million, including USD 203.0 million for the
acquisition of one Airbus A-320 aircraft and three Airbus
A-321 aircraft under financial lease with the remainder
mainly representing arcraft overhaul costs and acquisition

of equipment for the aircraft, purchase of four Tupolev
Tu-154M aircraft, modernization of Boeing 767-300 aircraft,
expansion of fixed assets through acquisition of Arkhangelsk
Airlines, reconstruction of Hangar Complex № 1 and purchase of computers and office equipment.
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Segment information
Financial data (USD millions)
Years ended December 31
Airline:
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Total revenue
Operating costs
Operating income
Catering:
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Total revenue
Operating costs
Operating income
Hotels:
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Total revenue
Operating costs
Operating income
Other business:
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Total revenue
Operating costs
Operating income
Intercompany eliminations:
Inter-segment sales
Operating costs
Consolidated:
Total revenue
Operating costs
Operating income

2004

2003

%

2,131.6
2.3
2,133.9
(1,935.0)
198.9

1,688.8
3.5
1,692.3
(1,569.2)
123.1

126.2
65.7
126.1
123.3
161.6

14.6
37.1
51.7
(50.0)
1.7

13.3
30.6
43.9
(43.0)
0.9

109.8
121.2
117.8
116.3
188.9

12.5
5.1
17.6
(11.9)
5.7

11.1
4.4
15.5
(13.5)
2.0

112.6
115.9
113.5
88.1
285.0

0.1
—
0.1
(1.5)
(1.4)

2.8
—
2.8
(2.4)
0.4

3.6
—
3.6

(44.5)
44.5

(38.5)
38.5

115.6
115.6

2,158.8
(1,953.9)
204.9

1,716.0
(1,589.6)
126.4

125.8
122.9
162.1

Risk management
As an airline which engages both in international and
domestic traffic, Aeroflot is exposed to all specific risks
inherent in the aviation industry on the whole. The Board
of Directors and the Board of Managers of the company,
mindful of their responsibility to shareholders, passengers
and the entire company in view of escalating risks in the
aviation business environment not only on the international, but also on the domestic market, have begun to roll out
specific provisions of Aeroflot’s risk management policy.
The risk management policy aims to identify, analyze,
assess and take timely actions required to neutralize these
risks, and monitor them on a permanent basis.
Aeroflot’s risk management policy provides for a hierarchy of actions and procedures which contribute to a better
understanding of risk exposure in the main operational
processes, and also the company’s ability to cope with all
risks which are identified or arise.
Aeroflot has singled out three main risk categories
depending on their nature and coverage methods:
1. Corporate risks, which are associated with routine airline activities;

2. Financial risks, which are associated with the financial
performance of the company;
3. Specific technogenic risks, which are associated with
the operation of aircraft as a source of heightened danger,
including third-party legal liability.

Corporate risks
Under the above classification, corporate risks include:
• political risks;
• seasonality risks;
• airline personnel risks;
• emergency response risks.
Political risks
As a company involved in international passenger and
cargo traffic, Aeroflot is exposed to the possibility of political
destabilization in the countries where it operates flights.
This, in turn, could impact the company’s operating results.
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Seasonality risks
Situation where the number of holidays/trips of potential
passengers depends on the time of year. Peak seasons are
summer and wintertime, as well as holidays.
Airline personnel risks
Risk of professional disablement of personnel, including
the flight crew and technical maintenance staff as the most
qualified specialists that have extensive training and considerable value.
Emergency response risks
Under current conditions in the aviation industry, emergency planning is pivotal in the company’s ability to survive
and stay in business.
The company’s actions aimed at deal with this category of
risks include:
• awarding bonuses and offering incentives to passengers
under frequent flyer programs;
• insuring the flight personnel against accidents and professional disablement;
• establishing and permanent running the Emergency
Response Management Center and the base airport;
• providing emergency response training for the airline’s
representatives at home and abroad.

Financial risks
The relevant financial risks in this category include:
• liquidity, currency and interest risks;
• market risks;
• risks related to the commercial agreement which
Aeroflot signs with its airline partners;
• credit risk related to the sale of passenger flights in
Russia and abroad.
Liquidity, currency and interest risks
These risks involve exchange rates between invoice currencies and the currencies used for payments/transfers and
cash flows on bank accounts, and also rates of sales and
currencies ratio due to a broad network of the company’s
representative offices abroad.
Market risks
These risks are related to the change in price of goods or
fluctuation of currency exchange rates on world markets. At
present, one of the key risks for the airline is that of a rise in
the price of jet fuel, oil and lubricants.
Risks related to Aeroflot’s bilateral commercial
agreements with partner airlines
This issue concerns the possibility of default under mutual commercial agreements signed with partner airlines
under interline, code-sharing and banner agreements.
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Credit risk related to sales of passenger flights in
Russia and abroad
This is the risk of non-performance by a debtor or a contractor of its financial obligations to the airline under a specific transaction. Traditionally, a credit risk is the potential
amount of losses that can be incurred due to deterioration
in the financial status of the debtor (contractor).
The company makes this category of risks more manageable by:
• assessing its currency and payment positions on major
currencies;
• hedging jet fuel, oil and lubricant prices by executing
fixed price agreements with suppliers;
• modeling standard partner requirements in agreements
and phasing them into the airline’s current operations;
• credit risk reduction using standard bank products and
procedures;
• setting, tracking and monitoring the limits of correspondent bank transactions.

Risks associated with aviation operations
Risks in this category associated with aviation operations
include:
• risks of damage to aircraft, spare parts, equipment
and/or loss of the aircraft ;
• liability risks;
• technical maintenance risks.
Risks of damage to aircraft, spare parts, equipment
and/or loss of the aircraft
Risks related to damage to property of the airline or leased
assets as a result of accidental events, faulty maintenance by
airline personnel or technical providers.
Liability risks
Risks of claims made against the airline by passengers, cargo
senders and third parties with respect to the indemnification of
losses caused by the airline in the course of its activity.
Risk assessment is based on the current practice of the
London Insurance Market claim review when international
flights are performed.
Technical maintenance risks
Delay/damage to/loss of aircraft, spare parts and equipment caused by accidents or faulty maintenance by specialized firms, airline personnel and/or technical providers.
The company insulates itself against these risks by:
• aircraft, spare parts and hull insurance;
• third party, passenger, and cargo liability insurance;
• self retention of risk within the deductible;
• additional personnel training to prevent ramp accidents;
• audit of maintenance contracts with technical providers
and specialized firms;
• indemnification of losses by filing claims against the
guilty party.
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Business overview

arranged duty-free trade at airports. The company controls
80% of the duty-free market at Sheremetyevo airport.

The development of Aeroflot Group
The group of companies in which JSC Aeroflot participates consists of 38 enterprises. The main principle of the
company’s participation in other entities, as well as the
acquisition and establishment of new concerns, is an area of
business related to the company’s core activity — passenger
transportation and a number of passenger services.

OJSC Aeroflot-Don (51%) is a member airline based in
Rostov-on-Don.
CJSC Aeroflot-Nord (51%) is an airline member based in
Arkhangelsk.
CJSC Aeroflot-Plus (100%) is a company that arranges
and provides VIP transportation services.

Brief description of the principal subsidiaries

CJSC Sherotel (100%) is a four-star hotel at Sheremetyevo2 International Airport which is run by French hotel operator
Accor. The hotel’s occupancy rate stood at 98% in 2004.

CJSC TZK-Sheremetyevo (31%) is a concern which supplies and fuels jet POL. In this segment CJSC TZKSheremetyevo holds monopoly status at Sheremetyevo airport.

OJSC Terminal (100%) is a company that engages in the
fund-raising and the construction of a new terminal at
Sheremetyevo airport and also its further operation. The new
terminal is expected to service about 9 million passengers a
year.

JSC AeroMASH — Aviation Security (45%) is in charge
of conducting pre-flight inspection of aircraft, passengers,
crew members of civil aircraft, flight attendants, hand baggage,
luggage, cargo and mail at Sheremetyevo airport.

CJSC Aeromar (51%) prepares in-flight meals. The company was established in cooperation with LSG Sky Chefs, a world
leader in providing in-flight catering services for airlines. CJSC
Aeromar controls 90% of the in-flight catering services at
Sheremetyevo airport.
CJSC Aerofirst (33.3%) conducts duty-free trade at
Sheremetyevo airport and on board aircraft. CJSC Aerofirst is
a leader in duty-free trade in specialized sales outlets at
Sheremetyevo airport. One of CJSC Aerofirst’s shareholders is
Irish AerRianta, the first company in the world to have

LLC Airport Moscow (50%) provides on-ground cargo
handling services at Sheremetyevo airport.
OJSC Insurance Company Moscow (98.7%) is an insurer of the group of OJSC Aeroflot companies.
CJSC Deit (50%) is a travel agency that sells air tickets and
tours, and also manages the business-class waiting room at
Sheremetyevo-2 International Airport.
VKSh Aviabusiness (100%) specializes in training airline
representatives for operations abroad.

Group structure (the main companies of the Group)

JSC AeroMASH-AS
(aviation security)

CJSC Deit
(travel agency,
business-class lounge)

CJSC Aeromar
(catering)

CJSC Aerofirst
(duty-free trading)

JSC Aeroflot
(air transport service)

OJSC Aeroflot-Don
(air transport service)

LLC EMS Garantpost
(postal service)

CJSC Sherotel
(hotel services)

PASSENGER

CJSC Aeroflot-Nord
(air transport service)

CJSC Aeroflot-Plus
(air transport service)

LLC Airport Moscow
(cargo handling)

CJSC TZK-Sheremetyevo
(fuel trading company)

OJSC Insurance Company
Moscow
(insurance services)
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NPF Social Partner (78.9%) offers non-state pension
fund schemes. The pension fund has signed 10,000 pension
contracts and makes pension payments to 4,000 pensioners.
Targets and principles for managing the concerns
in which JSC Aeroflot participates
Management objectives:
• to ensure the highest quality of services provided by the
entities to JSC Aeroflot at reasonable prices (the technological group of companies);
• to ensure the maximum ROI (the rest of entities — the
investment group of companies).
Main management principles:
• to take into account the interests and observe the rights of
JSC Aeroflot as a shareholder;
• JSC Aeroflot’s control over asset management procedures;
• to build an efficient corporate governance record in
accordance with standards of Russian and foreign companies.

Key areas of activity and events in 2004 that
relate to the companies’ management
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot was involved in the following management activities aimed at:
• raising the efficiency of company management and managing the value chains of primary concerns;
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• continuing optimization of the group’s structure;
• establishing and/or buying new concerns involved in air
transportation and passenger services;
• resolving strategic targets related to capitalization and
deriving more revenue from entities;
• creating a group of companies involved in the aviation
and related business.
During the reporting period a new airline, CJSC AeroflotNord (in which JSC Aeroflot holds 51%), was established
and won an open tender to sell the property complex (net
assets) of federal state unitary enterprise Arkhangelsk
Airlines.
OJSC Terminal, 100% owned by JSC Aeroflot, launched
a project to construct and operate the Sheremetyevo-3
Terminal airport. In 2004 all necessary corporate decisions were adopted for the erection of Sheremetyevo-3
terminal city and essential project financing agreements
were reached with Russian and foreign lending institutions.
In addition, in 2004 JSC Aeroflot did preparatory work
for a number of projects related to its cargo and charter
services.
Much attention was devoted to balance JSC Aeroflot’s
interests with those of its subsidiaries in relation to the
price/quality ratio of services they render to JSC Aeroflot.
Actions were also taken to lower the commercial and corporate risks associated with JSC Aeroflot’s participation in
other legal entities.
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Airline operations
Air transportation services are provided by JSC Aeroflot,
OJSC Aeroflot-Don, CJSC Aeroflot-Nord and CJSC AeroflotPlus. The bulk of services are rendered by JSC Aeroflot,
OJSC Aeroflot-Don and CJSC Aeroflot-Nord.
CJSC Aeroflot-Plus provides VIP charter transportation
services.
Revenue in the key segment of activities — air transportation rose by 26.1% to USD 2,133.9 million in 2004.
Operating costs climbed 23.3% to USD 1,935.0 million.
As a result, operating income increased by 61.6% to USD
198.9 million in 2004.

Passenger traffic
Route network
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot flew 94 routes, including 10 in the
CIS and the Baltic States and 26 in the territory of the
Russian Federation. Including the current agreements with
airline partners JSC Aeroflot is able to offer its customers
lights to 106 destinations with average frequency eight
flights a week.
Last year the following actions were taken to optimize the
company’s route network:
• Upgrading the efficiency of route network as a whole.
• Offering more flights to high-yield destinations with
strong traffic flow and capturing additional revenue and
a larger market share.
• Expanding partnership ties, i.e. increasing flight frequency in cooperation with its partners in the air transportation business.
• Increasing the number of convenient connections as an
important way to encourage customers to opt for
Aeroflot flights.
• Raising the efficiency of fleet utilization.
International transportation
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot increased the number of its own
flights (according to the summer flight schedule) from
Moscow to Antalia, Athens, Beirut, Berlin, Vienna, Havana,
Hong Kong, Delhi, Dubai, Dusseldorf, Cairo, Los Angeles,
Madrid, Munich, Nice, Beijing, Prague, Seoul, Istanbul,

Tehran, Toronto and Shanghai. Air transportation to
Mumbai resumed.
The company reduced the number of its flights from
Moscow to Washington and also cancelled flights to Dublin
and San Francisco.
As part of code sharing agreements the company continued successful cooperation with 15 foreign airlines. JSC
Aeroflot concluded new partnership agreements with
Lithuanian Airlines, Finnair and Cathay Pacific. Due to the
termination of joint operating agreements with Sky Net JSC
Aeroflot launched flights to Amsterdam using its own fleet.
Taking into account flights of its partners the Company was
able to raise the flight frequency to Paris, Sophia and
Helsinki.
In accordance with the decision to integrate JSC Aeroflot
into global air carriers’ alliance SkyTeam launched operations to establish bilateral relations on the basis of code
sharing agreements with the alliance’s members: Alitalia,
Delta, KLM and Korean Air.
Domestic traffic
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot increased the frequency of domestic
flights (according to the summer flight schedule) from
Moscow to Volgograd, Yekaterinburg, Kaliningrad, Krasnodar,
Mineralnye Vody, Samara, St. Petersburg, Sochi and Ufa. The
company launched regular flights to Barnaul, Kemerovo and
Tyumen.
Thanks to the flights carried out by its partners the company was able to raise the flight frequency to Arkhangelsk,
Murmansk and Rostov-on-Don.
In 2004 OJSC Aeroflot-Don flew the following routes:
Rostov-on-Don – Moscow, Moscow – Murmansk, Moscow –
Sochi, Moscow – Dnepropetrovsk, Rostov-on-Don – Frankfurt,
Rostov-on-Don – Tashkent, etc. During the year 588,100 passengers were flown, including 173,400 on international and
414,700 on domestic flights.
In Q4 2004 CJSC Aeroflot-Nord, set up with participation of
JSC Aeroflot, launched operations. During that period the airline with a fleet equal to 20 aircraft flew to more than 30 destinations, including: Arkhangelsk – Moscow, Moscow –
Murmansk, Moscow – St. Petersburg, Moscow – Simferopol,
Arkhangelsk – Solovki, etc. In October-December 2004 CJSC
Aeroflot-Nord flew 96,700 passengers.

Group’s passenger data by regions*
Region

North America
Africa & Middle East
Asia
Europe
Russia
CIS & Baltia
Total
* on scheduled flights

Passengers carried
(thousands)
2004
331.6
329.3
880.5
2,508.2
2,435.6
684.6
7,169.8

2003
291.5
233.3
741.8
2,304.5
2,087.5
600.5
6,259.1

Revenue passenger
kilometers
(millions)
2004
2,736.5
881.0
5,224.5
5,158.6
4,782.8
1,090.3
19,873.7

2003
2,520.7
710.6
4,706.8
5,102.7
4,560.7
1,015.9
18,617.4

Available seat
kilometers
(millions)
2004
3,710.0
1,384.5
7,516.4
7,891.3
6,938.1
1,584.5
29,024.8

2003
3,630.9
1,016.5
6,766.7
7,980.4
6,280.0
1,399.7
27,074.2

Passenger load factor
(%)
2004
73.7
63.6
69.5
65.4
68.9
68.8
68.5

2003
69.4
69.9
69.6
63.9
72.6
72.6
68.8
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Cooperation with other airlines
In order to meet its strategic target of carrying passengers to most large cities, while reducing the number of
flights to low-yield destinations, JSC Aeroflot has been
expanding its route network by establishing various partnership ties with other airlines. The decision adopted in
2004 whereby JSC Aeroflot is to join SkyTeam global air
carriers’ alliance will allow customers of JSC Aeroflot to
enjoy greater comfort when making flights to virtually any
destination worldwide.
The company performs joint airline operations under
such agreements as code sharing, interline, and banner
agreements which allow it to cut costs while raising revenues due to their distribution in accordance with its participation in the aggregate scope of work performed under
agreements.
In order to strengthen its positions on promising markets
and also those where certain restrictions are in effect, in
2004 the company signed code-sharing agreements with
20 foreign and Russian air carriers, including:
• eight agreements in which JSC Aeroflot acts as an operating partner and a marketing partner: CSA, LOT,
Air France, Malev, Finnair, Austrian Airlines, Bulgaria
Air, Cyprus Airways;
• five agreements in which JSC Aeroflot acts only as an
operating partner: Tharom, Cubana, Iran Air, Cathay
Pacific, Air India;
• seven agreements in which JSC Aeroflot acts only as a
marketing partner: Slovak Airlines, Adria, Royal
Jordanian, Estonian Air, Lithuanian Airlines, AeroflotDon and Aeroflot-Nord.
As of year-end 2004 JSC Aeroflot had signed interline
agreements with 232 airlines, including five Russian and fifteen CIS-registered air carriers.
Banner agreements make it possible to make regular,
charter and special flights using the corporate name and
commercial rights of JSC Aeroflot to achieve operating and
state objectives. At the end of 2004 such agreements were
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signed with five domestic air carriers: Pulkovo, Rossiya,
223 FC, 224 FC and Voronezh Aircraft-Building Enterprise.
Joining the SkyTeam alliance of global air carriers
On May 24, 2004 JSC Aeroflot signed an agreement to
join the SkyTeam alliance of global air carriers alliance and
on September 24, 2004 a commitment agreement was
signed on JSC Aeroflot’s adherence to SkyTeam’s with membership requirements. In accordance with the terms of the
agreements, in 2005 JSC Aeroflot should take measures to
successfully meet all requirements in order to become a fullfledged member of the international alliance. When fulfilling
the terms of the commitment agreement JSC Aeroflot
should hold negotiations and establish cooperation ties with
the alliance’s members in nearly all areas of its activity. For
its part, JSC Aeroflot proposes using its own broad network
of routes across Russia, using Sheremetyevo International
Airport as much as possible as a transit point for flights to
Russia and CIS destinations, about which negotiations are
also to be held with the alliance’s partners until JSC Aeroflot
becomes a full-fledged member of SkyTeam.
Objectives and plans for 2005:
• to maintain cooperation ties with Russian air carriers as
part of effective agreements;
• to expand the company’s cooperation as a marketing
partner with Estonian Air, Lithuanian Airlines and
BelAvia on flights from Moscow to Tallinn, Vilnius and
Minsk as part of code sharing agreements;
• to work out mutually beneficial terms of code-sharing
agreements with the following air carriers: Aerosvit,
Air Baltic and Georgian Airways.
Negotiations are projected to be held to extend code-sharing agreements with the following 20 airlines: CSA,
Air France, LOT, Malev, Slovak Airlines, Tharom, Adria, Finnair,
Austrian Airlines, Bulgaria Air, Cubana, Cyprus Airways, Iran
Air, Royal Jordanian, Cathay Pacific, Air India, Estonian Air,
Lithuanian Airlines, Aeroflot-Don and Aeroflot-Nord.
Cooperation is expected to be launched under code-sharing
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agreements with Korean Air, Alitalia, Delta, UAT, China
Southern and Air Malta.
Qualitative indicators
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot improved the qualitative indicators
of its route network. The average regularity rate of its own
flights rose to 7.5 flights a week per destination, up from 5.9
flights in 2003. Meanwhile, the same rate of flights carried
out with its partners grew to 8 flights a week from 6.5 flights
in 2003.
JSC Aeroflot saw the number of connections on its routes
skyrocket 152.7%, whereas two-way connections soared
137%. The route network connection ratio rose 104.9% and
reached 21.1. At the same time, the company raised flight frequency by 21%. As regards the route network connection
ratio for two-way connections, it surged 91.2% to 6.5.
Taking into account flights by the company’s partners, the
number of connections rose 85.4% and up 122.6% for twoway ones. The network connection ratio jumped 45.8% to
32.8. Meanwhile, flight frequency (taking into account those
of its partners) jumped 27%. The network connection ratio
for two-way connections surged 76% to 10.2.
The number of transit passengers carried grew 22% from
686,800 to 840,000.
In 2004 the passenger flight regularity rate rose 3.4%
to 76%.
A new brand and product
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot was named the winner of two prestigious competitions: “People’s Brand” for the second year in
a row and “Brand of the Year / EFFIE” for the first time.
Since 2003 the company has been working on its new
corporate image which is based on such key values as customer focus, reliability and the Russian character of JSC
Aeroflot. The company is striving to surpass the expectations of its customers, be hospitable and render professional services on board and on the ground.
The company’s competitive ability on the air transportation market is determined by the quality of its product.

Therefore, JSC Aeroflot pursues the objective of creating a
product which will have a leading edge over its competitors
and meet the highest international standards. To achieve
this goal, JSC Aeroflot should provide a stable service quality level on par with AEA leaders by 2010.
Since 2003 JSC Aeroflot has been committed to a
rebranding program designed to improve the company’s
perception by passengers and generate higher profits.
This program includes the following measures:
• to change the range of its corporate colors, renew its
corporate logo and the exterior of aircraft;
• to approve new uniforms for flight attendants and
ground personnel, rebrand sales outlets, tickets and
advertising materials.
As part of the rebranding program the following objectives were met in 2004:
• the company chose a new slogan “Sincerely yours,
Aeroflot” which perfectly suits its hospitality concept;
• the advertising campaign “The World Smiles to You” was
conducted to encourage passengers to travel with
Aeroflot, revitalize its brand and, consequently, help the
company achieve the best possible long term results.
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot dramatically improved its customer
services:
• chef requirements for catering were phased in.
Marciano Palli, the chef of a popular Moscow restaurant,
drew up a special menu in line with the company’s new
customer service concept, a wine card which blends ideally with meals on the menu; menus featuring Russian,
French, Italian, European, Oriental cuisine and cooking
recommendations.
• the range of flights where new services are offered has
been broadened and a new in-flight magazine “Aeroflot”
was published. A children’s website was launched to
attract young passengers and the children’s magazine
Aeroflot Junior was posted on it.
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• the company opened a waiting room for first-class and
business-class passengers at Sheremetyevo-1 terminal
in an attempt to improve the quality of services offered
to this category of passengers.
• the company’s personnel involved in customer services
passed training courses “Take Care of Passengers” to
master skills to raise the quality of customer service.
• actions were taken to phase in an essentially new standard of onboard catering.
• new solutions were offered for compartments and new
design for aircraft interiors in order to provide more
comfort to passengers.
• work was launched to phase in a new onboard entertainment system.
• new product and service standards were designed and
introduced in line with those offered by the world’s leading service companies (hotels, air carriers, etc.).
In the next two years JSC Aeroflot intends to redesign the
interior of compartments and phase in new passenger service classes:
• “Premier” – an improved business class for passengers
who travel to top-priority mid-range destinations (most
European routes) on 18 new Airbus 319/320/321 aircraft;
• “Kommersant” – a new premium economy-class which
will include a set of attractive onboard and ground services and be used on mid-range aircraft;
• “President” – an totally new premium business class
with improved comfort standards for passengers who
take long-haul flights to North America (the US, Canada)
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and Asia (Tokyo and Bangkok) on Boeing 767s which
are equipped with bed-type folding seats (to be installed
from January to May 2005).
In 2004 research market agency ScanMarket performed
a comparative market survey of activities carried out by JSC
Aeroflot and its competitors on the international passenger
air traffic market in 2001-2004. The analysis was conducted to ascertain passengers’ attitude towards the company.
The survey showed a substantial improvement in the company’s customer perception. Stability, reliability and trust
are the main criteria which prompt customers to opt for the
services offered by JSC Aeroflot.
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Breakdown of regional representative offices’
passenger revenue in 2004
5%
10%
30%
12%

17%
26%
Far East
Siberia
North West
Urals
Krasnodar regior
Volga region
Breakdown of passenger revenue generated
by sales offices
18.7%

48.8%

32.5%

BSP/ARC
Agents
Representative offices
Scheduled passenger revenue breakdown by region, 2004
6.5% 0.3%
8.7%
44.5%
18.2%

21.8%
Evrope from/to Moscow
Damestic flights
Asia from/to Moscow
North America from/to Moscow
Other
Other intemational flights from/ to Moscow
Scheduled cargo revenue breakdown by region, 2004
6.2%
8%

Sale of transportation services
Using a diversified network to sell passenger transportation services abroad and domestically, the company sustains a high loading of passenger flights and attractive
yields.
In Russia passenger transportation services are sold by
the company’s representative offices in the regions, Moscow
and regional agencies, as well as through the company’s
own network of sales offices in Moscow. Moscow-based
agencies generate the bulk of the company’s domestic revenues (68%), while its own sales offices collect 13%, with
representative offices and regional agents under their control accounting for 19% of the company’s aggregate sales.
Regional representative offices in Russia’s Far East and
Siberian regions generate the bulk of domestic passenger
revenue.
For the purpose of raising the efficiency of its commercial
activity in the Russian Federation in 2004 the company took
measures to raise earnings, cut costs related to commission
fees, streamline the activity of representative offices and
expand its own network of sales offices. As a result of concerted efforts to optimize the activities carried out by domestic representative offices, they boosted passenger revenue
by 42%, while sales of Moscow agents soared 19%. The
improved quality, intensive work and operational efficiency
at the company’s sales offices in 2004 made it possible to
boost revenue by 37.8% at its sales offices.
Passenger transportation services are sold abroad by the
company’s representative offices, agents and BSP/ARC
third-party sales systems.
In 2004 the company’s activity related to the optimization
of its sales system abroad was aimed at boosting passenger
sales through BSP/ARC (the share of these sales channels
in the airline’s revenue mix rose from 44.4% in 2003 to
48.8% in 2004) and arranging sales via credit cards.
In order to cut costs and streamline operations with its
agents, in 2004 the Company slashed the commission rate
by 10% from 10.8% to 9.8%.
The high loading rate and increased revenues during the
so-called “low-revenue” periods are maintained by seasonal
campaigns when air tickets are offered at discount prices
for flights to nearly all destinations within JSC Aeroflot’s
route network. In 2004 the following campaigns were
launched: “Autumn 99” and “Winter. Prices Are Melting”.

30.6%

12.9%

13.9%
28.3%
Asia from/to Moscow
Evrope from/to Moscow
Other intemational flights from/ to Moscow
Damestic flights
North America from/to Moscow
Other

Cargo traffic
JSC Aeroflot ranks among the world’s top 50 IATA airline
members by cargo transportation and is a company which
combines cargo transportation using both cargo and passenger aircraft.
The key cargo traffic markets for Aeroflot are South-East
Asia and Europe. Cargo aircraft fly from the cargo terminal
based in Hahn (Germany). The company in 2004 launched
new Helsinki-Beijing cargo flights (twice a week) and raised
the frequency of Hong Kong-Shanghai cargo flights. The air-
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line transports cargo in the freight sections of passenger
aircraft to meet the demands of other markets.
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot operated four DC-10s which flew
58,500 tons of cargo against the company’s 2003 total
cargo traffic of 31,600 tons, or up a whopping 85%. The
average airtime-per-unit rate was 9 hours. After assigning
the functions to maintain DC-10 to Finnair in 2004, the
operability of the company’s cargo fleet rose in H2 2004
and stood at 84.5% throughout the year.
The scope of work performed by cargo and passenger aircraft rose 38.5% year-on-year to 858,200 kilometers, while
that of DC-10s doubled to 452,300 ton kilometers.
For the purpose of sustaining permanent loading and
flight cargo yields the company entered into long-term
agreements with the world’s largest shipping companies,
including Schenker and Nippon Express, which, since 2004
have flown up to 60% of the company’s cargo and account
for more than 50% of air cargo transportation worldwide.
The loading rate of DC-10 flights stood at 70.1%, i.e. up
4.4% compared to 2003.
In 2004 the Aeroflot Group revenue from cargo traffic
surged 55.2% versus the previous year by USD 70.2 million.
The average revenue rate per 1 ton kilometer was USD
0.23 per ton kilometer (USD 0.20 per ton kilometer, an
increase of 12.2%).
In 2004 the Group’s passenger aircraft flew 86,700 tons
of cargo, or up 7.0% (4,900 tons, vis-a-vis 2003).
Due to an unprecedented increase in jet fuel prices the
company entered into an agreement with British Petroleum
for the delivery of jet fuel to Hahn Airport effective January 1,
2005 which will enable JSC Aeroflot to fill up aircraft at
lower prices than in 2004. The company expects to cut its
fuel costs by more than USD 500,000 a year.
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In 2005 the air carrier plans to boost cargo revenue by
12.9% and raise cargo delivery by 9%. Furthermore, the
company intends:
• to gradually replace cargo fleet by more advanced longhaul cargo airplanes that meet the following parameters:
a large lifting capacity, lower fuel consumption and
maintenance costs;
• to raise the loading rate of cargo aircraft up to 75%;
• to broaden the network of cargo flights and increase the
frequency of flights to South-Asian countries (Seoul,
Hong Kong);
• to take a number of measures to join the SkyTeam Cargo
global cargo carriers’ alliance;
• to ensure that all cargo agents of JSC Aeroflot operate
using the Cita Super Cargo system in order to form a single information space for the company’s cargo traffic.

In-flight catering
In-flight meals are produced and sold to airlines by CJSC
Aeromar, a venture established with the participation of LSG
Sky Chefs, a world leader in providing in-flight catering services to airlines. CJSC Aeromar controls 90% of the in-flight
catering services at Sheremetyevo airport. In 2004 CJSC
Aeromar prepared 9.4 million in-flight meals (up 15.3% on
2003) and serviced 55,699 flights (19.8% more than in
2003). Apart from Aeroflot Group, this entity provides catering services to 12 Russian and 30 foreign air carriers.
In 2004 revenues from catering services reached USD
51.7 million, or up 17.8% compared with 2003. Operating
costs for catering services amounted to USD 50.0 million,
i.e. 16.3% more than in 2003. Despite the reduction in
customs fees, goods delivery expenses, insurance, maintenance and license services expenses operating costs
took a slight jump on the back of rising scope of works
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performed. As a result, 2004 operating income totaled
USD 1.7 million (up 88.9% on 2003).

Hotel operations
In 2004 CJSC Sherotel raised the occupancy rate at
Novotel-Sheremetyevo-2 to 96.07%, which is a record-high
rate since the opening the hotel (93.74% in 2003). As for
occupancy breakdown, 23% of hotel suits are occupied be
Aeroflot crews, 24% by those from other air carriers, 22%
by individuals, 9% by corporate clients, 10% by clients who
booked rooms through travel agencies, 1% by passengers in
the event of some technical malfunction, 8% by people who
came to the city to attend seminars, 1% by transit passengers and 2% by tourist groups. The occupancy rate in 2004
rose thanks to rising traffic on the part of Aeroflot passengers and rising demand on the part of individuals due to
launched new price strategy and modernized distributive
channels of ACCOR.
Hotel service revenues rose 13.5% to USD 17.6 million in
2004. Rising revenues were secured by a jump both in the
occupancy rate and average room price, while operating
costs in 2004 decreased by 11.9% compared with 2003.
Operating income surged by 2.8 times to USD 5.7 million.
Based on the results of the Moscow Region Governor
prize contest, hotel Novotel-Sheremetyevo-2 was declared
to be the best company in the tourist sector of the Moscow
region 2004.
In 2004 CJSC Sherotel won recognition in an All-Russian
competition “Russian organization with a high degree of
social efficiency” which was conducted by the Government
of the Russian Federation, and also became a member of the
Russian Hotel Association.
Plans for rolling out Aeroflot Group in 2005
In 2005 JSC Aeroflot plans to complete several projects
to establish charter and cargo air carriers and other concerns related to air traffic and customer services.

Looking forward, the Aeroflot group of companies intends
to move along the path of expansion by setting up new
regional air carriers, improving the qualitative and quantitative indicators of operating entities in which JSC Aeroflot
participates.

Quality management
system
In order to achieve the tasks related to the strategic concept and execute the requirements of domestic and international aviation authorities (as regards maintenance of
foreign-made aircraft) the company is phasing in the
Quality Management System (QMS) on the basis of the
ISO 9001-2000 international system.
Conformity with the global QMS standard is shown by
the international certifying agency — RW TUV Systems
GmbH.
In 2004 QMS was phased in at all major operating units
of Aeroflot and international certification was obtained.
Certification gives a decided advantage when alliances are
formed and when agreements are struck with other airlines.
At the end of 2004 QMS was phased in at nine operating
units of the company with a headcount of 11,000. QMS
made it possible to raise transparency and manageability
of operating processes.
Given successful implementation of QMS at the operating units, the company’s management decided to enlarge
the scope of QMS to cover commercial and cargo transportation divisions.
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• two Airbus 310 were phased out from the fleet and were
in the process of redelivery to the lessor as of December, 31, 2004.

Fleet
Since 2002 Aeroflot has been implementing a program
aimed at restructuring its foreign-made fleet which is
planned for completion in 2005.
The primary objectives of this program are as follows:
• to reduce the number of passenger aircraft in the company’s fleet from four to two without increasing their
total number;
• to cut aircraft operating, leasing and maintenance costs;
• to strengthen the company’s operating, commercial and
financial standing.
The restructuring program was carried out on the basis of
project, corporate financing and leasing schemes with the
involvement of commercial banks, national European export
and lending agencies and aircraft suppliers.
At the beginning of 2004 Aeroflot’s fleet consisted of
91 aircraft, including 57 own and 34 leased airplanes.
During the year, the fleet was reduced as follows:
• three Ilyushin Il-86s were decommissioned;
• four Ilyushin Il-76 aircraft were sold;
• six Boeing 737s and two Airbus 310 aircraft were
returned due to the termination of lease agreements as
a part of the fleet restructuring program;

In 2004 the company launched the operation of:
• one Boeing 767; three Airbus 319s; three Airbus 320
aircraft and three Airbus 321 airplanes as part of the
program for restructuring the fleet of foreign-made aircraft;
• two purchased Tupolev Tu-154M aircraft;
• one Ilyushin Il-86 under operating lease term.
In addition, throughout 2004 for specific routes JSC Aeroflot
leased on a temporary basis a number of models, including
then Ilyushin Il-62, Tupolev Tu-134, Tupolev Tu-154, Tupolev
Tu-214, Yakovlev Yak-40 aircraft, which were owned by stateowned transportation company Rossiya and operated under
commercial codes of JSC Aeroflot, and also Tupolev Tu-154s
owned by AviaEnergo airline.
As of January 1, 2005 Aeroflot’s fleet consisted of 87 aircraft, including 52 own and 35 leased planes.
Fleet rollout plans
In 2005, JSC Aeroflot plans the following:
• to receive three Boeing 767s on operating lease terms,
with one of them under lease for four years and two airplanes to be leased for seven years;

Fleet structure *
Type of aircraft

Ownership

Ilyushin Il-96-300
Ilyushin Il-62M
Ilyushin Il-86
Tupolev Tu-154
Tupolev Tu-134
Antonov An-12
Antonov An-24
Antonov An-26

Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned

Tupolev Tu-134
Airbus A-319
Airbus A-320
Airbus A-321

Finance lease
Finance lease
Finance lease
Finance lease

Tupolev Tu-134
Tupolev Tu-154
Ilyushin Il-86
Airbus A-310
Airbus A-319
Airbus A-320
Boeing 767-300 ER
Boeing 777-200
McDonnell Douglas DC10-40F

Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease

* at the end of the year

Aeroflot — Russian
Airlines (number)
6
1
11
22
12
-

Aeroflot-Don
(number)
9
2
2
-

Aeroflot-Nord
(number)
1
7
3
1

Group total
(number)
6
1
11
32
21
2
3
1

4
1
3

-

2
-

2
4
1
3

1
2
1
1
4
6
6
2
4
87

13

14

1
2
1
1
4
6
6
2
4
114
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• to put into operation three purchased Tupolev
Tu-154M aircraft.
• to redeliver to lessors one Airbus 310 and two Boeing
777s.
JSC Aeroflot’s fleet development program for the next five
to seven years is designed to achieve the following primary
objectives:
• to form an optimal composition and structure of its fleet
in line with the requirements for route networks and the
maintenance system in order to maximize profitability;
• to streamline the fleet down to four aircraft types in
order to save on operating expenses;
• to achieve the application of unified quality product standards throughout its fleet.
The above targets should be achieved by taking the following measures:

Rolling out the long-haul aircraft fleet
As of December 31, 2004 JSC Aeroflot operated the following long-haul aircraft:
Type
Ilyushin Il-96-300
Boeing 777-200
Boeing 767-300

Quantity
6
2
6

In this segment, JSC Aeroflot currently lacks three airplanes. In the next three to five years the company will need
an additional five aircraft. JSC Aeroflot’s strategic goal is to
roll out the long-haul fleet to the following structure:
• 12 domestically manufactured: Ilyushin Il-96-300s;
• 15–20 new foreign-made aircraft.
The company intends to switch to these types of aircraft
by 2010–2012.

Scheme for restructuring Aeroflot’s foreign-made fleet

2002

As of December 31, 2005

Long-haul

Boeing 777-200 ER (2 units)
Boeing 767-300 ER (4 units)

1 typeof long-haul aircraft

Boeing 767-300 ER (9 units)

1 type of medium-haul aircraft

Airbus 320 family (18 units)

Long-haul/Medium-haul

Airbus 310-300 (11 units)
Boeing 737-400 (10 units)
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Rolling out the medium-haul aircraft fleet
As of December 31, 2004 JSC Aeroflot operated the following medium-haul aircraft:
Type
Quantity
Ilyushin Il-86
12
Tupolev Tu-154
24
Airbus 319/320/321 18
At present, JSC Aeroflot has a shortage of nine mediumhaul aircraft. Given the decommissioning of Ilyushin Il-86s
and the gradual obsolescence of Tupolev Tu-154s JSC
Aeroflot will need around 20 additional mid-range aircraft
over the next three to five years. In the medium-haul segment, the company intends to switch to the Airbus 320 family and operate about 35-45 A320s.
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Rolling out the regional aircraft fleet
The only type of aircraft operated by JSC Aeroflot and
classified as short-haul airplanes is the Tupolev Tu-134.
Type
Tupolev Тu-134

Quantity
13

The company currently lacks 14 airplanes in this category. In the next three to five years JSC Aeroflot will need 17
additional short-haul aircraft.
JSC Aeroflot’s primary goals in rolling out its fleet of
regional aircraft are:
• to select a standard model of regional-class airplanes
from the following:
– RRJs, Antonov An-148 and Tupolev Tu-334;

Aeroflot fleet composition to 2007
Aircraft type
Long-haul;

Medium-haul

Regional

Total number of aircraft:

Boeing 767
Ilyushin Il-96
Total:
Airbus 320 family
Tupolev Tu-154
Total:
Tupolev Tu-134
Regional airplane
(80-100 seats)
Total:

On hand
11
12
23
18
26
44
5
0
5
72

2007
Needed
15
12
27
40
26
66
5
17

Shortage
4
0
4
22
0
22
0
17

22
115

17
43
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• to pick regional planes as a temporary solution in the
event of delays in the production of the above aircraft
(RRJs, Antonov An-148 aircraft and Tupolev Tu-334)
from the following:
– Fokker, CRJ, EMB, BAE aircraft.
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot announced a tender to choose a
supplier that will produce and deliver up to 50 regional aircraft. Results of the tender will be made public in 2005.
Rolling out the cargo aircraft fleet
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot operated a unified fleet of cargo aircraft represented by McDonnell Douglas DC10s.
Type
McDonnell Douglas DC10

Quantity
4

JSC Aeroflot’s program for rolling out the cargo transportation business provides for a gradual replacement of
McDonnell Douglas DC10s by more spacious and costeffective aircraft and also increasing the fleet of cargo carriers to 11 units, including 8 long-haul and 3 medium-haul
planes, by 2008–2010.
JSC Aeroflot’s main objectives in expanding its cargo
fleet are:
• to select one of two long-haul aircraft (MD-11s or Boeing
747-400s) to replace McDonnell Douglas DC10s;
• to lease Tupolev Tu-204 cargo airplanes to carry cargo
on medium-haul routes.

Staff
The specialists employed at Aeroflot are the company’s
core asset. The company’s ability to implement its strategic
concept has been achievable largely thanks to the great
expertise, honesty and devotion of the company’s employees
to its cause.
The HR policy of Aeroflot is designed to ensure an effective system of relations within the company in order to
derive the maximum amount of profit with strict adherence

to flight safety and schedules, and to ensure the highest possible quality of passenger service.
Work continued in 2004 to enhance the efficiency of
employee operations; to ensure professional training and
staff development; to carry out an effective social policy; and
to improve social and labor relations.
The official staff roster showed a total of 18,393 employees on record at Group as of December 31, 2004, which is
5.6% more than in 2003.
The change in the number of staff on record from 2002 to
2004 is a result of the following work-related factors:
• decommissioning of Il-76s and Il-62s caused a reduction
in the number of flight personnel;
• expansion of in-house ticket sales in Russia contributed
to a rise in staff at divisions of the airline’s commercial
unit;
• preparation of IAS financial reports made it necessary to
hire additional specialists in a number of different
departments.
Labor efficiency in 2004 (in ton kilometers per person)
rose by 22.1% compared to the year-earlier period due to
the upgrade of the company’s aircraft fleet, the introduction
of new technologies and streamlining of the structural units
of the company, for the purpose of dealing with the upsurge
in the amount of work.
An intensification of competition on the air cargo market
and modernization of the company’s fleet of foreign aircraft
have continuously given rise to need for new requirements
on the part of the airline’s staff. For this reason, Aeroflot is
permanently committed to retraining and advancing the
professional qualifications of its employees.
The highlight in flight personnel training in 2004 was the
entry into service of FFS A320, a full-fledged pilot trainer for
the A310/320/321 family of aircraft. The trainer is certified
by the European Commission according to the JAR-STD-1A
Level D standard and the authorized domestic aviation
agencies. Bringing online its own flight trainer enabled the
company to save over USD 1.1 million in maintenance
expenses.

Official staff roster from 2003–2004
Average headcount
Airline
including JSC Aeroflot
OJSC Aeroflot—Don
CJSC Aeroflot—Nord
Catering
Hotel
Others

2004
16.808
14.737
1.157
914
1.204
328
53

2003
15.854
14.714
1.140
—
1.120
337
112

%
106.0
100.2
101.5
—
107.5
97.3
47.3

Total:

18.393

17.423

105.6
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Aeroflot’s current professional training and advancement
program contributes to increased effectiveness in the performance of job duties, building team work and developing
a creative approach to solving the tasks at hand.
Employees are trained both at the company’s in-house
training facility and domestic and foreign training institutions.
The company’s training facility offers some 200 professional training and advancement programs. In 2004, more
than 1,000 training sessions were held, of which 230 were
for flight personnel, 140 were for engineering and technical
personnel, 317 for cabin attendants and 5151 were for
ground personnel.
Also in 2004, more than 10,000 staff from operating units
took in-house training. More than 70,000 managers and
specialists of the company whose work involves flight safety
were either trained or had their certificates extended at the
Retraining and Advanced Qualifications Center for air
transport managers at the State Technical University for
Civil Aviation (MGTU GA) and the Institute for Civil Aviation
Industry Managers and Specialists.
Professional training was also given to specialists
involved in commercial, financial, and legal departments, as
well as employees that sell air tickets and carry out market
research. All in all, about 500 employees from 29 different
departments enrolled for courses at 34 Russian and foreign
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training facilities. Training was offered in 12 areas and
major areas included:
• advanced training in flight safety (more than 100 employees);
• management (more than 100 employees);
• customer service training programs (20 employees);
• record keeping (e-documentation) (over 70 employees).
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The company has been making concerted
efforts to improve its environmental
track record. Keeping in mind its
social responsibility, the company
is concerned about the welfare
of its passengers, employees and
all those who do business with Aeroflot.
Environmental activity
The company’s environmental activity is carried out in
strict compliance with Russia’s environmental laws and the
ecological requirements of the countries where Aeroflot
operates.
The company constantly monitors and searches for new
ways and means to improve its environmental activity, and
also devotes special attention to measures aimed at reducing emissions, noise and pollution.
To ensure environmental safety Aeroflot also retains specialized organizations which are licensed to perform specific operations and undertake regular measures, such as:
• removal of solid consumer waste from areas owned by
the company;
• inspection and adjustment of fuel systems to ascertain
whether they are compliant with smoke specifications as
well as carbon dioxide and hydrocarbon content of
exhaust fumes;
• to obtain and extend environmental certificates for vehicles.
The company’s environmental department works diligently to keep abreast of all major ecological rules and regulations.

Community efforts
JSC Aeroflot is concerned about its employees and is
committed to a social policy, the core principles of which are
responsibility, balanced goals and opportunities of the company.
In 2004 the company targeted the following social
actions:
• arranging access to health resorts, therapy and recreation for employees and their children;
• implementation of a focused housing program;
• implementation of non-state pension fund schemes;
• providing employees with company cars;
• partial compensation of preschool expenses;
• arranging catering services for employees;
• arranging sporting events.

More than 4,000 pensioners participate in non-state pension program, with over 10,000 contracts signed.
Safeguarding the health of its employees and providing safe working conditions has been an important
objective which JSC Aeroflot has pursued since its
inception.
The company devotes special attention to securing labor
protection of its employees, inspecting workplaces and
equipment to find out whether they are compliant with labor
protection rules and regulations, testing the efficiency of
ventilation systems, sanitary and technical devices, public
areas, individual and collective protective means.

Social and charitable activities
JSC Aeroflot is a responsible corporate citizen. We regard
our social mission to be among the most important areas of
our practice and strive to demonstrate this by taking specific actions. In 2004 JSC Aeroflot implemented the following
socially oriented programs:
The Kaliningrad–Moscow Air Bridge program
The most significant socially oriented project of Aeroflot is
to allow Russian citizens to exercise their constitutional
right to travel freedom. As part of this program, the company provides transportation services at reasonable prices (on
par with railroad tickets) to the socially vulnerable income
brackets of the population.
Social Commitment
A special campaign called “Meetings Brothers in Arms”
Since 2001 it has become a tradition for the company to
stage a campaign to arrange free flights for World War II veterans, former prisoners of fascist prison camps or Russian
citizens who survived the Leningrad blockade. Effective
2005 the campaign also fully covers World War II veterans
and disabled persons who reside in the CIS and the Baltic
States. It should be noted that over 15,000 people have participated in the project over the past three years.
Another testimonial to the courage displayed by the Soviet
people in the Great Patriotic War under which awards war
veterans the right to make free flights to any location in the
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Russian Federation or Europe (except for Malta, Cyprus and
Turkey), including the CIS and the Baltic States, and also
Tashkent and Bishkek.
The project “Assistance to Ailing Children and Disabled
People”
Aeroflot has also been doing its utmost to arrange transportation of ailing children to take tests, treatment and
undergo surgery in the best European and American hospitals. Financial aid is provided to specific patients who badly
need medical treatment abroad. Thanks to Aeroflot’s ongoing
commitment, many children are given a new lease on life.
Assistance to cultural institutions
Lending support to national culture and the arts is one of
the most important areas of cultural and enlightenment
activity of the company. The company has traditionally sponsored the best Russian musicians on their tours to Moscow
and abroad. Since 2002 Aeroflot has also been a sponsor of
the Chaikovsky Moscow State Conservatory. Supporting to
various festivals of Russian culture abroad takes a special
place in Aeroflot’s cultural activities. The airline has provided assistance on a number of occasions when Russian
Cinema Weeks were held in New York and Paris, and helped
to arrange festivals featuring Russian culture in Cannes.
In 2004 Aeroflot acted as a partner in the Fourth Frederic
Chopin International Contest of Young Pianists, which was
held in September in Moscow.
In September-October Aeroflot acted as sponsor for the
Russian Architectural Office at the Ninth Venice 2004 biennale.
Since 2002 Aeroflot has provided assistance to the
Moscow Easter Festival which pursues the tradition of
Easter musical forums held worldwide.
Supporting sporting activities
The company is a traditional partner of the Olympic
Committee of the Russian Federation.
The company is especially active in sponsoring children’s
and juvenile sports, as well as in providing assistance to disabled sportsmen. Aeroflot participates in the international
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juvenile tennis tournament Kremlin Cup Junior, sponsors
Moscow clubs for disabled football players Spartak and
Vozhrozhdenie (Renaissance), the Ski Mountaineering
Federation of Disabled Sportsmen of Russia and also expeditions by Adventure Club.
Aeroflot provided valuable assistance in arranging and
holding the XV International Tennis Tournament Kremlin
Cup – 2004 at the Moscow-based Olimpiisky Sports
Complex in October 2004.
Since last year the airline has provided financial assistance to the Russian Football Union and arranged transportation of the Russian national and juvenile teams to
international and domestic competitions.
In September 2004 the Russian capital marked one of its
most high-profile sports events – the “Challenge to Russia”
contest between Russian and American athletes. With
Aeroflot as a sponsor, this track-and-field tournament
revived a tradition of competitions held between Russian
and American teams, also known as “Matches of the Giants”.
Assistance to educational and scientific programs
Concerned about the future of Russia, Aeroflot devotes
special attention to programs aimed at providing support to
young talent. Based on an agreement signed with the
Russian Ministry of Education and Science Aeroflot provides discounts ticket to high school graduates with gold
and silver medals from the Far East, Siberia and the postUrals region who are eager to enroll in higher educational
institutions in Moscow.
In 2003–2004 Aeroflot sponsored the Global Energy
international award which was established to encourage
young scholars to conduct in-depth research in the field of
energy and also support Russian scientific organizations.
Financing the restoration of airport facilities in
Grozny, Chechnya
The Board of Directors at Aeroflot adopted the decision to
allocate USD 10 million to the restoration of airport facilities
in the city of Grozny (Severny). The funds will go towards
specific facilities slated for initial restoration.
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MANAGEMENT OPINION
ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The consolidated financial statements of Joint Stock Company «Aeroflot-Russian Airlines» and its subsidiaries
(the “Group”) have been compiled in full correspondence with International Financial Reporting Standards.
These financial statements, which accurately reflect the consolidated financial results, cash flow and assets of the Group,
are the responsibility of the Group’s management.
Audit company Deloitte have been audited the accompanying balance sheet of the Group as of December 31, 2004 and
the related consolidated statements of income, cash flows and changes in the shareholders equity for the year then ended.
During the audit of the consolidated financial statements the independent auditors have full access to all documents
required to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement and to
express auditors’ opinion.

General Director

Deputy General Director
Finance and Planning

V.M. Okulov

M.I. Poluboyarinov
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
To the Shareholders of Open Joint Stock Company “Aeroflot – Russian Airlines”:
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of Open Joint Stock Company “Aeroflot – Russian
Airlines” and its subsidiaries (the “Group”) as of December 31, 2004 and the related consolidated statements of income,
cash flows and changes in shareholders’ equity for the year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Group’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those Standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of the Group as of December 31, 2004 and the consolidated results of its operations and its cash
flows for the year then ended, in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

June 3, 2005
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2004
(Amounts in millions of US Dollars, except shares and earnings-per-share amounts)

Notes

2004

2003

Traffic revenue
Other revenue

5
6

1,735.5
423.3

1,369.0
347.0

Revenue
Operating costs
Staff costs
Depreciation

7
8

2,158.8
(1,559.0)
(300.9)
(94.0)

1,716.0
(1,254.3)
(244.2)
(91.1)

(1,953.9)

(1,589.6)
126.4
(12.0)
1.5
2.4
8.5
30.1

Operating costs
Operating income
Interest expense
Interest income
Share of income in associated undertakings
Foreign exchange and translation gain, net
Non-operating income, net

10

204.9
(12.0)
3.2
3.5
13.5
20.5

Income before taxation and minority interest
Taxation

11

233.6
(59.6)

156.9
(30.2)

Income before minority interest
Minority interest share of net income

25

174.0
(1.9)

126.7
-

Net income

172.1

126.7

Earnings per share (US Dollars)

0.159

0.114

Weighted average number of shares outstanding (millions)

1,085

1,111

9

The accompanyng notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. The independent auditors’
report is presented on page 51.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2004
(Amounts in millions of US Dollars)

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term aircraft lease deposits
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable and prepayments, net
Inventories
Non-current assets
Investments in affiliates, net
Long-term investments, net
Aircraft lease deposits
Deferred tax assets
Other non-current assets
Prepayment for property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment

Notes

2004

2003

12

65.2
6.4
20.6
448.3
64.5
605.0

52.2
4.5
297.4
44.4
398.5

10.2
20.4
6.4
3.3
717.4
757.7
1,362.7

15.1
18.3
14.3
6.8
3.5
28.0
582.8
668.8
1,067.3

302.0
98.6
78.4
53.0
532.0

298.7
69.7
72.4
124.1
564.9

16.2
304.3
67.3
8.2
23.2
419.2
8.6

3.2
144.2
29.5
18.2
20.4
215.5
5.7

51.6
(35.4)
1.2
385.5
402.9
1,362.7

51.6
(0.5)
0.3
229.8
281.2
1,067.3

13
14
15

16
17
11

18

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Short-term borrowings
Current portion of finance lease payable

22
24

Non-current liabilities
Long-term borrowings
Finance lease payable
Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Other non-current liabilities

23
24
20
11
21

Minority interest

25

Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
Treasury stock
Translation reserve
Retained earnings
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

19

26
26
27

The accompanyng notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. The independent auditors’
report is presented on page 51.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2004
(Amounts in millions of US Dollars)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Income before taxation and minority interest
Adjustments to reconcile income before taxation
and minority interest to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
(Gain) loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Income on acquisition of subsidiary (Note 32)
Decrease in interest accrued
Share of income in associated undertakings
Gain on remeasurement of available-for-sale investments to fair value
Loss on impairment of fixed assets
Increase in other provisions and other assets impairments
Other non-cash income, net
Operating profit before working capital changes
Increase in accounts receivable
Increase in inventory
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Increase in deferred income
Decrease in other taxes payable
Income tax paid
Net cash provided by operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchases of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Refund from aircraft lease deposits
Purchases of investments
Proceeds from sale of investments
Acquisition of subsidiary (Note 32)
Refund of prepayments made for aircraft
Dividends received
Net cash used in investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Repayment of capital element of finance lease
Dividends paid
Purchases of treasury stock, net
Issue of shares to minority shareholders
Receipt (repayment) of borrowing, net
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
Effect of exchange rate change
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
SUPPLEMENTAL CASH FLOW INFORMATION:
Interest paid
Interest received
NON-CASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Property, plant and equipment acquired under finance lease

2004

2003

233.6

156.9

94.0
(6.6)
(5.7)
(3.1)
(3.5)
(2.5)
12.7
46.7
(2.5)
363.1
(149.0)
(19.3)
1.9
28.9
(1.5)
(64.6)
159.5

91.1
8.6
(1.1)
(2.4)
(5.8)
24.4
271.7
(67.3)
(13.2)
(12.5)
21.0
(11.5)
(59.5)
128.7

(104.5)
10.0
7.6
(18.6)
1.5
(3.2)
28.0
3.6
(75.6)

(51.6)
4.6
6.5
4.0
4.4
(32.1)

(38.3)
(16.2)
(35.2)
1.3
16.5
(71.9)
12.0
53.5
0.7
66.2

(32.0)
(7.5)
(37.3)
(76.8)
19.8
33.0
0.7
53.5

(11.2)
4.3

(12.6)
0.7

204.0

158.2

Note:
Included in Cash and cash equivalents as of December 31, 2004 and 2003 are USD 1.0 million and USD 1.3 million respectively of restricted cash held by the
Company’s representative offices abroad. The restrictions are due to specific local currency regulations. Restricted cash is classified as “Other non-current assets” in
the accompanying consolidated balance sheet.

The accompanyng notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. The independent auditors’
report is presented on page 51.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2004
(Amounts in millions of US Dollars)
Share capital

Treasury stock

Translation reserve

Retained earnings

Total

51.6

-

-

113.2

164.8

-

(0.5)
-

0.3
-

126.7
(10.1)

126.7
(0.5)
0.3
(10.1)

51.6

(0.5)

0.3

229.8

281.2

-

(34.9)
-

0.9
-

172.1
(16.4)

172.1
(34.9)
0.9
(16.4)

51.6

(35.4)

1.2

385.5

402.9

As of December 31, 2002
Net income
Purchase of treasury stock
Foreign currency translation for the year
Dividends (Note 27)
As of December 31, 2003
Net income
Purchase of treasury stock
Foreign currency translation for the year
Dividends (Note 27)
As of December 31, 2004

The accompanyng notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. The independent auditors’
report is presented on page 51.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2004
(Amounts in millions of US Dollars)

1. NATURE OF THE BUSINESS
OJSC “Aeroflot – Russian Airlines” (the “Company”) was formed as a joint stock company following a government decree
in 1992. The 1992 decree conferred all the rights and obligations of “Aeroflot–Soviet Airlines” and its structural units,
excluding its operations in Russia and Sheremetyevo Airport, upon the Company, including inter-governmental bilateral
agreements and agreements signed with foreign airlines and enterprises in the field of civil aviation.
The principal activity of the Company is the provision of passenger and cargo air transportation services, both domestically and internationally, and other aviation services from its base at Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport. The Company and its
subsidiaries (the “Group”) also conduct activities comprising airline catering, the operation of a hotel, and provision of insurance services. Associated undertakings mainly comprise cargo-handling services, fuelling services and duty-free retail businesses.
As of December 31, 2004 and 2003, the Government of the Russian Federation owned 51% of the Company. The
Company’s headquarters are located in Moscow at 37 Leningradsky Prospect. The average number of employees working
in the Company during 2004 and 2003 was approximately 14.7 thousand.

The principal subsidiary undertakings are:
Company name
CJSC “Sherotel”
OJSC “Terminal”
CJSC “Aeroflot Plus”
OJSC Insurance company “Moscow”
CJSC “Aeromar”
OJSC “Aeroflot-Don”
CJSC “Aeroflot-Nord”

Activity

Percentage held as
of December 31, 2004

Hotel
Project Sheremetyevo-3
Airline
Insurance services
Catering
Airline
Airline

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
98.7%
51.0%
51.0%
51.0%

Activity

Percentage held as
of December 31, 2004

Cargo handling
Trading
Fuel trading company

50.0%
33.3%
31.0%

The principal associated undertakings are:
Company name
LLC “Airport Moscow”
CJSC “Aerofirst”
CJSC “TZK Sheremetyevo”

All the companies listed above are incorporated in the Russian Federation.
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The table below provides information on the Group’s aircraft fleet as of December 31, 2004

Type of aircraft

Ownership

Ilyushin Il-96-300
Ilyushin Il-62M
Ilyushin Il-86
Tupolev Tu-154
Tupolev Tu-134
Antonov An-12
Antonov An-24
Antonov An-26

Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned

6
1
11
22
12
-

9
2
2
-

1
7
3
1

6
1
11
32
21
2
3
1

Finance lease
Finance lease
Finance lease
Finance lease

4
1
3

-

2
-

2
4
1
3

Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease
Operating lease

1
2
1
1
4
6
6
2
4
87

13

14

1
2
1
1
4
6
6
2
4
114

Tupolev Tu-134
Airbus A-319
Airbus A-320
Airbus A-321
Tupolev Tu-134
Tupolev Tu-154
Ilyushin Il-86
Airbus A-310
Airbus A-319
Airbus A-320
Boeing 767-36 NER
Boeing 777-2Q8
McDonnell Douglas DC10-40F

Aeroflot —
Russian Airlines
(number)

Aeroflot-Don
(number)

Aeroflot-Nord
(number)

Excluded in the table above are two Airbus A-310, which were in the process of return to the lessor as
of December 31, 2004.

Group total
(number)
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2. THE RUSSIAN ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Currency exchange and control – The Russian ruble is the national currency of the Russian Federation, however, foreign
currencies, in particular the US dollar (“USD”), play a significant role in the underlying economics of many business transactions in Russia. Following the 1998 economic crisis, the Russian ruble’s value fell significantly against the USD, falling
from a pre-crisis rate of approximately 6 Russian rubles to 1 USD, to 27 Russian rubles to 1 USD by the end of 1999. During
2003 and 2004, the Russian ruble’s value fluctuated between a low of 27.75 and a high of 31.88 to 1 USD. During 2004,
the Russian ruble has appreciated against the US Dollar. As of June 3, 2005 the exchange rate is 28.38 Russian rubles to
1 USD.
The following table summarizes the exchange rate of the Russian ruble to 1 US Dollar for the following dates:
As of December 31,
2004
2003
2002

Exchange rate
27.75
29.45
31.78

The Group’s principal currency exchange risks relate to its ability to recover investments in non-monetary assets, specifically property, plant and equipment, as well as exposure to currency exchange losses on monetary assets and liabilities
linked to currencies other than the measurement currency of the Group’s companies.
Currency regulations imposed by Russian law place certain limitations on the conversion of Russian rubles into foreign
currencies and establish requirements for conversion of foreign currency sales to Russian rubles.
Inflation – The Russian economy has been characterized by relatively high rates of inflation. The following table summarizes the annual rate of inflation for the past three years:
For the years
ended December 31,
2004
2003
2002

Annual
inflation
11.7%
12.0%
15.1%

The Company’s principal inflation rate risk relates to the Company’s ability to raise tariffs for tickets sold in Russia in line
with the growth in operating expenses expressed in Russian rubles caused by inflation. Should inflation continue, the
Company could experience financial difficulties, accompanied by deterioration in the results of its operations and liquidity
position.
3. LIQUIDITY AND MANAGEMENT PLANS
As of December 31, 2004 the Group had a surplus in working capital of USD 73.0 million. As of December 31, 2003 the
Group had working capital deficiency of USD 166.4 million and during 2004 the Group continued its efforts to eliminate its
working capital deficiency. Increase in working capital for the year amounted to USD 239.4 million and resulted mainly
from cessation of finance lease of three Airbus A-310 aircraft, decrease in other current liabilities, and increase in trade
debtors.
In terms of a fleet restructuring program, intended to reduce overhaul and maintenance expenses, and also the fuel consumption per passenger kilometer flown, which was a major component of the Group’s operating expenses, in 2003-2004
the Company put into operation 18 aircraft from a new family of Airbus the A-319, 320, 321.
In order to implement a new corporate vision and strategy, the Group continued to reschedule its network. In 2004 several new routes, including routes launched in partnership with other airlines, expected to be profitable, were opened, while
unprofitable routes were closed. Flight frequencies were increased significantly, which resulted in improved depth of the
Group’s network.
In 2004 the Group took the following fuel cost reduction measures: consolidation of fuel purchases; an increase in its
share of direct supplies; and utilization of geographic differences in fuel prices.
Management believes that the Group has the ability to raise short-term financing, if necessary, to cover any operating
cash flow deficit should they arise.
Considering the actions taken and management plans for the future, management believes it is appropriate to prepare
the consolidated financial statements on the basis of a going concern.
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4. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set out below.
Basis of preparation – The consolidated financial statements of the Group have been prepared in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The consolidated financial statements are presented in millions of US
Dollars, except where it specifically noted otherwise.
All significant subsidiaries under the legal and/or actual control of the Company are included in the consolidated financial statements. A listing of the Group’s principal subsidiary undertakings is set out in Note 1.
The Group maintains its accounting records in Russian rubles and in accordance with Russian accounting legislation
and regulations. The accompanying consolidated financial statements are based on the underlying accounting records,
appropriately adjusted and reclassified for fair presentation in accordance with the standards prescribed by the
International Accounting Standards Board.
Certain reclassifications have been made to the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2003 to conform
to the current year presentation. Such reclassifications do not affect retained earnings.
Measurement and reporting currency – The majority of the Company’s revenues are denominated in US Dollars or other
foreign currencies. The majority of its assets, purchases, finance and operating leases, and liabilities are denominated in
US Dollars, as is a significant portion of its operating expenses. Therefore the US Dollar has been determined as the measurement and reporting currency of the Company. Transactions and balances not already measured in US Dollars have been
remeasured to US Dollars in accordance with International Accounting Standard 21 (“IAS”) “The Effect of Changes in
Foreign Exchange Rates”.
The Russian ruble is not a freely convertible currency outside the Russian Federation and accordingly any conversion of
Russian ruble amounts to US Dollars should not be considered as a representation that Russian ruble amounts have been,
could be or will be in the future, converted into US dollars at the exchange rate shown or at any other exchange rate.The
assets and liabilities, both monetary and non-monetary, of the subsidiaries of the Company with other reporting currency
than US dollar have been translated at closing rate. Income and expense items of the entity have been translated at average annual exchange rates. All resulting exchange differences have been classified as equity and transferred to the Group’s
translation reserve.
Consolidation – The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the Company and entities
controlled by the Company (its subsidiaries) prepared through December 31 each year. Subsidiaries comprise entities in
which the Company, directly or indirectly, has an interest of more than one half of the voting rights or otherwise has power
to exercise control over their operations. Control is achieved where the Company has the power to govern the financial and
operating policies of an investee entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities.
Subsidiaries are consolidated from the date on which effective control is obtained by the Group and are no longer consolidated from the date of disposal or loss of control.
On acquisition, the assets and liabilities and contingent liabilities of a subsidiary are measured at their fair values at the
date of acquisition. Any excess of the cost of acquisition over the fair values of the identifiable net assets acquired is recognised as goodwill. Any deficiency of the cost of acquisition below the fair values of the identifiable net assets acquired (i.e.
discount on acquisition) is credited to profit and loss in the period of acquisition. The interest of minority shareholders is
stated at the minority’s proportion of the fair values of the assets and liabilities recognized. Subsequently, any losses applicable to the minority interest in excess of the minority interest are allocated against the interests of the parent, unless the
minority owner has a legally enforceable obligation to contribute additional funds. All inter-group transactions, balances
and unrealized surpluses and deficits on transactions between Group companies are eliminated.
Investments in associates – Associates in which the Group has significant influence but not a controlling interest are
accounted for using the equity method of accounting. Significant influence is usually demonstrated by the Group’s owning,
directly or indirectly, between 20 percent and 50 percent of the voting share capital or by exerting significant influence
through other means. The Group’s share of the net income or losses of associates is included in the consolidated income
statement, and the Group’s share of the net assets of associates is included in the consolidated balance sheet. An assessment of investments in associates is performed when there is an indication that the asset has been impaired or that the
impairment losses recognized in prior years no longer exist. When the Group’s share of losses exceeds the carrying amount
of the investment, the investment is reported at nil value and recognition of losses is discontinued except to the extent of
the Group’s commitment. Unrealized gains on transactions between the Group and its associates are eliminated to the
extent of the Group’s interest in the associates, and unrealized losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of impairment of the asset transferred. A listing of the Group’s principal associated undertakings is shown in Note 1.
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Management estimates – The preparation of consolidated financial statements requires that management make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and the reported amounts of revenues and operating
costs during the reporting period. The most significant estimates relate to: depreciable lives of property, plant and equipment; deferred revenue; provision for bad and doubtful accounts; calculation of revenue from other airline revenue agreements; provisions; and deferred taxation. Actual results could differ materially from these estimates.
Revenues – Traffic revenue is recognized when the transportation service is provided. Passenger and cargo sales for
which transportation has not yet been provided are shown as deferred revenue. Commissions which are distributed to the
sales agents of the airline services are recognized as the commercial and marketing expenses at the same time as revenue
from the air transportation to which they refer to.
Other revenue is recognized at the time the service is provided.
Segment reporting – For the purposes of segment disclosure the Group has identified the following segments:
(a) Business segments
The principal business segments are airline operations, airline catering, hotel operations and other.
(b) Geographic segments
The operations of all segments are based in the Russian Federation. With respect to scheduled passenger and cargo
activities, the following geographic analysis is provided:
(i) Geographic analysis of revenue from flights – The analysis of revenue from scheduled flights is based upon the geographic location of the place of flight origin.
(ii) Geographic analysis of net assets – The major revenue-earning assets of the Company are comprised of its aircraft
fleet. Since the Company’s aircraft fleet is employed flexibly across its worldwide route network, there is no suitable
basis for allocating such assets and liabilities to geographic segments.
Property, plant and equipment – Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost, or appraised value, as described below.
Depreciation is calculated in order to amortize the cost or appraised value (less estimated salvage value where applicable)
over the remaining useful lives of the assets.
(a) Fleet
(i) Owned aircraft and engines – Aircraft and engines owned by the Group as of December 31, 1995 were stated at depreciated replacement cost based upon external valuations denominated in US Dollars. Subsequent purchases are recorded
at cost. Airclaims, an international firm of aircraft appraisers, conducted the valuation. The Group has chosen not to revalue these assets subsequent to 1995.
(ii) Finance leased aircraft and engines – Where assets are financed through finance leases, under which substantially all
the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the Group, the assets are treated as if they had been purchased outright. The Group recognizes finance leases as assets and liabilities in the balance sheet as amounts equal at the inception
of the lease to the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments. The corresponding obligation, reduced by the capital portion of lease payments made, is included in payables. The interest element
of lease payments made is included in interest expense in the income statement.
(iii) Capitalized maintenance costs – The valuation of aircraft and engines as of December 31, 1995 reflected their maintenance condition, as measured on the basis of previous expenditure on major overhauls and estimated usage since the
previous major overhaul. Amounts spent on major maintenance overhauls subsequently have been separately capitalized
and depreciated to the projected date of the next overhaul. Other maintenance costs are expensed as incurred.
(iv) Depreciation – The Group depreciates fleet assets owned or held under finance leases on a straight-line basis to the
end of their estimated useful life. Salvage value for the foreign fleet is estimated as 5% of historic cost, while salvage value
for Russian aircraft is zero. Engines are depreciated on a straight-line basis to the end of the useful life of the related type
of aircraft. Operating lives for the Russian fleet range from 11 to 25 years; for the foreign fleet 16 to 20 years. These lives
are reviewed periodically.
(b) Land and buildings, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical US Dollar cost. Provision is made for the depreciation of property,
plant and equipment based upon expected useful lives or, in the case of leasehold properties, over the duration of the leases using a straight-line basis. These useful lives range from 10 to 20 years.
Impairment of assets – At each balance sheet date an assessment is made as to whether there is any indication that the
Group’s assets may be impaired. If any such indication exists, an assessment is made to establish whether the recoverable
amount of the assets has declined below the carrying amount of those assets as disclosed in the financial statements. When
such a decline has occurred, the carrying amount of the assets is reduced to the recoverable amount. The amount of any
such reduction is recognized immediately as an expense in the income statement. Any subsequent increase in the recov-
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erable amount of the assets would be written back when the circumstances that led to the write-down or write-off cease to
exist and there is persuasive evidence that the new circumstances and events will persist for the foreseeable future.
The recoverable amount is determined as the assets’ net selling price and their value in use, whichever is higher. The
assets’ value in use is estimated on the basis of forecast future cash inflows and outflows to be derived from continuing use
of the assets, and from the estimated net proceeds on disposal, discounted to present value using an appropriate discount
rate.
Lease deposits – Lease deposits represent amounts in foreign currency paid to the lessors of foreign aircraft, which are
held as security deposits by lessors in accordance with the provisions of finance and operating lease agreements; these
deposits are returned back to The Group at the end of the lease period. A part of these deposits is interest-free. Interestfree deposits have been recorded at amortized cost using an average market yield of 6.3% percent.
Operating leases – Payments under operating leases are charged to the income statement in equal annual installments
over the period of the lease.
Investments – Investments are classified in the following categories: held-to-maturity, trading and available-for-sale.
Investments with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturity, which the Group has the positive intent and ability to
hold to maturity, other than loans and receivables originated by the Group, are classified as held-to-maturity investments.
Investments acquired principally for the purpose of generating a profit from short-term fluctuations in price are classified
as trading. All other investments, other than loans and receivables originated by the Company, are classified as availablefor-sale.
The Group had no securities classified as trading securities or held-to-maturity as of December 31, 2004 and 2003.
Available-for-sale investments are stated at market value and are determined for each individual investment. Investments
in equity instruments of other companies that do not have a quoted market price are stated at cost less impairment loss, as
it is not practicable to determine the fair value of such investments. Unrealized gains and losses are included in the determination of net income. Income from available-for-sale investments is included in other non-operating income in the consolidated statement of operations. The Company’s shares, which are held in treasury stock or belong to the Company’s subsidiaries, are reflected as a reduction of the Group’s shareholders’ equity. The disposal of such shares does not impact net
income of the current year and is recognized as a change in shareholders’ equity of the Group.
Inventories – Inventories are valued at cost as determined by the “first-in, first-out” method (“FIFO”) or net realizable value,
whichever is lower. Inventories are reported net of provisions for slow-moving or obsolete items.
Accounts receivable – Accounts receivable are stated in the balance sheet at their net realizable value after deduction of
a provision for bad and doubtful accounts.
Financial instruments – Financial assets and financial liabilities carried on the balance sheet include cash and cash
equivalents, marketable securities, trade and other accounts receivable and trade and other payables, borrowings, investments, and notes payable. The accounting policies on recognition and measurement of these items are disclosed in the
respective accounting policies found in this Note.
Financial instruments are classified as liabilities or equity in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement. Interest, dividends, and gains and losses relating to a financial instrument classified as a liability are reported as
expense or income. Distributions to holders of financial instruments classified as equity are charged directly to equity.
Financial instruments are offset when the Group has a legally enforceable right to offset and intends to settle either on a
net basis or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. The result from the realization of the financial instruments is determined based on the FIFO method.
(a) Credit risks
The sale of passenger and freight transportation is largely processed through agencies that are normally linked to country-specific clearing systems for the settlement of passage and freight sales. Clearing centers check individual agents operating outside of the Russian Federation. Individual agents operating within the Russian Federation are checked in-house.
Receivables and liabilities between major airlines, unless otherwise stipulated in the respective agreements, are settled
on a bilateral basis or by settlement through a clearinghouse of the International Air Transport Association (IATA).
(b) Fair value
The fair value of financial instruments is determined by reference to various market information and other valuation
methods as considered appropriate. At the balance-sheet date, the fair values of the financial instruments held by the Group
did not materially differ from their recorded book values.
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Management does not believe that it is practicable to estimate the fair value of the Group’s long-term investments in share
capital of certain Russian companies. These instruments are not traded on Russian financial markets and an objective estimate of fair value is not available. Such investments are recorded at cost.
(e) Foreign exchange risk
The majority of the Group’s sales and purchases are denominated in US Dollars and hence the foreign exchange risk to
the Group is minimized. The majority of borrowings are denominated in US Dollars, thus further reducing foreign currency
exposure in US Dollar terms. In 2004 the Group did not manage foreign exchange risk through the use of hedging instruments but rather matches revenues and expenses in the same currency to limit exposure. The Group constantly monitors
changes in foreign exchange rates to minimize the level of foreign currency exposure and to identify need for hedging activities.
(f) Interest rate risk
The Group’s main exposure to interest-rate risk is from its finance lease liabilities and short-term borrowings. In 2004 the
Group did not use financial hedging instruments, as they are not currently available on the Russian market. The Group constantly monitors changes in interest rates to minimize the level of interest rate exposure and to identify need for hedging
activities.
Foreign currency translation – Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in currencies other than reporting currency
at the balance sheet date are translated into the reporting currency at the year-end exchange rate. Exchange differences
arising from such translation are included into the consolidated income statement
Income tax – The nominal income tax rate for industrial enterprises in Russia in 2004 and 2003 was 24%. The nominal
tax rate is subject to regional reductions by up to 4%. The average nominal tax rate of the Group was lower than 24% as
the tax rate applicable to different entities within the Group varied from 20% to 24%.
Deferred income taxes – Deferred tax assets and liabilities are calculated in respect of temporary differences in accordance with IAS 12 “Income Taxes”. IAS 12 requires the use of the balance-sheet liability method for financial reporting and
accounting for deferred income taxes. Deferred income taxes are provided for all temporary differences arising between
the tax basis of assets and liabilities and their carrying values for financial reporting purposes. A deferred tax asset is
recorded only to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the deductible temporary
differences can be utilized. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply during the period when the asset is to be realized or the liability settled, based on tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted as at the balance-sheet date. As of December 31, 2004 deferred tax assets and liabilities have been
measured based on tax rates applicable to the Group’s companies range from 20% to 24%. As of December 31, 2003
deferred tax assets and liabilities have been measured based on a tax rate of 24%.
Employee benefits – The Company makes certain payments to employees on retirement, or when they otherwise leave the
employment of the Company. These obligations, which are unfunded, represent obligations under a defined benefit pension
scheme. For such plans, the pension accounting costs are assessed using the projected unit credit method. Under this
method, the cost of providing pensions is charged to the income statement in order to spread the regular cost over the average service lives of employees. Actuarial gains and losses are recognized in the income statement immediately. The pension payments may be increased upon the retirement of an employee based on the decision of management. The pension
liability for non-retired employees is calculated based on a minimum annual pension payment and do not include increases, if any, to be made by management in the future. Where such post-employment employee benefits fall due more than 12
months after the balance sheet date, they are discounted using a discount rate determined by reference to the average market yields at the balance sheet date.
The Company also participates in a defined contribution plan, under which the Company has committed to contribute a
certain percentage (15% to 20% in 2004) of the contribution made by employees choosing to participate in the plan.
Contributions made by the Company on defined contribution plans are charged to expenses when incurred. Contributions
are additionally made to the Government’s Pension fund at the statutory rates in force during the year. Such contributions
expensed as incurred.
Cash and cash equivalents – For the purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents consist of cash
on hand, balances with banks and short-term interest-bearing accounts which are used in the day-to-day financing of the
Group’s airline activities.
Value added taxes – Value added taxes (“VAT”) related to sales are payable to the tax authorities when tickets are sold.
Input VAT is reclaimable against output VAT upon payment for purchases. The tax authorities permit the settlement of VAT
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on a net basis. Output VAT payable and input VAT related to purchase transactions which have not been settled at the balance sheet date are recognized in the balance sheet on a gross basis.
Frequent flyer program – The Company records an estimated liability for the incremental cost associated with providing
free transportation under the “Aeroflot Bonus” program (see also Note 19) when a free air ticket or upgrade of service class
are earned.
Principal incremental costs include aircraft fuel costs and third-party passenger services (such as catering services). The
liability is included in accounts payable and accrued liabilities, and is adjusted periodically based on awards earned, awards
redeemed and changes to the “Aeroflot Bonus” program. The costs are included in sales and marketing expenses in the
income statement.
Dividends – Dividends are recognized at the date they are declared by the shareholders at a general meeting.
Retained earnings legally distributable by the Company are based on the amounts available for distribution in accordance with applicable legislation and reflected in the statutory financial statements. These amounts may differ significantly from the amounts calculated on the basis of IFRS.
Earnings per share – Earnings per share are calculated by dividing the income for the period attributable to ordinary
shareholders by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the period. There are no potentially
dilutive common stock equivalents.
Borrowing costs – Borrowing costs are reflected in the income statement and are expensed as incurred. The exception
to this rule is borrowing costs which are related to capital construction or the purchase of fixed assets, and that can be
referred from the beginning of construction. To the extent that borrowing costs are directly attributable to qualifying assets,
they are capitalized with the relevant asset from the date of the commencement of activities to prepare the asset.
Expenditures and borrowing costs are incurred until the related qualifying asset is substantially ready for its intended use,
and are subsequently charged to the income statement in the period over which the asset is depreciated.
Provisions – A provision is recognized when, and only when, an enterprise has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, it is probable (i.e. more likely than not) that an outflow of resources embodying economic
benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
Provisions are reviewed at each balance sheet date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. Where the effect of
the time value of money is significant, the amount of a provision is the present value of the expenditures required to settle
the obligation.
Contingencies – Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the financial statements. They are disclosed unless the possibility of an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits is remote. Contingent assets are not recognized in the
financial statements but are disclosed when an inflow of economic benefits is probable.
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5. TRAFFIC REVENUE
By sector
Scheduled flights:
Passengers
Cargo
Charter flights:
Passengers
Cargo

2004

2003

1,523.2
134.5

1,228.9
97.6

14.9
62.9
1,735.5

12.9
29.6
1,369.0

2004

2003

343.5
18.1
14.6
12.5
17.3
17.3
423.3

272.7
16.1
13.3
11.1
14.0
19.8
347.0

6. OTHER REVENUE

Airline revenue agreements
Ground handling and maintenance
Catering services
Hotel revenue
Refueling services
Other revenue

Airline revenue agreements primarily represent revenue from pooling, code-sharing and bilateral air-service agreements.
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7. OPERATING COSTS

Aircraft fuel
Aircraft and traffic servicing
Maintenance
Operating lease expenses
Sales and marketing
Administration and general expenses
Passenger services
Increase in provisions (Note 20)
Communication expenses
Insurance expenses
Operating taxes
Other expenses
Operating expenses, subtotal
Taxes refunded under court decision (i)
Reversal of provision for tax penalties
Recovery of receivables
Operating income, subtotal
Total operating costs, net

2004

2003

496.1
310.0
203.7
127.6
125.3
94.8
52.8
37.6
34.2
27.0
24.7
47.5
1,581.3

316.7
241.2
217.5
133.0
110.5
73.6
47.8
14.7
32.4
33.2
19.7
42.6
1,282.9

(22.3)
(22.3)

(11.5)
(12.2)
(4.9)
(28.6)

1,559.0

1,254.3

(i) Taxes refunded under a court decision in 2004 and 2003 comprise of a road users tax refund for the years 1998-2000.
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8. STAFF COSTS

Wages and salaries
Social security costs
Pension costs (i)

2004

2003

251.8
13.0
36.1
300.9

200.2
12.2
31.8
244.2

(i) The Company continued its participation in a non-government pension fund to provide additional pensions to certain of
its employees upon their retirement. The pension fund requires contributions from both employees and the Company, and
is a defined contribution pension plan for the employer.
Furthermore, the Company makes payments, upon retirement, to employees participating in the plan with one or more
years’ service. These obligations, which are unfunded, represent obligations under a defined benefit pension plan.
Pension costs include compulsory payments to the Pension fund of the Russian Federation (“RF”), contributions to a nongovernment pension fund and an increase in the net present value of the future benefits the Company expects to pay to
its employees upon their retirement under a defined benefit pension plan, as follows:

Payments to the Pension Fund of the RF
Defined benefit pension plan
Defined contribution pension plan

2004

2003

33.3
2.5
0.3
36.1

29.7
1.9
0.2
31.8

2004

2003

6.7
5.3
12.0

3.4
3.1
5.5
12.0

9. INTEREST EXPENSE

Finance leases
Short-term bonds
Short-term and long-term borrowings
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10. NON-OPERATING INCOME, NET

Gain (loss) on disposal of property, plant and equipment, net (i)
Fines and penalties received from suppliers
Negative goodwill on acquisition (Note 32)
Discounts received
Insurance compensation
Reversal of payables no longer due (ii)
Gain on remeasurement of available-for-sale securities to fair value
Release (increase) of provision for non-recovery of aircraft lease deposits
Increase of provision for impairment of fixed assets (Note 18)
Increase of provision for long-term investments (iii)
(Loss) gain from disposal of long-term investments, net
Other income, net

2004

2003

6.6
6.0
5.7
4.8
4.2
2.8
2.5
0.9
(12.7)
(5.6)
(1.3)
6.6
20.5

(8.6)
2.1
0.2
41.1
5.8
(13.9)
(0.5)
2.8
1.1
30.1

(i) In 2004 the Company discontinued finance leases of three Airbus A-310 (Note 18). Gain on disposal of these aircraft
comprised USD 7.6 million.
(ii) In 2003 the Group wrote off unclaimed payables amounting to USD 41.1 million to one Russian creditor that had
expired under the Russian Civil Code. These payables originated before 1999. The Russian creditor liquidated in 2000
and another entity was established to perform the functions of the liquidated entity but never claimed payables.
(iii) In 2004 the Company accrued 100% impairment reserve for a carrying value of investments in associates
LLC “Aeroimp” and CJSC “TZK” due to discontinuation of their operations.
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11. TAXATION

Current income tax charge
Deferred income tax benefit

2004

2003

(71.5)
11.9
(59.6)

(49.0)
18.8
(30.2)

Income before taxation for financial reporting purposes is reconciled to taxation as follows:

Income before taxation and minority interest
Theoretical tax at statutory rate
Tax effect of items which are not deductible or assessable for taxation purposes:
Effect of lower tax rates applied
Non-deductible expenses
Non-taxable income
Other permanent differences
Effect of change in calculation of prior year deferred tax
Taxation

2004

2003

233.6
(56.0)

156.9
(37.7)

8.7
(17.8)
4.6
(1.5)
2.4
(59.6)

5.4
(18.1)
21.0
(0.8)
(30.2)

Differences between IFRS and Russian statutory taxation regulations give rise to certain temporary differences between
the carrying values of certain assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and their values for profits tax purposes. The tax effect of the movement on these temporary differences is recorded at the tax rates applicable to the Group’s companies and range from 20% to 24% for the year ended December 31, 2004 and 24% for the year ended December 31,
2003.

Tax effects of temporary differences:
Property, plant and equipment
Borrowings
Accounts payable
Deferred tax assets, net
Property, plant and equipment
Long-term investments
Accounts receivable
Accounts payable
Deferred tax liabilities, net

2004

Movement
for year

USD
million

USD
million

3.1
3.1
0.2
6.4
(26.3)
(13.9)
(2.8)
34.8
(8.2)

Effect of
acquisition
(Note 32)
USD
million

1.0
(1.6)
0.2

-

3.7
(0.3)
8.9

(2.3)
-

11.9

(2.3)

2003

Movement
for year

2002

USD
million

USD
million

USD
million

2.1
4.7
6.8
(27.7)
(13.9)
(2.5)
25.9
(18.2)

1.6
(1.1)
8.0
3.7
(0.1)
6.7
18.8

0.5
5.8
6.3
(35.7)
(17.6)
(2.4)
19.2
(36.5)
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12. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Ruble denominated bank accounts
Bank accounts denominated in USD
Bank accounts denominated in Euros
Bank accounts denominated in other currencies
Cash equivalents

2004

2003

31.0
9.2
5.4
7.9
11.7
65.2

12.8
31.4
3.3
0.3
4.4
52.2

Cash equivalents are comprised primarily of term deposits with banks with original maturities less than 90 days.
In 2004 the Company placed cash in a short-term bank deposit at the interest rate of 7.25 percent per annum. As of
December 31, 2004 the amount of short-term bank deposit included in cash equivalents is USD 10.1 million.

13. SHORT-TERM INVESTMENTS

Trading securities
Corporate bonds
Corporate shares
Other short-term investments
Promissory notes from third parties
Bank deposits with original maturities exceeding 90 days
Other short-term investments

2004

2003

4.0
0.3
4.3

-

3.8
12.4
0.1
16.3
20.6

2.5
2.0
4.5
4.5

Corporate bonds denominated in Russian rubles represent bonds issued by major Russian companies with maturity
dates from 2005 to 2010.
Corporate shares are liquid publicly traded shares of Russian companies. In the consolidated financial statements of the
Group they are reflected at period-end market value based on last traded prices obtained from the Moscow Interbank
Currency Exchange (“MICEX”).
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14. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND PREPAYMENTS, NET

Trade receivables
Prepayments and accrued income
Other receivables
Provision for bad and doubtful accounts
VAT and other taxes recoverable (Note 33 (ii))

2004

2003

203.7
60.2
9.3
(32.7)
240.5
207.8
448.3

181.2
47.1
5.1
(33.9)
199.5
97.9
297.4

2004

2003

27.3
20.3
16.9
64.5

20.0
10.1
14.3
44.4

15. INVENTORIES

Spare parts
Fuel
Other inventory

16. INVESTMENTS IN AFFILIATES, NET

2004
Voting power

Carrying value

33.3%
31%
31%
25%
50%
25.5%
Various

5.4
1.3
1.3
5.3
1.2
0.9
1.4
(6.6)
10.2

CJSC “Aerofirst”
CJSC “TZK Sheremetyevo”
CJSC “TZK”
LLC “Aeroimp”
LLC “Airport Moscow”
OJSC Severleasing
Other equity investments
Less impairment (Note 10)

2003
Voting power
Carrying value
33.3%
31%
25%
50%
Various

5.0
1.9
5.7
0.9
1.6
15.1

17. LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS, NET

Available-for-sale securities
SITA Investment Certificates
Corporate shares (France Telecom)
Other long-term investments
Loans and promissory notes from related parties
Loans and promissory notes from third parties
Mutual investment funds
Other

2004

2003

1.0
17.1
18.1

14.6
14.6

0.4
0.9
1.0
2.3
20.4

1.1
0.7
0.9
1.0
3.7
18.3
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18. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Cost
December 31, 2002
Foreign currency translation
Additions
Capitalized overhaul costs
Transfers
Disposals
December 31, 2003
Foreign currency translation
Acquisition of net assets
of OJSC “Arkhangelskie Avialinii”
Additions (ii)
Capitalized overhaul costs (iv)
Transfers
Disposals (iii)
December 31, 2004
Accumulated Depreciation
December 31, 2002
Foreign currency translation
Charge for the year
Disposals
December 31, 2003
Foreign currency translation
Impairment reserve (v)
Charge for the year
Disposals (iii)
December 31, 2004
Net Book Value
December 31, 2003
December 31, 2004

Owned
aircraft and
engines
USD
million

Leased
aircraft and
engines
USD
million

Land and
buildings

Plant,
equipment
and other
USD
million

Capital
expenditure
(i)
USD
million

503.5
23.2
8.1
(68.9)
465.9
1.3
8.9

329.5
158.2
487.7
0.1
2.6

161.0
7.3
168.3
0.6
2.6

178.6
1.5
1.3
12.0
(13.6)
179.8
0.8
1.5

28.8
26.9
(19.3)
36.4
-

1,201.4
1.5
209.6
8.1
(82.5)
1,338.1
2.8
15.6

32.4
18.0
(43.9)
482.6

204.0
2.3
(249.9)
446.8

7.5
0.4
(0.2)
179.2

7.5
11.8
(12.2)
189.2

31.4
5.6
(12.2)
(6.9)
54.3

282.8
25.9
(313.1)
1,352.1

(366.6)
(45.4)
59.4
(352.6)
(0.6)
(1.1)
(43.7)
34.9
(363.1)

(206.8)
(21.3)
(228.1)
(26.7)
184.3
(70.5)

(47.0)
(5.2)
(52.2)
(0.2)
(8.2)
0.1
(60.5)

(112.2)
(0.9)
(19.2)
9.9
(122.4)
(0.5)
(11.6)
(15.4)
9.3
(140.6)

-

(732.6)
(0.9)
(91.1)
69.3
(755.3)
(1.3)
(12.7)
(94.0)
228.6
(634.7)

113.3
119.5

259.6
376.3

116.1
118.7

57.4
48.6

36.4
54.3

582.8
717.4

USD
million

Total
USD
million

As of December 31, 2004 and 2003, fixed assets, principally Russian aircraft and engines, with a net book value of USD
24.2 million and USD 10.5 million, respectively, were pledged as collateral under loan agreements (Notes 22 and 23).
(i) Assets under construction include capital expenditures made by the Company on the construction of the new
Sheremetyevo-3 terminal. Capital expenditures as of December 31, 2004 and 2003 amount to USD 17.9 million and
USD 15.9 million, respectively, and mainly relate to pre-constructions studies and construction-site preparation work.
(ii) In 2004 the Company acquired one Airbus A-320 aircraft and three Airbus A-321 aircraft under finance leases for
an amount of USD 203.0 million. In 2004 the Group acquired four Tupolev Tu-154 aircraft. Two of the above mentioned
aircraft were not put into operation in 2004 and as of December 31, 2004 have been included in capital expenditures
in the amount of USD 7.5 million.
(iii) In 2004, the Company returned to a lessor two Airbus A-310 aircraft, which were subject to finance leases. Terms for
one Airbus A-310 aircraft were changed from finance lease to operating lease (refer also to Note 30). In the second half
of 2004 the Company sold four Ilyshin Il-76 cargo aircraft owned by the Company.
(iv) In 2004 the Company has started modernization of the interiors of the Boeing 767-300 aircraft and partially finished
the modernization of one aircraft. Expenses under that modernization as of December 31, 2004 amounted to USD 2.3
million and were capitalized. Expenses related to preparatory work under the modernization program for these aircraft
are included in capital expenditures in the amount of USD 5.6 million.
(v) As of December 31, 2004 the Group reviewed the carrying amounts of its fixed assets to determine whether there is
any indication that those assets had suffered an impairment loss. As a result the Group recognized an impairment loss
of USD 12.7 million.
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19. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED LIABILITIES

Trade payables and accruals
Wages and social contributions payable
Profit and other taxes payable
Other payables
Accrued expenses
Advances received
Frequent flyer program liability (i)
Merchandise credits (ii)
Dividends payable
Notes payable

2004

2003

168.8
44.7
31.9
21.0
14.8
6.4
7.7
2.3
2.8
1.6
302.0

175.7
31.5
26.9
18.4
15.7
15.3
7.0
5.0
2.9
0.3
298.7

(i) The Group introduced the “Aeroflot Bonus” frequent flyer program in 1999. As of December 31, 2004 and 2003
approximately 326 thousand and 243 thousand passengers, respectively, participated in the program. Frequent flyer
program liability as of December 31, 2004 and 2003 represents incremental costs, which are included in sales and marketing expenses, associated with providing free transportation under “Aeroflot Bonus”.
(ii) Merchandise credits represent deferred discounts given by the lessor for entering into new leases under the fleet
restructuring program.

20. PROVISIONS

As of January 1, 2004
Additional provision in the year
Utilization of provision
Release of provision
As of December 31, 2004

29.5
45.2
(0.7)
(6.7)
67.3

The Group is a defendant in various legal actions. Provisions represent management’s best estimate of the Group’s probable losses relating to various actual and potential legal claims.
The Company is a defendant in a claim by the owner of a cargo plane which crashed in Italy in October 1996, whilst on
charter to the Group. The basis of the claim concerns liability for the loss of the aircraft and the responsibilities of the parties at the time of the crash. According to a report prepared by Airclaims, compensation relating to crashed aircraft ranges
from USD 11.8 million to USD 15.3 million. Management had made their best assessment of the likely outcome associated
with this issue and recorded a provision amounting to USD 12.0 million as of December 31, 2003. In April 2005 the
Arbitration court has decided in favor of the claimant regarding compensation and awarded damages amounting to
USD 35.0 million, accordingly the reserve was increased to USD 35.0 million. Currently, there is uncertainty regarding final
resolution. At the present time execution of the court decision is suspended and the Company has filed an appeal. Final
adjustments (if any) to this uncertainty will be made in the financial statements when the outcome of the issue is known.
In 2001 Federal Unitary Entity, Goscorporation OVD claimed the agreement with Federal Aviation Service on application
of a 50 percent discount in 1997–1998 to be void, as this contradicted Russian legislation and invoiced the Company for
200.0 million Russian rubles (approximately USD 7.2 million at 2004 year-end exchange rate) for underpaid amounts relating to 1997–1998 and interest accrued as of December 31, 2003. No provision was recognized for this claim as of
December 31, 2003. As a result of further developments during 2004 this amount is now included in provisions as of
December 31, 2004 in full.
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21. OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Defined benefit pension obligation – non-current portion
Other non-current liabilities

2004

2003

12.7
10.5
23.2

10.4
10.0
20.4

2004

2003

-

60.0

10.0
27.0
0.9

6.5
5.0
-

31.9
5.4
3.2
78.4

0.9
72.4

22. SHORT-TERM BORROWINGS

Loans and credit lines in USD
Syndicated loan organized by Donau Bank AG,
Citibank (Moscow) and Bank of Foreign Trade
Standard Bank London (Moscow)
HSBC
VestLB Vostok (i)
Savings Bank of the Russian Federation (ii)
Amsterdam Trading Bank – current portion (Note 23)
Loans in Russian rubles
Bank of Foreign Trade (iii)
Transkreditbank (iii)
Other short-term bank loans

(i) The balance as of December 31, 2004 consists of a credit line amounting to USD 10 million and bears interest of
LIBOR + 2.6 percent per annum. It was obtained by the Company to finance its current activities. The effective average
interest rate for 2004 was 4.42 percent per annum.
(ii) The credit line granted by the Savings Bank of the Russian Federation amounting to USD 27 million. The credit was
obtained to finance its current activities and bears interest of LIBOR + 3.5 percent per annum. Fixed assets with a net
book value of USD 9.6 million are pledged as a collateral under this loan agreement. The effective average interest rate
for 2004 was 5.09 percent per annum.
(iii) The amounts represent the net balance due under a series of short-term security sale and repurchase agreements
bearing interest rates of 7–9% and collateralized of the securities.
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23. LONG-TERM BORROWINGS

Loans in USD
Amsterdam trading Bank (i)
Amsterdam trading Bank (ii)
Accor
Other long-term bank loans

2004

2003

8.0
3.0
2.4
2.8
16.2

3.2
3.2

(i) The loan amounting to USD 8 million bears interest of 8.5 percent per annum and is payable by December 1, 2009.
The loan was obtained by the company to finance the purchase of property, plant and equipment with a net book value of
USD 7.5 million which were pledged as collateral under this agreement. The effective average interest rate for 2004 was
8.5 percent per annum.
(ii) Long-term portion of the loan amounting to USD 3.0 million is payable by June 8, 2009 and bears interest of 8.0 percent per annum. The loan was obtained by the company to finance the purchase of fixed assets. Fixed assets with a net
book value of USD 3.1 million are pledged as collateral under this agreement. The effective average interest rate for 2004
was 8.0 percent per annum.

24. FINANCE LEASES PAYABLE
The Group leases aircraft under finance lease agreements. Leased assets are listed in Note 1 above.

Total outstanding payments
Finance charge
Principal outstanding
Representing:
Short-term lease payable
Long-term lease payable
Due for repayment (principal and finance charge):
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
After 2009

2004

2003

407.8
(50.5)
357.3

289.9
(21.6)
268.3

53.0
304.3

124.1
144.2

60.5
31.3
30.9
31.5
32.2
221.4
407.8

130.3
13.2
13.5
13.8
14.2
14.5
90.4
289.9

Interest unpaid as of December 31, 2004 and 2003 was approximately USD 1.3 million and USD 0.7 million, respectively, and has been included in accrued expenses. In 2004 and 2003 the effective interest rate on these leases approximated 2.7 and 2.8 percent per annum, respectively.
In 2003 the Company obtained a flight simulator (A-320) under terms that initially were classified as a finance lease. In
2004 the management of the Company changed their plans regarding obtaining the ownership rights and the period of the
lease. Due to these changes, the Company changed the classification of the lease from finance to operating (Note 30). As
of December 31, 2003 amounts included in short-term and long-term lease liabilities under finance lease of this flight simulator were approximately USD 0.8 million and USD 6.1 million, respectively.
In 2004 the Company obtained one Airbus A-320 aircraft and three Airbus A-321 aircraft under finance leases, that are
reflected in short-term and long-term lease liabilities in the amounts of USD 12.3 million and USD 175.8 million, respectively.
The Company’s aircraft leases are subject to both positive and negative covenants. In accordance with those covenants,
the Company maintains insurance coverage for its leased aircraft.
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25. MINORITY INTEREST

2004

2003

5.7
0.4
1.3
1.9
(0.7)
8.6

7.9
0.2
(2.4)
5.7

Beginning balance
Foreign currency translation
Minority interest on acquisition of subsidiary
Minority interest share of net income
Minority interest dividends

26. SHARE CAPITAL

Number of shares

Number of shares

Number of shares

authorised and issued

in treasury stock

outstanding

Ordinary shares of one Russian ruble each:
As of December 31, 2003

1,110,616,299

(10,000)

1,110,606,299

As of December 31, 2004

1,110,616,299

(51,321,913)

1,059,294,386

Ordinary shareholders are allowed one vote per share.
In 2003 one of the subsidiaries of the Group acquired 10,000 of the Company’s shares, which we resold in 2004. During
2004 the Group increased the number of the Company’s shares held by the Group by 51,311,913, including 36,913 its own
shares acquired by the Company itself.
The Company’s shares are listed on the Russian Trade System (“RTS”) and MICEX and as of June 3, 2005 were traded at
RUR 42 per share.
The Company launched a Level 1 Global Depositary Receipts (GDR) program in December 2000. The Company signed a
depositary agreement with Deutsche Bank Group, allowing the Company’s shareholders to swap their shares for GDR’s,
which trade over-the-counter on US and European markets. The swap ratio was established at 100 shares per GDR. Per
depositary agreement the total volume of GDR of the Company cannot exceed 20 percent of the Company’s share capital.
In 2001, the Company’s GDR’s were listed on the NEWEX (New Europe Exchange) stock exchange in Vienna and after closing of this exchange the GDR’s were transferred to the third segment of the stock exchange in Frankfurt. The Company’s
GDR’s were traded at USD 144 as of June 3, 2005.
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27. RETAINED EARNINGS
The statutory accounting reports of the Group companies are the basis for profit distribution and other appropriations.
For the years ended December 31, 2004 and 2003, the statutory profits of the Company, as reported in the published
annual statutory financial statements, were 6,330 million Russian rubles and 3,978 million Russian rubles, respectively.
For the years ended December 31, 2003 and 2002 the shareholders of the Company approved dividends totaling
485.3 million and 322.1 million Russian rubles, respectively (USD 16.4 million and USD 10.1 million at 2003 and
2002 year-end exchange rates, respectively).
In respect of 2004, the Board of Directors recommended to approve dividends of RUR 0.7 per share (approximately
2.5 cents per share) which will be paid to shareholders between June 20 and August 18, 2005. This dividend is subject to
approval by shareholders at the annual shareholders’ meeting and has not been included as a liability in these financial
statements.

28. SEGMENT INFORMATION

The Group is organized into three main segments:
• Airline — domestic and international passenger and cargo air transport and other airline services;
• Catering — the preparation of food and beverages for air travel;
• Hotels — the operation of hotels.
All operations are based in the Russian Federation; therefore no geographical segment information is disclosed.
Details of the geographical breakdown of revenues from scheduled passenger and cargo airline activities are as follows:

By region

2004

2003

a. Scheduled passenger revenue
International flights from Moscow to:
Europe
Asia
North America
Other

335.0
135.6
67.8
49.3

280.7
106.9
56.5
40.8

342.4
142.2
65.3
49.5
4.0
332.1
1,523.2

282.4
114.0
53.4
41.7
7.6
244.9
1,228.9

8.5
3.0
4.7
2.2

7.4
3.4
3.6
1.9

29.6
38.2
6.1
6.2
18.7
17.3
134.5

18.7
21.3
3.8
4.7
22.8
10.0
97.6

International flights to Moscow from:
Europe
Asia
North America
Other
Other international flights
Domestic flights
b. Scheduled cargo revenue
International flights from Moscow to:
Europe
Asia
North America
Other
International flights to Moscow from:
Europe
Asia
North America
Other
Other international flights
Domestic flights
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REPORTING FORMAT – BUSINESS SEGMENTS

Year ended December 31, 2004

Airline

Catering

Hotels

Other

Eliminations

Total Group

2,131.6
2.3
2,133.9

14.6
37.1
51.7

12.5
5.1
17.6

0.1
0.1

(44.5)
(44.5)

2,158.8
2,158.8

Operating profit
198.9
Interest expense
(9.3)
Interest income
3.9
Share of income in associates
3.5
Foreign exchange and translation income, net
15.1
Non-operating income, net
16.3

1.7
(0.1)
(0.2)
(1.8)

5.7
(1.9)
(1.3)
0.6

(1.4)
(2.4)
1.0
(0.1)
5.4

1.7
(1.7)
-

204.9
(12.0)
3.2
3.5
13.5
20.5

Income before tax
Taxation

228.4
(57.2)

(0.4)
(1.5)

3.1
(0.8)

2.5
(0.1)

-

233.6
(59.6)

Income before minority interest
Minority interest

171.2

(1.9)

2.3

2.4

-

174.0
(1.9)

1,411.1
0.6

22.0
-

32.9
-

24.7
-

(128.6)

889.2
323.0
89.6

18.7
0.5
1.3

82.8
0.6
3.1

52.0
0.2
-

(91.5)

1,688.8
3.5
1,692.3

13.3
30.6
43.9

11.1
4.4
15.5

2.8
2.8

(38.5)
(38.5)

1,716.0
1,716.0

Operating profit
123.1
Interest expense
(11.9)
Interest income
8.0
Share of income in associates
1.2
Foreign exchange and translation income, net
6.4
Non-operating income, net
30.1

0.9
-

2.0
(6.9)
1.2
1.2
0.3

0.4
0.3
0.9
(0.3)

6.8
(6.8)
-

126.4
(12.0)
1.5
2.4
8.5
30.1

Income before tax
Taxation

156.9
(29.7)

0.9
-

(2.2)
-

1.3
(0.5)

-

156.9
(30.2)

Income before minority interest
Minority interest

127.2

0.9

(2.2)

0.8

-

126.7
-

Net income
Segment assets
Associates

997.4
-

15.1
-

33.7
4.6

16.5
-

126.7
1,062.7
4.6

Consolidated total assets
Segment liabilities
Capital expenditure
Depreciation

745.7
216.8
84.8

12.8
0.3
1.0

10.7
0.6
5.3

11.2
-

1,067.3
780.4
217.7
91.1

External sales
Inter-segment sales
Total revenue

Net income
Segment assets
Associates
Consolidated total assets
Segment liabilities
Capital expenditure
Depreciation

172.1
1,362.1
0.6
1,362.7
951.2
324.3
94.0

Year ended December 31, 2003
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Total revenue
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29. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The financial statements of the Group include the following balances and transaction with non-consolidated subsidiaries
and associate companies:
2004

2003

15.8

8.3

Amounts payable to non-consolidated subsidiaries and associated undertakings

2.6

4.1

Sales to non-consolidated subsidiaries and associated undertakings

3.7

3.6

117.2

47.4

Amounts receivable from non-consolidated subsidiaries and associated undertakings

Purchases from non-consolidated subsidiaries and associated undertakings

Management believes that the pricing of transactions between related parties is based on normal business terms.
As of December 31, 2004 the Group had a short-term 4.5% bank deposit denominated in Russian rubles with an entity,
controlled by a significant shareholder of the Group, amounting to USD 6.1 million. Bank balances kept with this entity as
of December 31, 2004 was USD 0.5 million.
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30. COMMITMENTS UNDER OPERATING LEASES
Future minimum lease payments under non-cancelable aircraft and other operating leases are as follows:

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
after 2009
Total minimum payments

2004

2003

98.5
78.9
42.4
39.3
37.7
123.3
420.1

106.2
100.8
84.4
60.4
44.0
41.6
127.4
564.8

The amounts above represent base rent. Maintenance fees to be paid to the lessor based on actual flight hours are not
included in the table.
In accordance with the operating lease agreements for the Airbus A-319 and A-320 aircraft, lease payments are not fixed
and should be revised by the lessor periodically. As of December 31, 2004 and 2003 lease commitments were calculated
using base rent which was effective in 2004 and 2003, respectively.
For details of the fleet subject to operating leases refer to Note 1.
In 2004 the Company renegotiated the base rent payable on certain aircraft operating leases as well as adjusting the
delivery schedule for aircraft under fleet restructuring program. This resulted in changes to future minimum lease payments
under non-cancelable operating leases as of December 31, 2004 as compared to those as of 31 December 2003.
As of December 31, 2004 commitments under operating leases include obligations under lease of the flight simulator
(A-320). Initially this lease was considered as finance lease and obligations as of December 31, 2003 were included in
commitments under finance leases (Note 24).
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31. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS
The Group’s future commitments related to contracted purchases of new fixed assets as of December 31, 2004 are summarized as follow:
2004
Purchase of aircraft
Overhauls of interiors of aircraft
Total

3.6
15.4
19.0

The Group committed to purchase five Tupolev Tu-154M aircraft within the Russian passenger fleet restructuring program. As of December 31, 2004 the Group received four Tupolev Tu-154M aircraft. One Tupolev Tu-154M aircraft will be
delivered in June 2005.

32. ACQUISITION OF OJSC “ARKHANGELSKIE AVIALINII”
In October 2004 a 51% owned subsidiary of the Group, CJSC “Aeroflot-Nord”, acquired net assets of OJSC
“Arkhangelskie Avialinii” for a total cash consideration of approximately USD 2.7 million.
Fair value of the identified assets and liabilities of OJSC “Arkhangelskie Avialinii” at the date of acquisition and the resulting negative difference on acquisition has been determined as follows:
Investments
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Inventories
Property, plant and equipment
Total assets

0.9
3.9
0.1
0.8
15.6
21.3

Trade payables
Other payables and accruals
Loans payable
Deferred tax liability
Total liabilities

5.5
2.7
2.5
2.2
12.9

Net assets acquired
Negative difference on acquisition
Satisfied by cash paid

8.4
(5.7)
2.7

This acquisition was accounted using the purchase method in accordance with IFRS 3 “Business Combinations”. Fair
value of the acquired property, plant and equipment was determined based on results of an independent valuation by professional appraisers. It has not been practicable to determine the carrying amounts of the acquired assets and liabilities in
accordance with IFRS immediately before the acquisition as the selling entity did not prepare financial statements that comply with IFRS. The excess of the net fair value of assets acquired over the consideration paid is recognized in the income
statement in other non-operating income. The acquired business contributed USD 11.4 million to the Group’s revenue and
USD 2.5 million to the Group’s consolidated income during the three month period ended December 31, 2004. It has not
been practicable to determine the effect of this acquisition on the consolidated revenue and net profit for the whole year as
if the acquisition date had been the beginning of 2004 due to the differences in accounting policies used in respect of the
acquired business before and after the acquisition.
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33. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS
Political environment – The government of the Russian Federation continues to reform the business and commercial
infrastructure in its transition to a market economy. As a result laws and regulations affecting businesses continue to
change rapidly. These changes are characterized by poor drafting, different interpretations and arbitrary application by the
authorities.
Taxation – Russian tax legislation is subject to varying interpretations and constant changes. Furthermore, the interpretation of the tax legislation by the tax authorities, as applied to the transactions and activity of the Group, may not coincide
with that of management. As a result, the tax authorities could challenge transactions and the Group could be assessed
additional taxes, penalties and interest, which could be significant. Periods remain open to review by the tax authorities for
three years. The Group’s management believes that it has adequately provided for tax liabilities in the consolidated financial statements, however the risk remains that the relevant authorities could take up differing positions with regard to interpretative issues, and the effect could be significant.
Currency control – The Group operates in approximately 50 countries, as well as in Russia, through its representative
offices. Given the Group’s significant foreign currency revenues and obligations, it is exposed to the risk of non-compliance
with Russian currency control legislation. Management believes that the Group generally complies with currency control
regulations and that no contingent provisions are necessary in the consolidated financial statements.

Legal claims
(i) Former members of the Group’s management and two Swiss non-bank financial companies that provided treasury and
financial services to the Group, are currently under investigation by the Swiss and Russian authorities for potential misconduct related to funds managed under treasury and financial services agreements, which were entered into by the former management of the Group.
The Group is not named in the investigation. In management’s opinion, the Group does not have any potential exposure
related to the treasury and financial services agreements, or any of the allegations currently subject to investigation. The
accompanying consolidated financial statements do not include provision for any amounts that might result from the
investigations. Such amounts, if any, will be reported when they become known and estimable.
(ii) The Company’s application of nil percent value added tax rate on export activities is being challenged by the tax
authorities. This issue was brought to the arbitrage for resolution. The maximum extent of the exposure as of December
31, 2004 is approximately 2,148.9 million Russian rubles (approximately USD 77.4 million at 2004 year-end exchange
rate). No provision was created as of December 31, 2004 in the Group’s consolidated financial statements, as several disputes in this respect had been decided in the favor of the Company during 2004.
34. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
In December 2004 the Group made an agreement with a syndicate of banks – ABN-AMRO Bank N.V., Banque Societe
Generale Vostok, WestLB AG and Calyon S.A. for a loan of USD 150 million, granted for 3 years at a LIBOR 1M + 2.25%,
interest rate. The loan proceeds were received on 11 February 2005. The loan is secured by cash inflow from the sale of
tickets abroad through the international sales and settlements system IATA. The major part of the loan will be used by
Aeroflot to finance construction of the new passenger terminal “Sheremetyevo-3”.
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Corporate governance
The corporate governance system at JSC Aeroflot aims to
ensure balanced relations among shareholders, board
members, executive bodies of the company and other interested parties – employees, subsidiaries and affiliated entities, consumers, contracting parties, creditors, state authorities and other areas involving mutual relations.
Improving the corporate governance system and being
compliant with best global practice is one of the company’s
strategic targets up until 2010, since an efficient corporate
governance system will promote the achievement of a sustainable balance of interests among various groups and is a
determining factor when investment decisions are adopted.
The cornerstone principles of JSC Aeroflot’s corporate
governance system hinge on responsibility, transparency
and accountability.
Aeroflot strives to adhere to corporate governance standards and the recommendations set forth in the Code of
Corporate Conduct of the Federal Securities Commission
(FSC Code). And as a matter of fact, the company has been
observing virtually all recommendations given in the FSC
Code.

One of the highlights in 2004 as regards progress in the
corporate governance system was the Board of Directors’
adoption of the Code of Corporate Conduct, worked out in
2003, and also the Executive Board’s approval of the Statute
on the Corporate Information Policy of JSC Aeroflot, which
is a supplement to the Code of Corporate Conduct. The
approved documents were drafted in line with the requirements of Russian laws, the Code of Corporate Conduct of
the Federal Securities Committee and the Corporate
Governance Standards of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD).
In 2004 Standard & Poor’s international rating agency
upgraded Aeroflot’s corporate governance rating from 5.2
to 5.4. The rating upgrade reflected better quality in such
areas as ownership structure, external factors, shareholder
rights, relations with financially interested parties, and the
composition and efficiency of the Board of Directors.

Shareholders’ meetings

Corporate auditors

Auditing Commission

Board of Directors

Internal Audit Service

General Director

Deputy
General Directors

Executive Board

Committees
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Governing bodies
Shareholders’ meetings in 2004
The general shareholders’ meeting is the highest governing body of JSC Aeroflot. During the period between shareholders’ meetings the Board of Directors holds powers to
manage the company. Executive bodies — the general director and the executive board — are in charge of the day-today running of the company.
Three general meetings of the company’s shareholders
were held in 2004.
JSC Aeroflot held an annual shareholders’ meeting on
June 5, 2004. In line with Minutes № 13 dated June 5,
2004, the annual shareholders’ meeting approved the
Company’s annual report, balance sheet, statement of incom
and the Board of Directors’ recommendations on allocation
of JSC Aeroflot’s FY2003 profit.
The annual shareholders’ meeting also approved a new
Board of Directors, the Audit Commission and appointed
auditing firm Vneshaudit as the company’s auditor in 2004
(for financial reporting in accordance with Russian
Accounting Standards). Based on the Board of Directors’
recommendations the annual shareholders’ meeting
approved 2003 annual dividends equal to RUR 0.43 per
share and payable in cash.
On July 24, 2004 an extraordinary shareholders’ meeting was held at JSC Aeroflot which was convened at the initiative of spokespersons of the majority shareholder that
owns 51% of the Company with the aim to reelect members
of the Board of Directors and the Audit Commission in view
of administrative reforms pursued at state-owned institutions. In accordance with Minutes № 14 dated July 24,
2004, the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting appointed a
new Board of Directors and the Audit Commission.
The second extraordinary shareholders’ meeting was conducted on October 23, 2004 at JSC Aeroflot, which was
convoked at the initiative of National Reserve Corporation,
an authorized representative of shareholders that own more
than 10% of the company’s voting stocks. In accordance
with Minutes № 15 dated October 23, 2004, the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting approved a large transaction
pertaining to the restructuring of the foreign aircraft fleet
whose value exceeds 50% of book value of the company’s
assets. Shareholders voted for the company’s plans to
acquire three Airbus A321s instead of two Airbus A319 and
one A320 aircraft on finance lease terms. New members of
the Board of Directors were also approved.

Board of Directors
(elected by the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting on
October 23, 2004)
1. Victor Petrovich Ivanov (born in 1950) — Chairman of
Board of Directors, aide to the Russian President. Graduated
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from the Bonch-Bruevich Leningrad Electrotechnical Institute
of Telecommunication.
1996–1998 — General Director of CJSC Teleplus.
1998–1999 — Head of Department of Federal Security
Service of Russia.
1999–2000 — Deputy Head — Head of Economic Security
Department at Federal Security Service of Russia.
2000–2004 — Deputy Head of RF Presidential
Administration.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
2. Vladimir Nikolaevich Antonov (born in 1953) — First
Deputy General Director of JSC Aeroflot for Business
Operations. Graduated from the Moscow Railway Engineering
Institute.
1995 — present — Deputy General Director of JSC Aeroflot
for Economic and Aviation Security, Deputy General Director
for Aviation Security, Deputy General Director for Aviation
and Operating Security.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.0004%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
3. Mikhail Robertovich Butrin (born in 1967) — Deputy
General Director of National Reserve Corporation. Graduated
from the Plekhanov Moscow Institute of National Economy,
majored in industrial planning.
1998 — Director of Corporate Finance Directorate at UCB
Capital.
1999–2000 — General Director of Consultations,
Researches, Restructuring LLC.
2000–2003 — Executive Director of the Moscow representative office of Chichester Trading Ltd.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot
4. Leonid Alekseevich Dushatin (born in 1960) — First
Deputy General Director of National Reserve Corporation.
Graduated from the Moscow Financial Institute, majored in
international foreign currency and credit relations.
1996–2002 — Vice President — Head of Energy Complex
Department, Deputy Board Chairman, Board Member of
National Reserve Bank.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
5. Mikhail Yurievich Kopeikin (born in 1954) — Deputy
Head of Government Office of the Russian Federation.
Graduated from the Ordzhonikidze Management Institute.
Doctor of Economics, Professor.
1996–2003 — Head of Economics Department, Head of
Economics and Property Management Department at
Government Office of the Russian Federation.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot – none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
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6. Igor Evgenievich Levitin (born in 1952) — RF Transport
Minister. Graduated from the Military School of Railway and
Military Transport, the Military Academy of Military Logistics
and Transport, railway engineer.
1998–2004 — Deputy General Director of CJSC
SeverstalTrans. Member of Social Council attached to
Government Committee in charge of railway reform.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot – none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
7. Valery Mikhailovich Okulov (born in 1952) — General
Director of JSC Aeroflot. Graduated from the Civil Aviation
Academy, majored in air transportation operations.
1996–1997 — First Deputy General Director for Production
Organization and Administration of JSC Aeroflot.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.0025%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
8. Alexey Konstantinovich Uvarov (born in 1975) —
Head of Management Department at Federal Property
Management Agency. Graduated from the Moscow Institute
of Chemical Engineering, engineer of technological process
automation; graduated from the Academy of the Federal Tax
Police Service, majored in finance and credit, and completed professional retraining courses held at the Russian
Public Service Academy, majored in fundamental legal principles of state administration.
2000–2004 — Chief Specialist of Industrial and
Construction Property Department, Head of Engineering
and Metallurgical Property Division at Industrial and
Construction Property Department, Head of Property of
Power Ministries and Agencies Division at Defense Complex
Property Department, Deputy Head of Industrial and
Construction Property Department at Property Relations
Ministry of the Russian Federation.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
9. Alexey Victorovich Fyodorov (born in 1952) — Officer
of Federal Security Service of Russia. Graduated from the
Moscow Institute of Transport Engineers, mechanical engineer.
Since 1985 — Officer in federal security agencies.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
10. Vladimir Nikolaevich Shablin (born in 1951) —
Senior Vice President of National Reserve Bank. Graduated
from the Leningrad Navy Engineering Military School, navigation engineer; graduated from Financial Academy
attached to the Russian government, majored in banking.
1997–1999 — General Director of the Moscow representative office of British company Morline Ltd.;
1999–2000 — Regional Representative of Far East
Shipping Company in the United Arab Emirates, Dubai;

2000–2003 — Deputy Managing Director of Unicom
Management Services, Limassol, Cyprus.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
11. Nikolai Vladimirovich Shipil (born in 1955) — Head
of Federal Air Transport Agency. Graduated from the
Leningrad Institute of Finance and Economics and the
Plekhanov Academy of National Economy attached to the
Cabinet of Ministers of the USSR.
1997–1999 — Deputy Head of Aviation and Technical
Complex, Head of Center for Commercial Operations and
Marketing at Pulkovo airline.
1999–2000 — Regional Representative of Pulkovo airline
in North European countries and the Baltic States,
Copenhagen.
2000–2004 — General Director of state-owned transportation company Rossiya.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
Changes in the composition of the Board of Directors in
2004:
The Board of Directors elected by the general shareholders’
meeting on June 5, 2004.
1. Vladimir Nikolaevich Antonov — First Deputy General
Director of JSC Aeroflot for Business Operations.
2. Mikhail Robertovich Butrin — Deputy General
Director of National Reserve Corporation.
3. Leonid Alekseyevich Dushatin — First Deputy General
Director of National Reserve Corporation.
4. Yury Olegovich Isaev — Employee of Economic
Development and Trade Ministry of the Russian Federation.
5. Mikhail Yurievich Kopeikin — Deputy Head of
Government Office of the Russian Federation.
6. Georgy Victorovich Kornilov — Vice President of
Russian Railways Co.
7. Valery Mikhailovich Okulov — General Director of JSC
Aeroflot.
8. Alexander Vasilievich Neradko — Head of Federal
Service for Supervision in Transport Sector overseen by the
Finance Ministry of the Russian Federation.
9. Andrey Yurievich Petrov — Employee of Finance
Ministry of the Russian Federation.
10. Vladimir Nikolaevich Shablin — Senior Vice
President of National Reserve Bank.
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11. Evgeny Mikhailovich Shkolov — Aide to Head of
Administration of the Russian Federation.
The Board of Directors elected by the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting on July 24, 2004.
1. Mikhail Robertovich Butrin — Deputy General
Director of National Reserve Corporation.
2. Igor Nikolaevich Grechukhin — Director of
Department of Property and Land Relations of Natural
Management Economics at Economic Development and
Trade Ministry of the Russian Federation.
3. Leonid Alekseyevich Dushatin — First Deputy General
Director of National Reserve Corporation.
4. Mikhail Yurievich Kopeikin — Deputy Head of
Government Office of the Russian Federation.
5. Igor Evgenievich Levitin — Minister of Transport of the
Russian Federation.
6. Valery Mikhailovich Okulov — General Director of JSC
Aeroflot.
7. Alexey Konstantinovich Uvarov — Head of Transport
and Telecommunications Property Department, Property of
Commercial Organizations Directorate of Federal Property
Management Agency.
8. Alexey Victorovich Fyodorov — Deputy Head of
Department at Federal Security Service of Russia.
9. Vladimir Nikolaevich Shablin — Senior Vice
President of National Reserve Bank.
10. Evgeny Mikhailovich Shkolov — Aide to Head of the
Administration of the President of the Russian Federation.
11. Nikolai Vladimirovich Shipil — Head of the Federal
Air Transport Agency.
Report of the Board of Directors of JSC Aeroflot on
activity carried out in 2004.
In 2004 the Board of Directors held 17 meetings at which
113 issues related to the company’s day-to-day activity and
also the implementation of its development targets were
reviewed.
The Board of Directors’ fundamental and top priority
areas of activity were reflected in decisions aimed at
strengthening the positions of JSC Aeroflot on the international air transportation market — to join the SkyTeam global alliance of air carriers, and also on the domestic market –
to open representative offices in a number of Russian cities;
fund the restoration of airport facilities in Grozny; to meet
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growing demand for passenger and air cargo transportation
by restructuring its foreign-made fleet and also domestically-produced aircraft, for the purpose of which a number of
agreements were signed on finance lease terms; to achieve
sustained growth in revenue and contain costs; to boost the
airline’s market capitalization; and to improve the quality of
services provided to passengers of JSC Aeroflot, including
the phase-in of e-ticketing solutions from Sabre at JSC
Aeroflot.
Timely and accurate execution of decisions of the Board
of Directors by the company’s governing bodies allowed the
air carrier to meet its 2004 annual targets and also achieve
excellent flight security and operability of its aircraft equipment.
The Board of Directors devoted special attention to the
consideration and adoption of a number of key decisions
related to the construction and financing of the
Sheremetyevo-3 terminal. These decisions target the completion of construction of the new passenger terminal in
2007 which will meet the highest global standards.
During 2004 the Board of Directors adopted a number of
critical decisions to improve the organization of the company’s operating activity, the quality of its budget policy, commercial, financial and economic activities, the company’s
management system and implementation of its corporate
development strategy.
As in previous years, these decisions will allow the company to raise dividends payable to its shareholders.
The strategic development concepts of JSC Aeroflot up to
2010 are squarely in line with the provisions of the transport strategy of the Russian Federation, trends in air transportation development and promote further growth and
strengthening of the air carrier’s leadership status worldwide.
Give the experience gained in advancing the development
concept in 2003, as well as the established market environment, the company has identified and successfully fulfilled
targets which facilitate its development: to increase its share
on the domestic passenger transportation market to 30% by
2010; to boost the volume of cargo carried by 3-fold from
2004 to 2010 and continue promotion of multi-modal cargo
shipments; to increase the fleet by 2010 to a number sufficient to achieve projected targets in passenger and cargo
transportation, first and foremost, by fulfilling the investment agreement on the acquisition of six Il-96 aircraft and
the necessary number of other domestically-manufactured
aircraft; to obtain a top-5 product rating among European
leaders (AEA) in all categories by year-end 2007.
The annual report of JSC Aeroflot for 2004 was approved
by the Board of Directors of JSC Aeroflot, Minutes №17
dated April 28, 2005
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Compensation for members of the Board of
Directors
In accordance with Article 64.2 of the Federal Law “On
Joint Stock Companies”, by decision of the general shareholders meeting, compensations and (or) indemnification
for expenses incurred may be paid during the term of official
duties exercised by Board members. In 2004, as in previous
years, wages and compensation were not paid to members
of the Board of Directors of JSC Aeroflot.
Committees under the Board of Directors
To ensure that thorough preparation is made before
Board meetings and measured and substantiated decisions
are adopted, the company has three committees under the
Board of Directors that are in charge of strategy, audit as
well as HR and remuneration.
The strategy committee under the Board of Directors
exercises the following duties:
• To analyze implementation of strategic concepts of JSC
Aeroflot on the basis of the company’s reports and work
out relevant recommendations for the Board of
Directors. If needed, proposals and recommendations on
concept revision are elaborated and submitted to the
Board of Directors for consideration.
• To devise recommendations on objectives and priorities
in the company’s areas of business based on the need to
raise the company’s operating efficiency in view of
trends on the air transportation market, operating
results of the company and its competitors, as well as
other factors.
• To work out the Company’s draft strategy plans which
include the list of the company’s business areas and the
rating of their priority and also submit them to the Board
of Directors for review.
• To ensure that specific business areas in the company’s
activity are thoroughly reviewed by the Board of
Directors.
• To devise recommendations for revising the company’s
strategic development plan.
Members of the Strategy Committee under the Board of
Directors
1. Nikolai Vladimirovich Shipil — Committee Chairman,
Member of Board of Directors of JSC Aeroflot, Head of
Federal Air Transport Agency.
2. Vladimir Mikhailovich Ashikhmin — Deputy Head of
Department at the Federal Air Transport Agency.
3. Mikhail Robertovich Butrin — Member of Board of
Directors of JSC Aeroflot, Deputy General Director of
National Reserve Corporation.
4. Vladimir Zinovievich Vysotsky — Advisor to
Presidential Administration of the Russian Federation in HR
and State Awards.

5. Alexander Semenovich Gordienko — Head of
Department at Federal Air Transport Agency.
6. Andrey Germanovich Derkach — Vice President of
National Reserve Bank.
7. Alexander Alekseyevich Kanishchev — Director of
Route Network Management Department of JSC Aeroflot.
8. Andrey Krasnoslavovich Starkov — Deputy Director
of Structural Reforms Department of the Russian Transport
Ministry.
9. Sergey Sergeyevich Kharitonov — Deputy General
Director of JSC Aeroflot for Strategic and Corporate
Development.
The Audit Committee under the Board of Directors exercises the following duties:
• To draft recommendations for the Board of Directors to
select potential candidates for external auditors of the
company and entities in which the company participates
from internationally recognized auditing firms with a
sterling professional reputation.
• To make proposals on the maximum amount of compensation payable to auditors.
• To analyze the scope and results of audit procedures and
their financial efficiency, and also assess the impartiality
of auditors. To hold regular meetings (at least twice a
year) with external auditors. In addition, the Audit
Committee’s activity should not limit the freedom or independence of assessment by external auditors and should
ensure that a complete and objective assessment of any
violations identified is brought to the attention of the
Board of Directors.
• To review regular financial reports of the Company and
perform an analysis of: changes in accounting policies
and practices; material adjustments made upon results
of audits; compliance with auditing standards and other
legal regulations.
• To analyze annual financial reports and other financial
information subject to release before they are approved
by the Board of Directors and made public.
• To analyze all changes in the legislation which could
have an impact on financial reports and the efficiency of
supervisory measures related to the compliance of laws
and statutory acts. To analyze the results of audits conducted by any regulatory authorities or which are part of
legal proceedings.
Members of the Audit Committee under the Board of
Directors
1. Alexey Konstantinovich Uvarov — Committee
Chairman, Board Member of JSC Aeroflot, Head of
Department at Federal Property Management Agency.
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2. Dmitry Yurievich Galkin — Head of Internal Audit
Department of JSC Aeroflot.

4. Sergey Aleksandrovich Grigoriev — Deputy
General Director of National Reserve Corporation.

3. Leonid Alexeyevich Dushatin — First Deputy
General Director of National Reserve Corporation.
4. Anatoly Philippovich Evseyev — Deputy Head of
Department at Federal Property Management Agency.

5. Vladimir Victorovich Koshevar — Deputy Director
of Economy and Financial Planning Department – Head of
the Labor Management and Wages Department of JSC
Aeroflot.

5. Mikhail Igorevich Poluboyarinov — Deputy General
Director of JSC Aeroflot for Finance and Planning.

6. Nikolai Nikolaevich Suslov — Head of Department
at Presidential Administration of the Russian Federation for
HR and State Awards.

6. Alexey Evgenievich Tarasov — Head of Legal
Department of National Reserve Corporation.
7. Grigory Moiseyevich Finger — Representative of
Lindsell Enterprises Limited.

7. Vladimir Nikolaevich Shablin — Board Member of
JSC Aeroflot, Senior Vice President of National Reserve
Bank.

Executive Board of JSC Aeroflot
The HR and Remuneration Committee under the Board of
Directors exercises the following duties:
• To work out proposals on issues related to compensations, including the principles and criteria used in setting
compensations for the General Director, Executive
board members and other payments to the above-mentioned persons at the expense of the Company (including
life and health insurance, non-state pension fund
schemes).
• To frame criteria for selecting candidates to take executive positions at the Company.
• To perform a preliminary assessment of candidates for
the positions of the General Director, Executive Board
members and Deputy General Directors.
• To perform an assessment of the activity carried out by
the General Director and Executive Board members on a
regular basis and to draft proposals to the Board of
Directors for their reappointment.
• To monitor the implementation of decisions adopted by
shareholders’ meetings on compensation payable to
Board members and Audit Committee members.
• To work out draft employment contracts to be signed
with the General Director and Board members.
• To analyze materials related to the company’s HR activity.
• To monitor labor legislation and corporate laws, draft
overviews and analytical reports on issues which fall
within the scope of the committee.
Members of the HR and Compensation Committee under
the Board of Directors
1. Alexey Victorovich Fyodorov — Committee
Chairman, Board Member of JSC Aeroflot, Officer of Federal
Security Service of Russia.
2. Vladimir Nikolaevich Antonov — First Deputy
General Director of JSC Aeroflot for Business Operations.
3. Dmitry Evgenievich Vorontsov — Officer of the
Federal Security Service of Russia.

1. Valery Mikhailovich Okulov (born in 1952) —
Executive Board Chairman, General Director;
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot – 0.0025%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
2. Vasily Nikolaevich Avilov (born in 1954) — Head of
Administration.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot - none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
3. Vladimir Nikolaevich Antonov (born in 1953) — First
Deputy General Director for Business Operations.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot – 0.0004%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
4. Evgeny Victorovich Bachurin (born in 1964) —
Commercial Director.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
5. Yury Ilyich Belykh (born in 1941) — Technical Director —
Head of Aviation and Technical Complex.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
6. Anatoly Ivanovich Volymerets (born in 1951) —
Director of Ilyushin Il-96/Il-86 flight team of Flight
Operations Center.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.0026%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
7. Vladimir Vladislavovich Gerasimov (born in 1957) —
Deputy General Director for Procurement.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.0025%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
8. Boris Petrovich Eliseev (born in 1957) — Deputy
General Director — Director of Legal Department of JSC
Aeroflot.
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Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.000001%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
9. Alexander Aleksandrovich Koldunov (born in 1952) —
Deputy General Director — Head of Flight Safety
Inspectorate.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.0025%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
10. Oleg Mikhailovich Osobenkov (born in 1946) —
Deputy General Director — Head of HR Department.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — none.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
11. Mikhail Igorevich Poluboyarinov (born in 1966) —
Deputy General Director for Finance and Planning.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot – 0.0004%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
12. Vladimir Vladimirovich Smirnov (born in 1959) —
Deputy General Director — Director of Flight Ground
Support Complex.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.0026%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.
13. Stanislav Georgievich Tulsky (born in 1947) —
Deputy General Director for Flight Operations Organization —
Director of Flight Complex.
Stake in the share capital of JSC Aeroflot — 0.0025%.
No stake in subsidiaries/affiliated entities of JSC Aeroflot.

Board of Directors of JSC Aeroflot on September 27, 2000
(Minutes № 3), a monthly compensation equal to RUR
10,000 (ten thousand) is paid to each member of the
Executive Board in addition to the compensation paid for
official duties in their primary positions.
Forty meetings of the Executive Board of JSC Aeroflot
were held on a regular basis in 2004 based on requirements
of the Charter and the Statute on the Executive Board of JSC
Aeroflot, decisions adopted by general shareholders’ meetings and the Board of Directors. The Executive Board
addressed the following issues on a regular basis:
• security;
• financial and economic standing of the company;
• fleet restructuring;
• construction of the Sheremetyevo-3 terminal;
• management of subsidiaries and affiliated entities;
• HR and social issues.

Audit and control
The Audit Commission of JSC Aeroflot and the Internal
Audit Service assess the efficiency of the company’s financial and economic activities and identify current risks.
Performing internal control over the financial and economic activities is an integral part of the corporate control system and guarantees the company’s efficient operations and
protection of shareholder interests.

The Audit Commission of JSC Aeroflot
In 2004 by decision of the Board of Directors of JSC
Aeroflot (Minutes № 16 dated April 26, 2004) S.G. Tulsky,
approved as Deputy General Director for Flight Operations
Organization — Director of the Flight Complex, was appointed member of the Executive Board of the Company. By the
above decision V.I. Perepelitsa was dismissed from the
Executive Board due to transfer to another position.
Compensations for Executive Board members
In accordance with Article 5.8 of the Statute on the
Executive Board of JSC Aeroflot, approved by the annual
shareholders’ meeting of JSC Aeroflot held on May 25,
2002 (Minutes № 8), “the terms and compensation of
Executive Board members, including benefits and social
safety net, shall be specified in accordance with the positions they hold, statutory legal acts of the Russian
Federation and the company that regulate the terms of
compensation, the determination procedure and the
amount of benefits and social guarantees for the company’s
employees, and also the staff list and shall be set forth in
employment contracts signed among Executive Board
members and the company. The amount of compensation
and bonuses payable to Executive Board members shall be
specified by the company’s Board of Directors”. At present,
in accordance with the Standard Contract approved by the

The Audit Commission is accountable to the general
shareholders’ meeting of JSC Aeroflot. The general shareholders’ meeting elects five members of the Audit
Commission which is valid until the next general shareholders’ meeting. Members of the Board of Directors,
Executive Board, the General Director and the Counting
Commission cannot be members of the Audit Commission.
1. Tatyana Vladimirovna Gorbachik (born in 1970) —
Chairman of the Audit Commission, Director of Finance
Department at the Transport Ministry of the Russian
Federation. Graduated from the Moscow Technological
Institute of Light Industry, certified economist.
1993–2004 — Leading Expert, Senior Treasurer, Chief Treasurer,
Deputy Head of Department and Head of Department at Chief
Directorate of Federal Treasury of Finance Ministry of the Russian
Federation. Class 1 Advisor of the Russian Federation.
No stake in the issuer’s charter capital.
No stakes in subsidiaries and affiliated entities of the Company.
2. Zinaida Nikolaevna Dunaikina (born in 1954) — Head
of Information and Analytical Department at Production
Security Division of JSC Aeroflot. Graduated from the Moscow
State Institute for International Relations.
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1998 — Expert of Information and Analytical Department at
Production Security Division of OJSC Aeroflot.
2001 — Head of Information and Analytical Department at
Production Security Division of JSC Aeroflot.
Stake in the issuer’s charter capital – 0.00009%.
No stakes in subsidiaries and affiliated entities of the Company.
3. Alexey Evgenievich Tarasov (born in 1972) — Head of
Legal Department of National Reserve Corporation.
Graduated from the Moscow State Institute for International
Relations, international law faculty.
1993–2000 — Corporate Lawyer, Senior Corporate Lawyer,
Deputy Head of the Legal Directorate, Head of the Legal
Directorate of Conservbank.
2000–2002 — Head of Business Restructuring Department,
Head of Directorate for Organization of Financing and
Crediting of Investment Programs at Ingosstrakh – Soyuz.
2002–2004 — Vice President of National Reserve Bank, Legal
Advisor to Executive Board Chairman.
No stake in the issuer’s charter capital.
No stakes in subsidiaries and affiliated entities of the Company.
4. Yury Vitalievich Tolmachev (born in 1960) — Lead
Specialist of Directorate at Federal Property Management
Agency.
Graduated from the Leningrad Military Mechanical Institute,
robotic system engineer.
1994–1998 — Technical Director of Irbis N.
1998–2004 — Lead Specialist of Property Relations Ministry
of the Russian Federation. Class 3 State Service Advisor.
No stake in the issuer’s charter capital.
No stakes in subsidiaries and affiliated entities of the Company.
5. Andrey Nikolaevich Khvostunkov (born in 1962) —
Head of Directorate of Transport Natural Monopolies
Regulation Department at Federal Energy Commission of
Russia.
Graduated from the Moscow Institute of Civil Aviation
Engineers, specialized in radio engineering. Graduated from
the Public Service Academu, majored in law.
1995–1997 — Representative, Head of International
Transportation Procurement Department at Korkar Airline.
1997 — Head of the Air Services Sales Department at CJSC
Lanta-Tour Voyage.
1998–1999 — Head of Airport Department of Federal
Transport Natural Monopolies Regulation Service of Russia.
1999–2002 — Head of Airport Department, Deputy Head of
Transport Natural Monopolies Regulation Department at AntiMonopoly Ministry of Russia.
No stake in the issuer’s charter capital.
No stakes in subsidiaries and affiliated entities of the Company.
Compensation for members
of the Audit Commission
There was no provision for paying wages or providing any
other forms of material compensation to members of the
Audit Commission in 2004.
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Activity of the Audit Commission
of JSC Aeroflot in 2004
In 2004 the Audit Commission of JSC Aeroflot acted in
accordance with the statutory requirements of the Federal
Law “On Joint Stock Companies”, the Charter of JSC Aeroflot,
the Statute on the Audit Commission of JSC Aeroflot, and
also in accordance with the Work Schedule for auditing
financial and economic activities of JSC Aeroflot in 2004.
The approved Work Schedule included the following
auditing activities:
• To verify the authenticity of data shown in reports and
other financial documents of the company, and the accuracy of accounting principles;
• To analyze accounts payable and receivable and also
measures taken to settle debts which arise;
• To analyze the key factors of profitability;
• To analyze the structure of operating and non-operating
expenses;
• To analyze the company’s cost structure;
• To perform a selective analysis of agreements related to
financial and economic activities, the legitimacy of their
conclusion and verify their execution.
During the reporting period the Audit Commission held
five meetings to review issues related to auditing activities,
and those approved under the Work Schedule of the Audit
Commission.
Meanwhile, throughout 2004 the Company’s departments
took measures to improve control over reports on traffic
revenue and work out the Company’s IT and information
security concepts, which had a positive impact on the organization of administrative and accounting operations.
Team work and constructive efforts by the Audit
Commission during the whole reporting period resulted in
proper control over operational and financial activities of
the company.

Internal Audit Service
Established in 1999 the Internal Audit Service of JSC
Aeroflot monitors the accuracy and timeliness of accounting reports and operating documentation and information
submitted to the management and third parties, and also
checks whether the company’s divisions and employees
observe the requirements of the Charter and other statutory documents.

External auditors
HLB Vneshaudit and Deloitte & Touche were approved as
external auditors of JSC Aeroflot in 2004.
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Disclosure
JSC Aeroflot strives to make its operations as transparent
as possible given the rules and regulations for disclosure of
information set by Russian legislation and requirements of
the Federal Financial Markets Service (FFMS) and also taking into account best world practice on the disclosure of
information.
The procedure for disclosing information on operations of
JSC Aeroflot is regulated by the Statute on the Information
Policy of JSC Aeroflot which was adopted by the Company’s
Executive Board in 2004.
In disclosing information on its operations JSC Aeroflot is
guided by the aspiration to ensure that all interested parties
are given equal and timely access to such information within the requirements of the laws and taking into account the
need to safeguard the commercial secrets of JSC Aeroflot.
As part of its information transparency policy JSC
Aeroflot:
• disclose financial reports prepared in accordance with
the International Financial Reporting Standards;
• conducts quarterly briefings with representatives of the
investment community, at which the top management
comments on the company’s performance;
• posts the company’s internal documents, operating and
financial results, reports on material facts, presentations
by the management, and also reports compiled by analysts of investment companies on the corporate web site
www.aeroflot.ru;

• provides free access to information about general
shareholders’ meetings, including the time, place and
form of shareholders’ meetings, the agenda and decisions adopted by general shareholders’ meetings on the
corporate web site www.aeroflot.ru;
• conducts regular one on one meetings between the
management and representatives of the investment
community, at which the results of the Company’s performance and future plans are discussed.
For the sake of convenience of shareholders and
investors, the company has an Investor Relations Service.
Information on the company is also posted at
www.skrin.ru; www.adr.db.com

Dividend history
While accruing and paying out dividends JSC Aeroflot
adheres to the requirements of the Federal Law “On Joint
Stock Companies” and its Charter. JSC Aeroflot’s dividend
policy is focused on boosting the profitability of shareholders’ participation in the company’s capital and, consequently, raising their prosperity.

Dividend

Cut-off

Total accrued

Number of

Dividends

Means of

period

date

amount, USD

shares as of
cut-off date

per share,
USD

payment

Registered common shares

1999

26.04.00

441,339.37

1,110,616,299

0.040

In cash

Registered common shares

2000

20.03.01

1,183,184.98

1,110,616,299

0.107

In cash

Registered common shares

2001

05.04.02

2,210,914.99

1,110,616,299

0.199

In cash

Registered common shares

2002

07.03.03

10,133,210.02

1,110,460,578*

0.913

In cash

Registered common shares

2003

19.04.04

16,476,826.97

1,110,616,299

1.484

In cash

* As of the ex-dividend date 155,721 shares were on the issuer’s client account and dividends on these shares were not accrued.
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Main corporate events
In 2004 JSC Aeroflot executed no transactions which are
classifiable as interested-party transactions pursuant to the
Federal Law “On Joint Stock Companies”.
Information on JSC Aeroflot’s transactions which
account for 10% or more of the book value of the
Company’s assets:
On July 5, 2004 JSC Aeroflot’s Board of Directors
approved as large transactions (the aggregate of interrelated transactions) lease (sublease) agreements on Airbus
A320-200 aircraft (MSN 2233) equipped with engines
from CFM International S.A. with the right to subsequent
acquisition (buyout), and also amendments and additions
to agreements on finance lease (sublease) of four Airbus
A319-111 aircraft (MSN 2052, 2069, 2072, 2091), made
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in connection with the lease (sublease) of the aforementioned aircraft and taking into account associated and
secured transactions, as well as compensation to lending
institutions which arranged financing, with a total amount
of no more than USD 351.2 million.
On October 23, 2004 the extraordinary shareholders’
meeting of JSC Aeroflot approved as a large transaction (the
aggregate of interrelated transactions) the acquisition of
three Airbus A321-200 aircraft (MSN 2330, 2337 and
2342) equipped with engines from CFM International S.A. on
finance lease (sublease) terms with a buyout option, which is
considered to be a large transaction in the aggregate with
earlier signed agreements to acquire on finance lease terms
Airbus A319 aircraft (MSN 2052, 2069, 2072 and 2091)
and Airbus A320 airplane (MSN 2233), which are associated and secured transactions, with the right of finance lease
(sublease) of the aforementioned aircraft, estimated at no
more than USD 611.1 million.
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List of primary
shareholder data
Full corporate name:

Abbreviated
corporate name:

Joint Stock Company
Aeroflot — Russian Airlines

JSC Aeroflot

Date of state registration:
Legal address:

June 21, 1994
125167, Moscow,
Leningradsky Prosp., 37,
bld. 9, tel.: 095 155-6643,
fax: 095 155-6647

Paid-in capital:
Number of common
shares outstanding:
Number of shareholders:
(as of December 31, 2004)
Specialized registrar:

RUR 1,110,616,299

Global Depositary Receipts (GDRs)
Number of shares
per GDR:
100
Technical parameters:
GDR 144A
CUSIP NUMBER: 007771108
ISIN NUMBER: US0077711085
Reg S
CUSIP NUMBER: 007771207
ISIN NUMBER: US0077712075
On March 1, 2002 Global Depositary Receipts of JSC
Aeroflot commenced trading on a third segment of the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange — the NX.plus segment.
Main trading floors for JSC Aeroflot’s securities
1. The Russian Trading System (RTS), with a corporate
website www.rts.ru;
2. The Moscow Inter-Bank Currency Exchange (MICEX),
with a corporate website www.micex.ru

1,110,616,299
11,517
CJSC National Registration
Company
Legal address: 121357,
Moscow, Veresaeva St., 6.
Tel.: 095 440-3104

State registration number,

Kind, category, type

data of registration

Number of shares

Nominal

outstanding

share price

73-1 “p”-5142 June 22, 1995

Non-documentary registered common

3,164,149

RUR1.00

1-02-00010- A April 05, 1999

Non-documentary registered common

1,107,452,150

RUR1.00

1-01-00010-A January 23, 2004
(these share issues were combined)

Non-documentary registered common

1,110,616,299

RUR1.00

Item
Share price (USD)*
Max
Min
P/E
Market capitalization (USD millions**)
* On RTS
** Official CBR exchange rate at the end of the reporting period was used.

2004

2003

2002

2001

1.23
0.69

0.69
0.33

0.42
0.27

0.40
0.19

7.95

6.05

4.29

19.67

1,368.3

766.3

383.2

395.4
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Stock valuations and trade volumes
On December 30, 2004 by the session’s close the market
price of JSC Aeroflot’s shares stood at USD 1.23 per
share, which put the company’s market capitalization at
USD 1,368.3 million.
The company’s shares reached their 52-week maximum
of USD 1.23 per share on December 30, 2004, while their
52-week minimum of USD 0.69 was on January 5, 2004.
In 2004 the total trading volume in JSC Aeroflot’s shares
on RTS and MICEX equaled USD 2.15 million and
USD 29.91 million, respectively.
The rise in the company’s market capitalization in 2004
is explained by many factors. As of today, shares of
JSC Aeroflot, the leading Russian air carrier, are marked by
strong investment appeal. An increase in the company’s
stock quotes is directly related to upbeat investor sentiments.

RTS Aeroflot shares dynamics vis Bloomberg air transportation
average, 2004

RTS Aeroflot shares dynamics vis 2004 RTS Index
(Aeroflot shares are in USD, RTS values are reduced to the Aeroflot share prices).

(Aeroflot shares are in USD, air transportation averages are reduced to the Aeroflot share prices)

1,3
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1,1
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0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
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0,2
0,1
0
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Aeroflot share price

Bloomberg index

June
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Aeroflot share price
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RTS index

10 core shareholders of JSC Aeroflot (as of December 31, 2004)
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Shareholder
Federal Property Management Agency
Savings Bank of the Russian Federation (OJSC)
Depositary Clearing Company
National Depositary Center
Lindsell Enterprises Limited
JP Morgan Bank International (LLC)
ING Bank (Eurasia) (CJSC)
Deutsche Bank (LLC)
Pruett Enterprises Limited
Rosbank (OJSC)

Type of ownership

% in share capital

Owner
Nominal holder
Nominal holder
Nominal holder
Owner
Nominal holder
Nominal holder
Nominal holder
Owner
Nominal holder

51.17
26.31
7.54
2.29
1.55
0.87
0.72
0.55
0.14
0.14
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Ten-year operational statistics JSC Aeroflot, 1995–2004
Aircraft kilometers flown

1995

1996

1997

1998

148,716.2

144,801.1

135,568.9

147,823.0

thousands

International routes
Domestic routes
Total

464.0

6,780.3

12,014.7

25,758.1

149,180.2

151,581.4

147,583.6

173,581.1

48,383

47,670

45,649

49,265

223

2,274

3,608

10,160

48,606

49,944

49,257

59,425

188,514

184,176

174,140

188,100

Aircraft Departures
International routes
Domestic routes
Total
Aircraft hours flown
International routes
Domestic routes
Total
Passengers carried
Domestic routes
Total

Domestic routes
Total

33,619
221,719

3,489.6

3,738.8

3,693.4

3,738.0

3.7

73.8

210.7

712.7

3,493.3

3,812.6

3,904.1

4,450.7

69.8

80.8

84.9

78.1

0.7

9.3

7.3

6.5

70.5

90.1

92.2

84.6

23,640.1

23,419.4

22,584.3

25,119.3

41.5

616.8

1,427.8

3,321.7

23,681.6

24,036.2

24,012.1

28,441.0

13,940.2

14,352.1

13,717.8

14,260.9

millions

International routes
Domestic routes
Total
Revenue passenger kilometers

15,260
189,400

thousands

International routes

Available seat kilometers

8,547
192,723

thousands

International routes

Freight and mail tons carried

627
189,141

millions

International routes
Domestic routes

9.5

281.1

893.1

2,188.2

13,949.7

14,633.2

14,610.9

16,449.1

International routes

59.0

61.3

60.7

56.8

Domestic routes

22.9

45.6

62.6

65.9

Total

58.9

60.9

60.8

57.8

497.6

491.5

503.1

473.3

Total
Passenger load factor

Cargo ton kilometers

%

millions

International routes
Domestic routes
Total
Revenue ton kilometers

48.1

42.2

39.7

539.6

545.3

513.0

1,752.2

1,783.2

1,737.7

1,756.8

2.3

73.4

122.6

236,6

1,754.5

1,856.6

1,860.3

1,993.4

3,562.3

3,676.8

3,460.1

3,717.3

millions

International routes
Domestic routes
Total
Available ton kilometers

1.4
499.0

millions

International routes
Domestic routes

9.8

175.9

260.3

485.4

3,572.1

3,852.7

3,720.4

4,202.7

International routes

49.2

48.5

50.2

47.3

Domestic routes

23.5

41.7

47.1

48.7

Total

49.1

48.2

50.0

47.4

Total
Weight load factor

%
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1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

137,185.6

133,287.6

135,608.8

121,925.0

124,421.9

138,982.4

32,887.0

37,074.7

42,230.4

39,752.0

40,537.7

41,343.6

170,072.6

170,362.2

177,839.2

161,677.0

164,959.6

180,326.0

45,474

44,275

45,777

41,952

42,282

46,261

14,703

17,878

21,541

20,985

21,617

21,771

60,177

62,153

67,318

62,937

63,899

68,032

174,059

169,421

172,596

154,360

156,670

175,973

43,730

49,983

57,639

54,643

54,845

56,102

217,789

219,404

230,235

209,003

211,515

232,075

3,440.2

3,704.6

4,205.1

3,885.4

4,129.8

4,647.6

1,169.1

1,396.3

1,625.5

1,603.9

1,713.8

1,942.5

4,609.3

5,100.9

5,830.6

5,489.3

5,843.5

6,590.1

80.0

95.4

86.8

93.4

95.7

124.9

9.5

12.0

14.8

16.2

18.5

20.6

89.5

107.4

101.6

109.6

114.2

145.5

23,366.1

21,917.7

23,522.6

20,551

20,848.0

23,728.1

4,273.1

4,632.9

5,273.5

5,251.5

5,393.1

6,253.5

27,639.2

26,550.6

28,796.1

25,802.5

26,241.1

29,981.6

13,240.8

14,068.1

15,110.4

13,826.3

14,163.7

16,171.5

3,164.6

3,366.1

3,833.0

3,818.9

4,038.9

4,476.7

16,405.4

17,434.2

18,943.4

17,645.2

18,202.6

20,648.2

56.7

64.2

64.2

67.3

67.9

68.2

74.1

72.7

72.7

72.7

74.9

71.6

59.4

65.7

65.8

68.4

69.4

68.9

530.8

606.0

462.1

491.3

530.3

757.1

53.7

65.7

91.8

71.8

84.1

95.6

584.5

671.7

554.0

563.0

614.4

852.7

1,7225

1,872.2

1,822.2

1,735.6

1,805.0

2,212.5

338.5

368.6

436.7

415.6

447.7

498.5

2,061.0

2,240.8

2,258.9

2,151.1

2,252.7

2,711.0

3,479.0

3,493.8

3,534.5

3,130.1

3,258.8

3,869.4

581.1

619.6

690.7

684.1

692.3

792.9

4,060.1

4,113.4

4,225.2

3,814.2

3,951.1

4,662.3

49.5

53.6

51.6

55.4

55.4

57.2

58.3

59.5

63.2

60.8

64.7

62.9

50.8

54.5

53.5

56.4

57.0

58.1
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OJSC Aeroflot-Don, 2000*–2004
Aircraft kilometers flown

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

1,630.2

2,485.1

2,623.0

3,011.1

4,192.3

thousands

International routes
Domestic routes

4,509.8

7,718.5

6,503.2

7,648.1

8,279.6

Total

6,140.0

10,203.6

9,126.5

10,659.2

12,471.9

855

1,276

1,373

1,833

2,622

Aircraft Departures
International routes
Domestic routes

3,008

5,079

5,235

6,012

6,018

Total

3,863

6,355

6,608

7,845

8,640

Aircraft hours flown
International routes

2,160

3,239

3,336

3,939

5,568

Domestic routes

6,097

10,523

9,208

10,661

11,179

Total

8,257

13,762

12,544

14,600

16,747
173.4

Passengers carried

thousands

International routes

63.2

86.5

103.1

129.9

Domestic routes

199.8

313.5

324.3

376.9

414.7

Total

263.0

400.0

427.4

506.8

588.1

International routes

0.4

0.3

0.6

0.6

0.6

Domestic routes

1.4

1.9

1.8

2.0

2.1

1.8

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.7

189.4

276.9

352.7

382.1

513.3

Freight and mail tons carried thousands

Total
Available seat kilometers

millions

International routes
Domestic routes

582.1

812.3

674.3

901.9

1,090.1

Total

771.5

1,089.2

1,027.0

1,284.0

1,603.4

122.9

171.1

201.1

216.6

286.9

Revenue passenger kilometers

millions

International routes
Domestic routes

374.6

527.4

447.2

527.4

595.7

Total

497.5

698.5

648.3

744.0

882.6

International routes

64.9

61.7

57.0

56.6

55.8

Domestic routes

64.4

65.0

66.3

58.5

54.6

Total

64.5

64.1

63.1

57.9

55.0

International routes

0.8

0.6

1.2

1.3

1.3

Domestic routes

3.9

4.7

3.4

3.8

3.7

Total

4.7

5.3

4.6

5.1

5.0

International routes

11.9

16.0

19.3

20.8

27.0

Domestic routes

37.6

52.1

43.7

51.2

57.3

49.5

68.1

63.0

72.0

84.3

17.7

27.4

34.3

37.8

52.4

Passenger load factor

Cargo ton kilometers

Revenue ton kilometers

%

millions

millions

Total
Available ton kilometers

millions

International routes
Domestic routes

53.7

83.1

70.5

90.5

104.3

Total

71.4

110.5

104.8

128.3

156.7

67.2

58.3

56.2

54.7

52.0

Weight load factor
International routes

%

Domestic routes

70.0

62.8

61.8

56.6

55.0

Total

69.3

61.7

60.0

56.0

54.0

* As of the date when the company joined the group (April 13, 2000)
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CJSC Aeroflot-Nord, 2004*
2004
Aircraft kilometers flown

thousands

International routes

255.1

Domestic routes

1,790.4

Total

2,045.5

Aircraft Departures
International routes

188

Domestic routes

1,727.0

Total

1,915

Aircraft hours flown
International routes

596

Domestic routes

3,489

Total
Passengers carried

4,085
thousands

International routes

9.4

Domestic routes

87.3

Total
Freight and mail tons carried

96.7
thousands

IInternational routes

0.1

Domestic routes

0.6

Total

0.7

Available seat kilometers

millions

International routes

16.3

Domestic routes

132.2

Total

148.5

Revenue passenger kilometers

millions

International routes

11.1

Domestic routes

87.5

Total

98.6

Passenger load factor

%

International routes

67.9

Domestic routes

66.2

Total
Cargo ton kilometers

66.4
millions

International routes

0.1

Domestic routes

0.5

Total
Revenue ton kilometers

0.6
millions

International routes

1.5

Domestic routes

12.8

Total

14.3

Available ton kilometers

millions

International routes

1.1

Domestic routes

8.4

Total

9.5

Weight load factor

%

International routes

67.9

Domestic routes

66.4

Total

66.5

* As of the date when the company joined the group ( October 08, 2004)
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Representative offices of JSC Aeroflot,
OJSC Aeroflot-Don and CJSC Aeroflot-Nord
Country/City

Address

Code

Telephone

(095)

7535555

ANAPA
ARKHANGELSK
ASTRAKHAN
BARNAUL
CHELYABINSK
EKATERINBURG
IRKUTSK
KALININGRAD

4, Frunzenskaya Embankment
8, Frunzenskaya Embankment
7, Korovy Val Street
19, Yeniseyskaya Street
20/1, Petrovka Street
37/19, Pyatnitskaya Street
3, Kuznetsky Most Street
24, Bolshaya Yakimanka
«Sheremetevo-I»
«Sheremetevo-II»
170, Krymskaya Street, 353440
“Talagi” Airport, 163053
12, Lenin Street, 414000
226, Pavlovskiy trakt, Airport
90, Svobody Street
56, Belinsky Street GSP-209, 620219
Of. 107, 27, S. Razin Street, 664000
4, Pobedy Square, 236000

(86133)
(8182)
(8512)
(3852)
(7-3512)
(343)
(3952)
(0112)

KEMEROVO
KHABAROVSK

1, Kolomiytseva Street
50, Pushkin Street, 680000

(3842)
(4212)

KRASNODAR
MINERALNYE VODY

43, Krasnaya Street, 350000
75, Marx Prospect, 357202

(861)
(87922)

MURMANSK

7, Volodarskogo Street, 183038

(8152)

NIZHNEVARTOVSK
NIZHNIY
NOVGOROD
NORILSK

11, Omskaya Street, 628606
6, Gorky Square, 603950

(3466)
(8312)

Of. 167, 17, Lenin Prospect, 663300

(3919)

NOVOSIBIRSK

28, Krasny Prospect, 630091

(3832)

OMSK

14, Ordzhonikidze Street, 644099

(3812)

PERM
PETROPAVLOVSK-K.

21, Popov Street, 614600
7A, Zvezdnaya Street, Elizovo, 684010

(3422)
(4152)

ROSTOV-ON-DON

270/1, Sholokhov Prospect, 344066

(8632)

SAMARA

141, Leninskaya Street, 443041

(8462)

SOCHI

61A, Rose Street, 354000

(8622)

ST.-PETERSBURG

5, Kazanskaya Street, 191186

(812)

TYUMEN

84/1, Malygina Street, 625026

(3452)

VLADIVOSTOK
VOLGOGRAD
UFA

143, Svetlanovskaya Street, 690053
15, Lenin Prospect, 400131
5/3, Lenin Street, 450000

(4232)
(8442)
(3472)

32255
288082
390907
360908
370231
2612104
255780
954612
916455
368018
327592
306337
2100017
68744
69920
440120
428019
243232
345822
394265
460769
461206
233270
176950
251322
254536
203004
111830
111786
527407
527687
760277
760279
645647
645646
3273872
5712362
499871
499872
205235
385479
516343
516343

Fax

Russia
MOSCOW

31566
651455
319907
398811
370917
2165732
211331
956454
349451
306337
2100092
68170
428019
245555
344188
460769
179698
247955
349535
111722
527407
760280
645675
3273870
499872
209041
385480
516343
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Code

Telephone

Address

(244-2)

339068

330426

114, Avenue 4 de Fevereiro, Luanda

(3741)

522435

532131

12, Amiryan Street, Yerevan

(61-2)

92622233

92621821

National Mutual Building, 24th Level, 44

ANGOLA
Luanda
ARMENIA
Yerevan
AUSTRALIA
Sydney

Market Street, NSW, 2000 Sydney
AUSTRIA
Vienna

(43-1)

5121501

512150178

10, Parkring 1010 Wien

981167/68

981166

34, Khagani Street, Baku

2066895

2066979

25, J. Kupala Street, Minsk

5122961

58, Rue des Colonies,

5121502
AZERBAIJAN
Baku

(994-12)

BELARUS
Minsk

(375–17)

2272887
BELGIUM
Brussels

(32-2)

5136066
5136428

1000 Brussells

BULGARIA
Sofia

(359-2)

9434489

9461703

23, Oborishte Street, 1504 Sofia

6421658

1, Queen Street East, Suite 1908, P.O. Box

9434572
CANADA
Toronto

(1-416)

6421653

61, Toronto, Ontario, M5C2C5
CHINA
Beijing

(86-10)

65002412

65941869

Hotel "Jinglun", N3, Jianguomenwai

(852)

25372611

25372614

Room 1606, 16 Floor, Tower Two, Lippo

Street,Beijing, China, 100020
Hong Kong

Centre, 89 Queensway, Hong Kong
Shangnai

(86-21)

62798033

62798035

Suite 203A, Shanghai Centre, 1376,
Nanjingxilu, Shanghai, China, 200040

CROATIA
Zagreb

(385-1)

4872055

4872051

13, Varšavska, 10000 Zagreb

333200

333288

Calle 23, No. 64, Esq. Infanta Vedado,

CUBA
Havana

(53-7)

333759

Ciudad de La Habana

CYPRUS
Larnaca

(357-24)

643221

643220

Airport

Nicosia

(357-22)

669071

678484

32, B&C, Homer Avenue,

677072

P.O. Box 22039, 1097 Nicosia

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague

(420-2)

24812682

24812683

24814984

5, Truhlárská, 11000
Praha 1

DENMARK
Copenhagen

(45-1)

33126338

3311217

33125757

1/3, Vester Farimagsgade,
DK-1606 Copenhagen

EGYPT
Cairo

(20-2)

3900429
3937409

3900407

18, Al Boustan Street,
Commercial Center, Cairo
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FINLAND
Helsinki

(358-9)

659655

(33-4)

93214482

661021

5, Mannerheimintie, FIN – 00100, Helsinki

93214544

Aéroport Côte d'Azur, Terminal 1, 06281

FRANCE
Nice

Nice Cedex
Paris

(33-1)

42251061

42560480

43591190

33, Avenue des Champs
Elysées, 75008

GERMANY
Berlin
Düsseldorf

(49-30)
(49-211)

2269810

22698136

51, Unter den Linden, 10117 Berlin

8644310

3239416

26, Berliner Allee, 40212 Düsseldorf

252902

41, Wilhelm-Leuschner Strasse, 60329

8644313
Frankfurt/ M

(49-69)

27300630

Frankfurt am Main
Hamburg

(49-40)

3742883

3742888

60, Admiralitätstrasse, 20459 Hamburg

3742884
Hahn
Munich

(49-6543)

508602

508606

Gebaude 850, D-55483 Flughafen Hahn

(49-89)

288261

2805366

2, Isartorplatz, 80331 Munchen

943896

943927

76/1, David Agmashenebeli Street

GEORGIA
Tbilisi

(995-32)

943897

380002, Tbilisi

GREECE
Athens

(30-210)

3220986

3236375

14, Xenofontos, GR-10557 Athens

3171734

4, Váciutca, 1052 Budapest V.

23312843

23723245

Ground Floor, Tolstoy House, 15-17,

23316414

23316414

Tolstoy Marg, 110001 New Delhi

2025780

2871942

3221022
3236392
HUNGARY
Budapest

(36-1)

3185892
3185955

INDIA
Delhi

(91-11)

Mumbai

(91-22)

11, Tulsiani Chambers,

2821682

Ground Floor, Free Press Jornal Marg,

2821476

Nariman Point, 400021 Mumbai

IRAN
Tehran

(98-21)

8910888

8808672

23, Ostad Nejatollahi Street, Tehran

(353-1)

8446166

8446349

Link Building, Airport, Dublin

66986985

66984632

19, Via Vittor Pisani 20124 Milano

IRELAND
Dublin
ITALIA
Milan

(39-02)

66986987
66987538
Rome

(39-06)

4203851

42904923

76, Via Bissolati, 00187 Roma

Venice

(39-041)

2698484

2698447

Aeroport Marco Polo, Tessera, Venezia

2698488

Luigi Broglio street 8, 30030

JAPAN
Tokyo

(81-3)

34349681

34349669

34349667

SVAX TT Building, 3-11-15,
Toranomon Minato-ku, 105-0001 Tokyo

KAZAKHSTAN
Almaty

(327-2)

915597

915416

42, Begalina Street,
50010 Almaty

KYRGYZSTAN
Bishkek

(996-312)

620979

620975

121, Moskovskaya, 720040 Bishkek
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DEM. PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Pyongyang

(850-2)

3817309

3817296

11-Dong, Munsu-3 Dong, Taedonggang
District, Pyongyang

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Seoul

(82-2)

5693271

5693276

RM 404, City Air Terminal Building,

5693272

5510327

159-6, Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-ku, Seoul

5693273
LATVIA
Riga

(371)

270501

270501

6-1, Gertrudes Street, 1050 Riga

(961-1)

739596

739597

Verdun Street, Selim Saab Bld. 2-Floor

(370-2)

52124189

52124189

8/2, Pylimo Street, 2001 Vilnius

21613231

21617294

Level 17, Suite 17.03, Menara Hla, No 3,

LEBANON
Beirut
LITHUANIA
Vilnius
MALAYSIA
Kuala-Lumpur

(6-03)

21613331

Jalan Kia Peng, 50450 Kuala Lumpur

MONGOLIA
Ulaan Baatar

(976-11)

320720

323321

15, Seul Street, Ulaan Baatar

(31-20)

6245715

6259161

26-3, Weteringschans, 1017 SG, Amsterdam

6, O
/ vre Slottsgt, 0157 Oslo

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam

6270561
NORWAY
Oslo

(47)

23356200

22332880

(507)

2250497

2250622

PANAMA
Panama

2250587

Unicentro Bella Vista, Avenue Justo
Arosemena y Calle 42, P.O. Box 2642,
Balboa Ancon, Panama

PERU
Lima

(51-1)

4448716

2411695

2410648

Jr. Martir Olaya 201, of. 340-350,
Miraflores, Lima

POLAND
Warsaw

(48-22)

6281710

6282557

29, Alleje Jerozolimskie, 00-508 Warszawa

3125152

29, sector 1, Strada Biserica Amzei, Bucuresti

52933040

Ul. Grosslingova 43, 81109 Bratislava

3248675

21, Brace Jugovica, 11000 Belgrade

4199551

41, calle Mallorca, 08029 Barcelona

4318098

2, C/Jose Ortega y Gasset, 28006 Madrid

217185

31, Sveavägen, 2 tr, Box 3075,

6211611
ROMANIA
Bucharest

(40-21)

3150314
2128684

SLOVAKIA
Bratislava

(421-2)

52634337
52634338
52634339

SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO
Belgrade

(381-11)

3225814
3226641

SPAIN
Barcelona

(34-93)

4305880
4308741

Madrid

(34-91)

4313706
4314107

SWEDEN
Stockholm

(46-8)

50565300
50565320

10361 Stockholm

SWITZERLAND
Geneva

(41-22)

9092770

7388312

16, Place Cornavin, 1201 Genéve

Zürich

(41-43)

3446200

3446216

41, Talacker, 8001 Zürich

3446202
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SYRIA
Damascus

(963-11)

2317956

2317952

29, May Street, Damascus

(66-2)

2510617

2553138

Mezzanine Floor, Regent House, 183

THAILAND
Bangkok

2510618

Rajdamri Road, 10330 Bangkok

TURKEY
Antalya

(90-242)

3303106

3303477

Bayindir Airport, Blok A/N 241, 07030 Antalya

Istanbul

(90-212)

2966725

2966737

Cumhuriyet Caddesi 141 D.1

2966728

Elmadag, Istanbul

2966726
U.A. EMIRATES
Dubay

(971-4)

2222245

2227771

P.O. Box 1020, Al Maktoum Street, Dubai

Dnepropetrovsk

(380-56)

7784938

7784937

72-A, Karl Marx Prospect, Dnepropetrovsk

Kiev

(380-44)

2358487

2454881

112-A, Saksagansky Street, 252032 Kiev

(380-652)

511523

511517

2a, Pavlenko Street, 95006 Simferopol

(44-20)

73552233

73552323

70, Piccadilly Street, London, W1V 9HH

(1-310)

2815305

2815308

9100, Wilshire Blvd.,

UKRAINE

Simferopol
UNITED KINGDOM
London
USA
Los Angeles

2815306

Suite 175, 90212 Beverly Hills, California

2815307
New York

(1-212)

9442300

9445200

1384, Broadway, 22 Floor,
10018, New York, New York

San Francisko

(1-415)

4342300

4034033

120 Montgomery Street, Suite 1400,

Seattle

(1-206)

4641005

4640452

1411, 4th Avenue, Suite 420,

San Francisco, CA 94104
98101 Seattle, Washington
Washington

(1-202), (1-888)

6864949

3474305

1634, Eye Street, N.W., Suite 200,
20006 Washington, D.C.

UZBEKISTAN
Tashkent

(998-71)

1523018

1448472

7718742

7718522

1-A Kodyriy Street, 700128, Tashkent

VIETNAM
Hanoi

(84-04)

7718718

DAEHA BUSINESS CENTER,
360 Kim Ma, str, Ba Dinh distr., Hanoi
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OJSC Aeroflot-Don
Country/City

Code

Telephone

Fax

Address

RUSSIA
Moscow

(095)

4367753

4367691

K-27, Airways Terminal, Vnukovo Airport,103027

4367691
NeryungriI
St.-Peterburg
Sochi

(41147)

70444

(812)

1238620

(8622)

700231

6, Lenin Street, Neryungri, Republic of Sakha, 678960
1238620

“Pulkovo-1” Terminal, 18/4, Pilotov Street, 196210
Of. 232, A-355, Airport, Sochi

692228
TURKEY
Istanbul

(90-212)

6389106

6389112

291/293, Ordu Gaddesi Laleli Is Merkezi, Istanbul

6389107
UZBEKISTAN
Tashkent

(99871)

1521836

83a, Nukusskaya Street, Mirabadsky District,
Tashkent, 700015

CJSC Aeroflot-Nord
Country/City

Code

Telephone

(8182)

631323

Fax

Address

RUSSIA
Arkhangelsk

Air Terminal Building, Airport “Arkhangelsk”

218797
Moscow

(095)

5789096

St.-Petersburg

(812)

1035375

Air Terminal Building “Sheremetyevo-1”,

5787712
1238776

ticket window 14
1238776

Air Terminal Building “Pulkovo-1”,
office 3088, Moscovskiy Prospekt, 151

3807636
Murmansk

(8152)

449644

Polyarnikh Zor Street,30

Belgorod

(0722)

341300

Bogdana Khmelnitskogo Street, 166

(81531)

541111

Kirovsk
Naryan-Mar

(81853)

50005

Yubileinaya Street, 13

43838

Smidovitch Street, 25

44999
Monchegorsk

(81536)

76161

Komsomolskaya Street, 25B

Mezen

(81848)

91945

Air Terminal “Mezen”

43199

Air Terminal “Leshukonskoye”

31665
Sochi

(8622)

442989

Ait Termonal “Sochi”

(81047)

95143587

Air Terminal “Tromso”

NORWAY
Tromso

Route network of the Aeroflot Group including marketing flights

Murmansk
Arkhangel'sk

Narya

Saint Petersburg
Copenhagen
London

Seattle

NORTH
AMERICA

Paris

Toronto

Moscow

Berlin

Frankfurt/M
Vienna

Prague

Belgrade
Rome

Los Angeles
Athens

U

Volgograd
Rostov-on-Don

New York
Washington

Samara

Astrakhan

Tbilisi
Gyumri
Baku
Yerevan
Pafos
Beirut
Larnaca
Damask
Tel Aviv
Amman
Cairo

Teher

Havana

Duba

Tromso

Murmansk

Naryan-Mar

Apatity
Pechora

Arkhangel'sk

Rovaniemi

Lulea

EUROPE

Kotlas
Petrozavodsk
Helsinki
Oslo
Tallinn

Stockholm

Saint Petersburg

Moscow
Nizhny Novgorod

Riga
Copenhagen
Vilnius
Hamburg

Amsterdam

London

Dusseldorf
Brussels

Samara

Kaliningrad
Minsk

Berlin

Belgorod

Warsaw

Karlovy Vary
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Glossary
Passengers carried — A passenger for whose transportation air
carrier receives commercial remuneration.
Cargo tons carried — All cargo (freight and mail) counted on a
point-to-point basis (in metric tons) covered by air waybills for
which remuneration is received.
Revenue passenger kilometers (RPKs) — One fare-paying passenger transported one kilometer. RPK’s are computed by multiplying the number of passengers by the kilometers they are
flown.
Cargo ton kilometers (CTKs) — One ton of revenue cargo transported one kilometer. CTK’s are computed by multiplying metric
tons of cargo by the kilometers they are flown.
Revenue ton kilometers (RTKs) — One ton of revenue traffic
(passengers, baggage, and cargo) transported one kilometer.
Revenue ton kilometers are computed by multiplying metric
tons of revenue traffic by the kilometers which this traffic is
flown.
Available seat kilometers (ASKs) — The total number of seats
available for the transportation of revenue passengers multiplied by the number of kilometers which those seats are flown.
Available ton kilometers (ATKs) — The total number of metric
tons available for the transportation of passengers and cargo
multiplied by the number of kilometers which this capacity is
flown.
Passenger load factor — Revenue passenger kilometers
expressed as a percentage of available seat kilometers.
Weight load factor — Revenue ton kilometers expressed as a
percentage of available ton kilometers
Aircraft kilometers flown — The sum of distances flown by all
revenue flights.
Average stage distance — Aircraft kilometers flown divided by
the number of revenue landings.
Aircraft hours flown — The total number of revenue hours flown
“block-to-block”. “Block-to-block“ time is defined as the total
number of hours (and minutes) measured from the time the aircraft moves from the loading point until it stops at the unloading
point.
Utilization — Average hours flown (“block-to-block” basis) per
aircraft per day.
Aircraft departures — The number of landings or flight stages
flown.
Punctuality rate — The number of flights arrived on-time (within
10 minutes of schedule) expressed as a percentage of the total
number of flights.
Marketing flights — Flights where Aeroflot acts as marketing
partner.
RF — Russian Federation
IATA — International Air Transport Association
AEA — Association of European Airlines
Group — JSC Aeroflot and its subsidiaries
RTS — Russian Trading System
FCSM — The RF Federal Commission for Securities Market
Market capitalization — Total market value of the company’s
shares.

Shareholder contacts:
Building 9, 37 Leningradsky prospect, 125167, Moscow

Hot line for shareholders and investors:
Tel: +7 (095) 258 06 86; 258 06 50; 258 06 84
Fax: +7 (095) 258 06 84;
E-mail: onovozhenin@aeroflot.ru

Notice of future development
This annual report apart from real data contains opinions, assumptions and
forecasts of the company’s management based on currently available information. Due to changes in external factors, such as fluctuating demand for
air transportation, price changes, implementation of new technologies,
changes in legal environment, fluctuations in exchange rates, to name but a
few, the company’s actual performance in the future could differ from forecasts represented in this report
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